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ABSTRACT 

n1is study focuses on the relationship between the responses of Indian 

Muslim migrants to the Cape, (based in an Indian group area in Cape 

i 

Town, called Rylands) ar.ci the responses of the envirorunent to Indians. 

There has been remarkably little work of any nature undertaken concerning 

Ind:i.ans in the Cape. The broad anthropological framework emphasises the 

centrality of '-he Indians' own perception of their lives, and the 

significance of the external constraints imposed on them through various 

means. The theoretical approach used has been taken predominantly from 

migration theorists ~roo emphasise the ovev-arching importance of 

external constraints on the behaviour of migrants, whatever group 

preferences may be, such as their position in the labour or housing 

markets, or in the fa.c; of ~ jtire. or de facto discrimation. A second 

feature of this approach is to analyse the differing degrees cf 

participation oi first generation and second generation migrants in the 

spheres of the 11homeland11 or area of origin; the local migrant 

co-ethnic life; and in the majority society. In this \vay, there is a 

tensil'n between the ideals and expectations of th~., older and the younger 

generations. This approach considers the formation of ethnic 

groups by migrants to be a strategy for coping in an alien environment; 

ethnicity providing a means of recruitment to the group. 

Because in the Cape, and in Cape To\vn especially, there is a large 

population of Huslim non-Indians ("Cape Malays"), the situation of the 

cross-<·utting identities of Indian and Muslim served to ~mphasise that 

these identities mean different ti1ings to informants, and they are 

used in different contexts. Indian identity is used in the domestic 

domain in the relationship betwec·~l elders and juniors in extended 

families, and as part of the moral justification of the worthiness of 
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an extended family, ~hich acts as a resource redistribution centre. 

Islam, however, forms a broader range of alliance with other Muslims, not 

only in South Africa. with the increasing politicis~tion ~f Islam in 

South Africa, Islam has becJme increasingly associated with other 

grou·,ls seeking to redress the imbalance of the race legislation. 

The central discussicns in the thesis revel ve around the external 

constraints - the race legislation, Not only has th~ race legislation 
I 

affected the position of Indians in the housing and labour markets, 

·but the statutory imposition of a classification 11 Indian11 serves to 

propagate tht concept that this group is Lli.stinct from all other South 

Africans. Combined with t.~is, residential and educational separation 

attempt to propagate this concert of distinction. According to the 

race legislation,.. "Indian cul ture 11 is asswned to be the primary basis 

of the distinction, and it assumes that the primary networks for all 

those classified as Indian are based on shared ethnicity. The 

· extent to which this occtu-s is discussed in the thf'sis. The major 

problem is that ti1ere is an ambiguity involved i.n the jural 

definition of 11Iridian11 and the ernie definitiCtn of Indian, and many 

people reject for a variety of reasons, their jtu-al classifications. 

The conclusions reached are that different groups are mobilised for 

different purposes, using either the symbols o:f Indian traditions and 

kinship for the coping strategies of the extended family; or the 

symbols of Islam and Black Consciousness for strategies aillled at 

eradicating the race legislation. In this way, Indian tradition is 

not merely a cultural relic, but rather a set of sj1Tlbols used in a 

new context for mobil]sing groups. TI1is study indicates that 
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future research could look at the tension between the elders, familiar 

with Indian traditions, and the younger generations,tmfamiliar with it, 

and on what bases the y~unger generation will mobilise groups when 

they assume positions of power. 
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PREFACE 

Fieldwork was undertaken for eight months during 1978 and 1979 

predominantly although not exclusively in Rylands, one of the two 

Indian Group Areas suburbs of Cape Town. Rylands is situated in the 

central part of the Cape Flats, ~1ere a large proportion of people in 

Cape Tmvn who are classified as "non-White 11 now live. This choice of 

fieldwork area iqvolved an obvious problem. Preliminary rer.earch 

indicated that ~ylands in no way formed a community, a type of "urban 

village" that could be studied in isolation. Its raison d'etre -
.and the history of its development preclude the rise of any community 

feeling, at least at this stage in its development. Rylands was creC~ted 

by government legislation which demarcated a more or less uninha.bited 

tract of land near Athl•.ne, fe-r the use of Indians. In fact, Indians 

came to live in Rylands only about fifteen years later, as the areas in 

which they vmre previously resident became p1·oscribed to them. Thus, 

Indians no\v livi'llg in Rylands have come from all over the Cape peninsula, 

many having few contacts, friends or relatives in Rylands. Because of 

the housing and lmd· shortage in Rylands, their kin and friends may not 

have found accommodation in Rylands, and live elsewhere (not necessarily 

even in tl1e other Indian Group Area). It was found that in every 

household, some of the relationships valued most highly by informants 

were with people resident in other areas, whilst Rylands' neighbours 

were, frequently, only peripherally important. Residents of Rylands 

have not, on the average, been living there long enough to build up 

the degree and intimacy of contact that forms a community' awareness~ 

If Rylands does not form a well-knit community, why was it then chosen 
f 

as a fieldwork area? Firstly, it v:as cho&cn to impose some demographic 

and geographic constraints to the size of the fieldwork unit, ~lich 
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would otherwise have been unmanageable in the scope of research for a 

Master's degree. Secondly, since the aim of the research was to study 

the effects and implications of race legislation on Indians, it seemed 

logical to choose ae a study area an Indian group area created by this 

legislation. It must be emphasised, however, that since the networks 

of informants were followed in many cases, the fieldwork includes data 

on over two hundred ind-{_viduals resident outside Rylands. To provide 

some form of comparison, Indian households outside Rylands and with, 

at first sight, apparently little connection with Rylands, were also 

studied. There were ten of these households. 

Therefore, the residents of Rylands provided individual examples of l1ow 

InJians may react to the constra~.nts imposed upon them, including 

enforced removal to a group area. But the data collected do not 

lead to the implication that the study provides a general account cf 

' how all Indians in Cape Town attempt to cope with the situation arising 

from the Group Areas legislation. 

The study is limited to Muslim Indians for two reasons. One is merely 

to impose a demographic limit on the size of the sample. The other, 

more cogent, reason was to study the implications of cross-cutting 

identities and allegiances, given the situation where Indians have 

imposed on them by the race legislation a jural definition as "Indians". 

This may not, however, coincide with the i~-group definition, given the 

fact that ties to the Muslim faith cut across the boundaries of the 

legal category of 11 Indian11 • In the Cape, unlike elsewhere in Scuth 

Africa, there is a l~rge population of Muslims who are not Indian by 

origin - the so-called "Cape Malays". Therefore, for an Indian 
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to emphasise his adherance to Islam is for hiJn to acknowledge religious 

kinship, to some extent, with non-Indians. Because of this cross-cutting 

identity, it seemed that the glib pre-eminence given to being 11Indian11 , 

by the race legislation, should be re-assessed by examining the situations 

in which the two possible identities are emphasised by informants, and 

the strategies for coping which they may provide. Thus, the situation 

in Cape Town provides an opportunity to study the significance of Indirul 

ideuti ty \'men it is cross-cut by another identity, that ties part of the 

Indian population to a far larger non-Indian group. 

The fieldwork consisted of intensive participant observation, undertaken 

for eight months. A random household census was the first stage of 

field\vork, when every fourth household in Rylands was censused. 

Follo~iBg this census, a more detailed census of the Muslim households 

was 1mdertaken. Both these census ques1,ionnaires appear in Appendix II. 

Since almost every household spoke either English or Afrikaans as one 

of its mother languag~....s, there was no need to learn an Indian lan,'!;ut1ge. 

D1e latter would have been problematic, considering that such a ~~de 

range of Indian languages are spoken by residents of Rylands. In the 

text, to protect anonyrni t'".f, all names are pseudonyrns, ru1d in scme cases, 

where the argument is not thus affected, sex of informants and ages 

have been changed also. 
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INTRODUCTION 

MIGRATION AND ETHNICITY 

Indi<m migra tio.n to South Africa should be seen in the p..:rspecti ve of 

the enormous movements of population both across international borders, 

and within national borders, that have been occurring more and more 

frequently since the mid-nineteenth century. Beijer (1969) looks at 

involuntary migration, such as refugee movunent and movement of 

prisoners of war, and maintains that in the single decade after the 

end of World War Two, there were more involuntary migrants than there 

were free migrants in the entire nineteenth century and in the first 

decade of the twentieth century. Higration munbers from India are 

also impressive. Petersen (1970) calculates that the total n~~ber of 

migrants from India between 1834 and 1937 was some thirty million 

pec>lle, of whom some twenty-four million returned to India. For 

South Africa, the govern.rnent statistics regarding repatriation, 

emigration and immigration figures for Indians (1962) shov! that 

between 1916 and 1921, there was a net loss of Indians amountir~ to 

9704 people. From 1922 to 1926, t~ere was a net loss of 9978 

people. (The Department of Statistics provides a warning that these 

figures are not very reliable). From 1927 to 1964, the figures 

relate only to "non-white 11 emigration and immigration, bu·i; the 

Department of Statistics notes that over 90% of these 11 non-wl:li tes 11 

are "Indians 11 • Despite a constant trickle of iimnigrants into 

South Africa, there is a net loss of 2937 "non-whites" during this 

time period {see Chapter I for fuller details). 

It is appropriate here, then, to clarify the concept of "migrant" that 

is being used. Follow~ng du Toit and Safa (1975), Watson (1977) and 

others, a m:igrant is any person who permanently or temporarily leaves 

1 



his place of birth to live elsewhere. This definition is broad enough 

to include rural to urban migrants within one country, a.I1d also 

oscillating migration of migrant labourers) as well a1=: a permanent 

move from one country to another. The Indians who have lived in 

South Africa. have been both migrant labourer~ who have returned to 

India after a period ,.f working in South Africa, and labourers and free 

immigrants who migrated intending to live permanently in South Africa, 

and who still remain here, with their descendants. 

ASSIMILATION THEORIES 

Sociological approaches to migration have. in the past, been concerned 

to show the extent to which an immigrant group adapts to - or is 

assimilated into - its new environment. A success:LU. imrntgrant group 

is taken to be that group that soonest becomes indistinguishable from 

the host socie~. 

Milton Gordon (cited in Price, 1969), delineates a process of assimila-

2 

tion. Degree and facili~ of assir.iJ .. ation are affected by the migrants' 

residence area (the region, and urban or rural), social class and what 

he calls "ethnic group" of the immigrants. "Ethnic group11 constitut0s 

people sharing the same customs, race and nation of origin. There are 

several ~pes or levels of assimilation. These he lists as cultural 

or behavioural assimilation (also known as acculturation), structural 

assimilation, marital assimil.ation, identificational assimilation, 

attitude receptional assimilation, behaviour receptional assimilation, 

and civic assimilation. These can be generally summarised as assimil.a-

tion through imitation 0f the customs of the host socie~; assimilation 

through participation in primary domestic units (kin groups); and 

assimilation through participation in lccal level and wider ranging 

politics and civic affairs. Central to Gordon's hypothe~is is a 



concept .taken from Eisenstadt (cited in Price, 1969), which is the 

extent to ~hich the host society is prepared to tolerate either 

·assimilation or a plural society. 

3 

Gordon postulates that the first type of assimilation is likely to be 

acculturation, on the basis that migrants arc forced to conform in out

ward behaviour to the norms of the host society. He suggests that once 

structural assimilation occurs, (that is, assimilation into the host's 

primary groups) then all the other types should follow automatically. 

Price (1969) criticises Gordon's hypothesis on several grounds. One of 

the major flaws is that aprdon has postulated an evolutionary, uni

directional change for migrants, from unassimilated and different, to 

assimilated and the· same. H~ does not allow for any interaction between 

types of change that occur, for example, that a later change utay have 

a feedback effect on an earlier change. FolJ 0wing from this, Gordou 

does not account for peoples acculturated in different ways within the 

same host society, and subject to differing amounts and types of discrim-

ination. AI though Gordon is using the United .States as his example, he 

does not look at the heterogeneity of behaviour: he assumes the host 

society to be homogeneous. Price aJ_so criticises dtat Gordon does 

not allow for any type of economic absorption and thus leaves out the 

complicated issues of economic competition and class differences. 

A further criticism is supplied from the work of Barth ( 1969). 

Barth maintains that the sharing of a conurton culture by an ethnic 

group (that is, in Gordon's terms, a 11 traditional 11 group or a 

Westernised assimilated group) is more a by-product of ethnicity 

than a primary definition. If one regards culture as central, then 

one's hypothesis is based on morphological characteristics, which 



are tlm~ regarded as i1nmutable in time, by implication. EcologicaJ. 

conditions also affect cu.l 1..-ural forms, so that to imply a static 

view of morphological characteristics is to disregard this 

influence: 11It is thuf' inadequate to regard overt institutional 

forms as constituting the cultural features which at any time 

distinguish an ethnic group - these overt forms are determined by 

ecology as well as by transmitted cul tureu. (Barth: 1969: 13). 

The studies undertaken ly Siddique (1977) and \veppner (1972) 

illustrate the least plausible use of Gordon's hypothesis. 

Siddique studied the changes in behaviour of Indians and Pakistanis 

~10 had migrated to Canada. The core c/~:· the study was to 
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illustrate the extent of change, of assimilation and of Westernisation 

of these migrant families. Take-n as indices of significant change 

were family relationships, and participation in Indian ethnic 

activities. Siddique compared \vhat he called 11 traditional 11 

Canadian family life with that of the immigrants, analysing 

differences in authority patterns and decision-making patterns. 

Irnmedia tely, seve.•~al criticisms are applicable. Firstly, his 

assumption of any 11 traditional 11 and homogeneous Canadian family 

life is simplistic, and he never indicates from where he obtains 

his stereotype. Secondly, his assumption that there is a single 

11traditional 11 Indian family life is just as simplistic (see 

Chapters III and IV). ThirQly, he encounters so much individual 

variation in the authority structure of tbe immigrant family that 

an adequate explanation of it is difficult. Fourtllly, he 

immediately assumes that on arriving in Canada, Indian and Pakistani 

immic.rants seek out a stereotype of the l!tradi tional Canadian 

family" on .... hich to base their family strt~~t•tre: he asswncs that 



it is i~evitable that the :immigrant families should change to h5.s 

dubiously derived stereotype. There is no indication that this 

stereotype is in any way a reference point for immigrants at all. 

His second set of criteria is the degree and type of participation 

in ethnic activities; The more the immigrant participates in 

non-ethnic a~rivities, the more Westernised and acculturated he is. 

Siddique, however, fails to give any indication of the extent and 

type of, participation in ethnic activities of any otber Canadians. 

He also J.oes not consider that /~thnic·-based activities may in 
~-- ~'' 

themselves be an adaptation to the new environment, rather than a 

reactionary )~allure to change\. After aralysing the extent and 

degree of immigrant participation in non-ethnic activities, such 

as theatre and cinema a i... tcndE.n.c ~, and conunen ting on t.."le significance 

of this in term~ of adaptation, Siddique then nullifies it all by 

stating that since ti1e migrants are all from professional classes, 

they probably would have been participating in non-ethnic 

activities to some extent in India, according to data provided on 

profe~sionals in India. Siddique does not mention local level 

discrimination that may be practised against :immigrru1ts and act as 

deterrent to participation in non-ethnic affairs, nor the potential 

value of ethnic co-operation and association. The central flaw in 

Siddique's presentation is that he has ignored the context of 

immigrant response to a new envirorunent - also the significance of 

over-dding political and economic constraints. He asst•mes a uni-

directional evolutionary char..gt: from non--Westernised tc 

Westernised, and that lack of change indicates reactionary behaviour 

and maladjustment to the new cond.;_tions. Weppner' s study (1972) 

has ti1e same type of value judgement. He studies urban assimilation 
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in the United States, using as his criterion of assimilation a 

psychological test of urban orientation, in which grammar 

proficiency is one of tlle central issues. The more proficient in 

grammar, the more one is urbanised. Weppner makes no attempt to 

ind.i.cate how correctJ_y Americans speak who have been living in 

cities for de.:'ades. Nor does he indicate l-lhether he is using 

Oxford English ~s his criterion of correctness. The fundamental 

mistake is his complete lack of analysis of economic and political 

integration in ti1e context of conditions in urban life compared 

with the area of previous residence. Any sign of ethnic 

affiliation is construed a.s a rewnant from the old times, rather 

than as a strategy employed in a new situation. These studies 

typify some of the mistakes made by socio1ogists following Gordon1 s 

assimilation hy::.- ·:the sis uncritically. 

1RADITION AND HODERNITY 

The c . .mtroversy over the use of the polarised concepts of ntradi tion11 

and modernity" has been well presented by Gus!ield {1966), 

Bendix {1966), Shiner {1.975) and others. Considering titat earlier 

studies cf migration l•rere based on this distinc.tion between 

"tradition" and 11modernity 11 , it is apposite to present the outcome 

of ti1e critiques, wi~~out listing the entire controversy. 

Gusfield {1966), like the others, criticises the oversimplified 

view of unilinear evolution from 11 traditional 11 societies to 11modern11 

ones. 11Hodern11 in·J"ariably rr:.eans industrial and urban, and generally 

is understood to describe \>/estern countries, who are, by intplication, 

therefore more progrr!ssi.ve, more highly evolve_~., than non-industrial 

11 traditional n societies. 

6 
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Gusfield analyses the concept of tradition and finds that to any 

contemporary generation, it represents a model of and a model for 

society (in Geertz 1 s terms, 1973). "Tradition" is a reconstruction 

of the behaviour and values of one's ancestors, a moral evaluation of 

them to find them good and worthy of emulatjon, which is used. to 

provide a moral justification for the behaviour and beliefs of 

contemporary life. "Tradition" is thus no"t an invariable 

determinate, but a morally based strategy to bolster one's own 

values, using historically based behaviour as a precedent. It 

involves choice and evaluation, since not always are all aspects of 

tradition equally important. As society changes, so will different 

emphases be placed on different aspects of past history and 

tradition. 

There are several fallacies that Gusfield dis:asses, associated with 

the concept of tradition. Sc ·called "traditional11 societies are 

seen to be static, \IDereas in actuality, they are not. He quotes 

the case of pre-colonial India, often represented as an ideal type 
/ 

,.---

of unc;hanging traditional society. He ust:s the work of Srinivas 

(1962) and others to show the extent of change and flexibility that 

occurred on the local levels, and on the national level following wars 

between Indian rulers, and wars involving foreign powers such as the 

Moghuls. Traditional society is also represented as being 

harmonious within a s true ture-func tionalis t analysis of consistency, 

but a theoretical change in emphasis from structure-functionalism 

immediately indicates that this is not so. Gusfield cites the 

example of the laws of caste inter-relationship appearing to be 

strict and inunutable, but in practice, there are many built-in 

conflict meeho.m .. sm.s which enable these lftws t0 be disregarded or 



manipulated. 

A particularly misleadiz~ idea implicit in an evolutionary 

framework, is That old traditions are replaced by new ones. 

Gusfield cites the example of Gandhi and his symbols of Indian 

nationalism to disprove this point. Gandl~,i took aspects of 

old traditions from throughout India, and moulded them into a 

people's concept of a national united India sharing common 

traditions. The old traditions are often redefined and used 

with renewed vigour and importru1ce in a new situation. This 

point has ,particular importance in this ·t.~esis, in the 

discussion of symbols of ethnicity and strategies for 

obtaining access to resources (see Chapters IV and V). lhc 

same example serves to disprove the axiom th::.t "modernising" 

changes serve to weaken tradition. Srinivast concept of 

Sanskritisation (1962 and 1967) admirably disproves the point. 

The basis of this type of analysis, criticised by Gusfield, is 

that tradition and modernity are artifically polarised, and seen, 

in the context of an evolutionary value-judgment, to be mutually 

exclusive. Tradition and urban industrialism do co-exist 

throughout large parts of Africa and Asia. 

Anthropologists such as Geertz (1973) have shown how new national 

level changes have been inaugurated using the strategies provided 

by "traditional" networks and values. The rise of the Black 

Consciousness movement indicates the redefinition of elements 

of "black cultures11 or negritude (cf. Senghal) to form modern 

international political •!pheavals that have and are changing the 

balance of power in Africa. 

8 



PRICE'S MODEL OF MIGRATION 

Price (1969) expands a ,·llain :;;1odel of migration first propounded 

by Lochore and then by Borrie. He uses data gained from the study 

of Eastern European migrants to Australia for his model. 

The first settlers in a country are single or groups of pioneers, 

who usually intend returning to their natal cotmtry. Often, these 

pioneers are peripatetic, roaming the cour .. try inrearch of different 

sorts of jobs. Eventually, when they decide to stay, they 

endc,avour to encol.<rage other men from their natal areas to join 
"'----

them. These men are most often kinsmen from the same village, 

and other co-· villagers. Some groups of pioneers may still be 

itinerant, joining with other groups, remaining awhile, and then 

splitting again. 

In the Australian example, these pioneers had to learn many of the 

cultural characteristics (such as language, dress and outward 

behaviour patterns) of the host society, in order to obtain jobs. 

Because of the lack of their own womenfolk, some pioneers married 

British-Australian women, \mich fL~ther acted to anchor the 

migrants more firmly in Australia. Once the majority of ~mnigrants 

had managed to establish some relatively secure form of income, 

in this case, small independent businesse~, mining, fishing or 

labcnx·i.ng, they encouraged their own womenfolk to migrate. The 

immediate impact of the arrival of the \'lOmen and children was tht~.t 

suddenly ethnic enclaves appear. The women were not familiar 

with the cultural symbols of their nev surroundings, .;ond continued 
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to utilise their own. They re-introduced customs, and values 

haphazardly used or forgotten by titeir menfolk. They also 

discouraged marriage outside The ethnic group, and in practice, 

they discouraged much intermixing. Especially when the women 

were housebound, and so presented with little opportunity for 

learning other customs and values, the domestic dc'•1ain acted as an 

encapsulating unit.' 

When the pioneers encourage their womenfold to emigrate, there may 

be such a consequent flood of migrants to the new country that 

there may be sufficient n~bers of them to form ethnic associations, 

such as schools and churches. Price clearly emphasises that 

ethnic identity and co-operation are not invariable. His model 

proceeds to outline sources of tension between the migrants and 

their colonial born children. The Eastern ~~uropean migrants 

came from relatively poor peasant SliTroundings, or from a poor 

urban unskilled labourer setting. Therefore, their petit bourgeois 

achievements, or even their achievements to become artisans and 

skilled labourers, are viewed by them with contentment. Their 

children, hmvever, imbued with British Australian social 

snobbishness, would prefer to see their parents as haute bourgeoisie, 

raising their general standards. 'Ihe children often have different 

ambitions for themselves than those ti1eir parents hold for them. 

Price records how frequently, their parents wanted their children 

to ttJ(P over the family business, whiJ_st the children preferred 

different occupations. In addition to this, the children 

conflicted with their parents over the value of the old customs and 

ideology in the new setting. 
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The marriage patterns of the emigrants varies directly in 

proportion to the number of emigrants available to choose from, and 

11 

in proportion to the sex ratio of the commnnity. The extent of cultural 

change also depends on the number of emigrants, the sex ratio, and 

wether the emigrants inter-act to form a commtmity or not. The 

reaction of the host .c;ociety towards them <.lso influences marriage 

patterns and cultural change. 

Price continues his model to describe the emergence of a third 

generation, but he cautions that his model is tentative here because 

in the situation studies, the third gener1.tion was still yonng. 

He postulates that despite the tension that develops between tile 

first and second generation, many of the third genetation will still 

live within the migrant commnnity, and marry co-ethnics. 

This general model of the arrival of migrants in a new country 

has found wide applicability (cf. Watson, 1977, R. and C. Ballard, 

1977, Meer 1969, and others). It 1escribes accurately although in 

general terms, the migration of non-indentured Indians to South 

Africa, and the process of their responses to their new situation. 

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF PRICE'S MODEL 

Du Toit and Safa (1975), \iatson (1977) and others, whilst accepting 

Price's outline, emphasise that any study of migration, to be 

adequate, mu:;t include a study of the situation on both sides of 

the migr.?.tion - the natal conntry and the country of immigratj :-.=.1. 

They therefore analyse which group~ of people tend to migrate 

and \\hich do not. Price has been criticised (Douglas, 1970) for 

conceutratir;·:1; on the followers of the emigrants, and not on the 

leaders, and wily they emigrate in the first place. 
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Watson (1977), Du Toit and Safa (1975) and others look at which social 

categories and statuses tend to migrate and why, and how individuals 

within (or without) the~e categories and statuses maximise and ., 

manipulate their choices. 

Th(::," suggest that it is the people who are culturally or economically 

marginal who bill tend to migrate. This includes not only individuals 

~10 through some idiosyncracy of their circumstances are marginal, 

but also categories of people wo are marginal: 11It •••• suggests that 

persons who are marginal due to exposure, experiences and knowledge or 

wo are dis:"n.tisfied and frustrated with their conditions \d.ll tend 

to m:igrate 11 (Du Toit and Safa: 1975: 3). 
I 

Scarlett Epstein (1962:; discusses a southern Indian village situation, 

in wich the Muslims, as a minority, are on the fringe of village life, 

excluded by religion and varna from participating in the Hindu caste 

orientated village rituals and celebrations. Being thus on the fringe, 

they are, she suggests, forced to be more resourceful and enterprising 

than t11e Hindu m:~.jority. Hence they become merchants. A shop is 

seen as a source of great wealth by both Hindus and Muslims, but 

members of the dominant Peasant caste will not open one because it 

entails serving lower castes and untouchables. Also, in terms of the 

"nobles~e obligen type of relationship between dominant and subordinate 

castes, the Peasants would be expected to be charitable, give gifts 

and easy credit to all members of all subordinate castes. The 

Muslims, however, by being outsiCI.': the caste system, are outside this 

system of values, and so they can exploit this economic niche. 

Al,th·ough Scarlett Epstein was des·Jribi::1g ·c.onditions in southern , ,., 

India, the logical aJ: gument regarding Muslim enterprise and 
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entrepreneurship in the retail business seems to be justified 

in West India, in the Gujerat region (from where all the Muslim 

Indians in South Africa have emigrated). This may partially explain 

why so many Gujerati Mur.lims see their future in the retail_ trade, 

and have continued in this line outside of India, following the logic 

of their natal communities. But further than this, Scarlett Epstein 

illustrates adL'•}Ua tely how Muslims a:.."e marginal to the caste system, 

and in viJ.~ages ln which Hindus predominate, they are even margjnal 

to local village life and politics. 

Taking the argument further, Sriidvas (1962 and 1967) shows how 

in any singl(: village, there can be only c:; certain maximum number of 

persons occupying any economic niche or jati, and this would, of 

course, include Muslim 't!·ader:: .• The other members of that caste 

\iould be able to support themselves by becoming peasant farmers~ 

With the vast increa~e of population, however, land was no longer 

so rearu~y available, and mj~lions became dispossessed of all 

means of liveli."lood, and migrated to the cities for employment, or 

migrated overseas~ indenturing in the Colonial Office labour scheme 

(see Chapter I). MusljJtts \·d.thout either shop or land - given 

the strict Muslim practice of partible inheritance between agnatcs 

are thus particularly vulnerable to tl1e incentives of migration. 

They are at a double disadvantage: marginal to begin wi.th, in 
,-

many parts of India, and doubly marginal without some means of 

support. Why particularly Gujerati Huslims emigrated in such 

numbers to South Africa, only furt:-~.~.c ::. esearch can indicate. 

Price, in his hypothesis, postulated that although a migrant may 

spend the rest of his life in the cvuntry to \ihi.ch he emigrated, 



his value orientation remains towards his natal country. R. and C. 

Ballard (1977) describe the orientation in fuller detail. 1.'hey 

studied Sikh migration tt) Britain. The Sikhs remained Punjab 

orientated, to the extent of sending back regular large remittances. 

The migrants' money would be invested in schemes at home, either 

private ones, .-.:r ones of public benefit, such as adding on to the 

school or hospit:!l buildings, or building a well. For these 

efforts, the migrant would win high status and acclaim in his 

natal community, and it was to this evaluation of his actions that 

he responded. Badr Dahya (1974), finding the same orientation 

amongst his study .group of Pakist~ni immigrants to Britain, concludes• 

"Completely to abandon one's attachment to the village of 

origin and to one's 1 andhol ding means giving up one's 

claims to r .?.mbership of one's village-and-kin network 

Higration is undertaken for raising the inunigrant' s 

family's socio-economic status back home, and not for 

.... 

the immigrant's immediate gratification" (Dahya: 1974: 82). 

The significance of this conclusion is that it is precisely 

branches of this village-and-kin network ,.lith whom one interacts 

in the domestic domain in the new country. To reject it 

or to relinquish claims of membership also means to relinquish the 

resources available thrm1gh a reciprocally aiding network, in an 

alien environment. 

Foner (1977) further analyses the .... omeward orientation of migrants 

who have spent many years abroad. She ascribes it to the factors 

mentioned above, and also to the impact of a hostile or at least 

alien new environment where de facto if not de jure discrimination 
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is practised against immigrants: 11The homeward orientation seems to 

shield migrants from some of the stings of racial prejudice: if 

England is not their real home, then they can more easily endure 

prejudice" (ibid.: 133). 

This further anilysis by Foner can be applied to the Indian position 

in South Africr .. Given the legislative discrimination against 

Indians in South Africa, and their consequent hardships (see 

Chapters I and II and Appendix I), the homeward orientation and 

the enveloping folds of the extended family may possibly take the 
··• 

sting out of the present situation. Meer (1971) presents exactly 

this idea in the following quotation, refF..rring to Indians in 

Natal: 

"Desperate. for security, an.:i fearful of not obtaining it 

in the gen~~al social milieu, he (the Indian) searches 

for it in the intrinsically Indian cultural idiom. There is 

a lively revival of interest in Indian languages, 

religion, music, dancing, drama - scholars c<"'me from 

India and visitors g~ to India. But tJ:·. ~s in the main, 

is the comfort of the adult generation. The young, 

knowing no other idiom but t.lJ.at of m~ban South Africa 

seek it in the South African idiom. There is anger, 

but the anger is directed against the parent generation 

and for the while, conflict is confined within the 

Group Area" (!'-leer: 1971 : 30) .' 

Foner (~.dib.), Saifullah Khan (197/) and R. and C. Ballard (ibid.) 

emphasise the pha.se in Price Is model which deals ll<. th the 

interaction between first and second generation migrants. 



They describe, first, how, in the new environment, customs and 

values are altered by existing pressures - demographic, social, 

economic and political - and that the type of behaviour pattern 

fir~t gene:ration migrants adopt is not just a reiterr,tion cf 

tradition from the old country, nor is it completely a matter of 

choj_ce. Choice is involved, together with moral commitment to 

tradition, but ~hoice i.s constrained by the external factors of the 

new environment. Therefore, the conservative first ~eneratiou 

migrants \rul seldom behave exactly like the friends and family left 

in the natal country, even if they wish to. Their behaviour fits 

their new conteA~. The second generation diverges even further 

from the cultural traditions of the homeland of their parents, 

since most of them have been educated and socialised completely in 

the context of the new environment. 11Many of the people discussed, 

especially those ·.~ho were born in Britain, are caught between the 

cultural expectations of their parents (the first generation 

migrants) and the social demands of the wider society11 • (Watson: 

1977: 3). Saifullah Khan (ibid.) expresses the tension between 
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first and second generation migrants more clearly. She discusses the 

problem of the second generation children who participate in differing 

degrees from their parents in the three areas - of houieland op:i..e11tation 

and knowledge, in the local migrant world, . and in the majority host 

society. Ji'oner (ibid.) continues this line of thought, saying that 

amc•ngst her group of immigrant Jamaicans to Britain, few of the 

second generation can talk of Jama~~a as a homeland, since they have 

never even visited it. They feel themselves to be more British than 

Jamaican, but the people of the majority society wlth whom they mix 

do not accept them fully as British. There is always an undercurrent 



of prejudice against them on the part of the British. Therefore, 

the young people have found another element of identity. They seek 

identification with others in a similar situation, an identification 

that completely cross-cuts their Jamaican ethnicity: "Neither 

Jamaican nor fully English, they often look to their blackness as a 

basis for identification 11 (Foner: ibid.: 145). 

~THNICITY AND MIGRATION 

During the process of migration and the responses of the migrants to 

their new setting, it is indubitable that the migrant group wiU define 

itself vis-a-v~. its host society, and be defined by the host society. 

It w..i.ll lose some of i.ts members and gain others {such as women 

through marriage). Hembers wiJ.l also use some of the cultural symbols 

of the host society merely since tl1ey have to participate in it, yet 

despite this, the migrant group may maintain conceptual boundaries 

around itself: 

11It is clear that boundaries persist despite a flmv of personnel 

across them. In other \vords, categorical ethnic distinct..:..ons 

do not depend on an absence of mobility, contact and information, 

but do entail social processes of exd.usion and incorporation 

whereby discrete categories are maintained despite changing 

participation and membership in the course of individual 

life histories" (Barth: 1969: 10). 

Ethnic behaviour has often been regarded dS a resource, a 

strategy for obtaining ends in a multi-ethnic situation (cf. 

Levy, 1973, Collins, 1973, Crespi, 1973). In tl~is way, 

beha·!iour i:? seen to be not only reflective of the smn of the 
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past, but also creative, creating means of manipulating the present. 

Thus, behaviour patterns also involve deliberate choice: one is 

not only ascribed to a particnlar group, one also chooses to 

maintain and perpetuate these ascribed relationships: "Not only 

do migrants make choices, manipulate and utilise various kinds of 

networks for their own ends, they are also the cre~tors of and the 

receivers of well thought out rationale for the manner in which they 

behave" (Kasdan: 1970: 5). 

This approach emphasises the importance of an individual's awareness 

of his ability to manipulate ethnic ident-.ity and the symbols of 

ethnicity, and his choice in doing so. The criticism of early 

trensactional analysis (cf. Paine, 1974) may be applied to the 

extremes of this approach. Is an individual always aware of his 

position, can he~ always manipulate hi~ ethnic symbols, does he know 

what his most effective ethnic symbols are in a certain situation, 

and, finally, how does he knmv he is maximising his own self 

advantage? 

Cohen (1974) criticises this extreme application of transactionalism 

to ethnic behaviour. He illustrates that there .is a dialectic 

relationship between an individual and ethnic symbols, both of 

which are moulded by the other. Ethnic identity, he agrees, 

is not a matter of once and for all commitment, but rather a 

matter of degree: 11 The difficulty with this kind of explanation is 

that it is one-sided and cannot account for the potency of the 

normative symbols which the individual manipulates in his struggle for 

powe1. An ~thnic group is not siJnply the sum total of the strategies 

adopted by independent individuals" (Cohen: 1974: xiii). 
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Sanford (1974) working from perspec:tives gained from Price, Leach 

(1961) and Barth (1969), looks at the resurgence of long-disused 

ethnic symbols amongst a disadvantaged group in the Caribbean. 

One politi~al leader dec·i.ded to 'Win support by re-activating long 

forgotten ethnic symbols, such as vocabulary, dress, songs, which 

were alien to the other islanders who held the pO\ver. In thi.::. 

way, he enthused a following of co-ethnics, who campaigned for the 

implementation of full dPmocracy. According to the old 

assimilation theorists, this resurgence of old traditions in the 

face of 11Western11 customs, involving the rejection of the latte:r 

could be seen only as degeneration, an inabiJ.i ty of the ethnic 

group to adapt. Sanford explains this resurgence otherwise: 

"The revitalisation movement, although it seems to look inward, 

in reality looks out,'lard· to attentpt a change in values in the 

dominant society, to change the social structure v.hich places the 

subordinate group at a disadvantage" ~Sanford: 1974: 507). 

This analysis is particularly important when discussing Indian 

ethnici ty in South Af1·ica (cf. the Heer quotation cited earlier), 

considering the disadvantaged position of Indians there. This 

issue will be discussed below. 

This approach indicates the importance of external factors in 

determining the significance of any ethnic statement. Whatever 

else :lt includes, ethnicity is a statement of boundaries, which is 

a political statement. Boundaries enclose membership and resourcl..'s 

ava:iJ.ablc only to members. Parkin defines cthnicity as follows: 

"····~ the articulation of cultural distinctiveness iv situations 

of po:-:_itical conflict or competition" (1974: 119). Ethnicit-y is 

thus not only a resource, and the "outcome .._,f individual strategies", 
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but also its form and significance depend very much on external 

political and economic conditions. Ethni.ci ty is partially created 

by the environment, and ?artially created by the participants to 

cope with the environment, ~.nd partially created by historical 

precedent. R. and C. Ballard (1977) state this position 

tme qui vocally: 

11 ••••• it &hould also be recognised that the external 

constraints, such as the migrant's position in the labour 

and housi!1.g markets or the discrimination he faces, are 

ultimately prior to the internal preferences of the 

group ••••• These internat preferences should not be 

regarded as fixecl or static but rather as positive and 

dynamic responses to the external constraints 11 (ibid.: 

1977: 53). 

Badr Dahya (1974) \'!hilst agreeing to this outlook in principle 

warns of the analyst applying his o\m concept of the external 

constraints to the behaviour and choices of illllll:igrants, without 

asking the latter their reasons for such behaviour. 

So thus, an idea of e-t..hnicity emerges, :in which i:lll analyst must pay 

attention to the normative aspects of ethnicity, its resource and 

strategy vcl.ue vis-a-vis t.lte external constraints which impose a 

certain form on the manifestation of ethnicizy. But the analyst 

must al.so pay at·tention to folk e}...'"Planations of behaviour. 

THE APPLICATION OF '11IESE APPROAC~S TO INDIAN E'IHNICITY IN SOUTH AF1UCA 

The concept that so-called ntraditional 11 cultural elements are 

conservative and an i:1dication of not adapting completely to 

11\'lestern11 \Jays has been used implicitly L'1 the work on Indians 
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in Sol.< th Africa. Kuper (1960) and Palmer (1957) never talk 

directly about degree of acctlituration, but they both describe 

Indian customs as relics from India. What gives their analyses 

this slant. is that neither of them analyses Indian bel.aviour in 

the context of the external system - in the context of externally 

imposed restrictions and disabili-r.ies. Kuper, for example, presents 

an analysis of household composition of Natal Indians without 

considering that the impact of the Group Areas rezoning for Indians 

has been to cause an extreme housing shortage (see Chapters I and II), 

wich \iill undoubtedly affect household co~position. 

Although Palmer presents a political histo17 of Indians in Natal, 

rather than an anthropological study, neither she nor Kuper 

consider the meaning of what has so glibly been called 11Ind:i .. :r.1 

cthnicity11 • To display symbols of Indian idcr:.tity too openly has, 

in the past, resu1.ted in further discrimination against Indians by 

the ruling elite. For example, since 1897 (see Appendix I), 

immigration restrjctions have been imposed ''"hereby a.U those deemed 

to be unassimilable into 11Wh:lte South African cul ture 11 on the 

basis of strong commitments to a different culture, have been 

refused entry to South Africa. Education and means tests \'lere 

also applied to prospective immigrants. Therefore, for Indians 

to profess too openly their Indianess became a distinct disadvantage. 

Discrimination against Indians (see Chapters I ru1d II, and Appendix 

I} in the economic and political sph(res further showed the danger 

of exposing ethnic symbols too op-enly. 

Yet despite this, Indian ethnicity in Natal has often been used as a 

pCilitical SYJT!bol mobilis5.ng supp~1rt against discrini.nation (cf. 
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Pachai, 1971). But the Race Classification Act of 1950 further 

complicates the issue of Indian ethnicity. By means of this 

act, the Nationalist government classified the entire population 

into diffe~ent ttraces", :,ased on area of origin, phenvtype, 

cultural practices, and gen·~ral acceptability as a member of a 

prop~1sed "race". As indicated in Chapters II and V, the people 

classified as ,:Indian" by means of the legislation are not 

necessarily regarded as Indian by other Indians. Ann the Race 

Classificatio~ Board has rejected claims to be classified as Indiru1 

by people who see themselves as Indian, and who are considered by 

the gr~:mp to be Indian. 

· The subtle effect of the Race Classification Act is that, whatever 

concept of group boundaries Indians entertained before, the 

boundaries have, :!.n certain, vital aspects, been made static and 

inflexible by legislation. Despite the discrepancy between the 

legal and t...l).e folk classifications, the legal classification 

deliberately , emphasises and maintains a boundary r_nd a concept of 

difference which must influence the folk class~ ::'ication since it 

applies to eve17 aspect of an Indian's life. The folk classj£ication 

may quite plausibly have undergone al tcration, in time according 

to changing circwnstances, being more flexible: but the 

• 
ini'lexibili ty of the legal classification has a feed-back effect 

on the Indian's concept of 11lndians 11 • 

In addition to ti1is, the sister ac~ of the Race Classification Act, 

the Group Areas Act, has a profound influence. Previously, Indians 

lived in mixed areas, in the Cape ~t least, but the Group Areas Act 

ensures that each 11 rac.~ 11 should live in its own group area, thus 



isolating it geographically from other groups. Kuper (1960) and 

Meer (1969) do not discuss the effects of either of these pieces of 

legislation on the concr;pt of and practice of Indian ethnii·ity. 

Meer (1969 and 1971) does, however, discuss how the effects of 

discriminatory legislation, such as shortage of housing and 

limitations in ~ommerce, have influenced the development of strong 

links between members of an extended family. This : ine of analysis 

is particularly valuable in understanding what conditions induce 

certain behaviour patterns and value judgments. She shows very 

clearly how ::in liru{s not only provide members with affective 

support, but alsc with a whole range of other resources, such as 

mutual aid, in a long 'l::~rm re::iprocal arrangement. Economic 

security is increased through becoming and remaining enmeshed in 

extended family relationships. 
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CHA;.;;.P..:;.TER;;;;;• ;.;.......;;;.I 

A POLITICAL AND ECONOHIC HISTORY OF INDIANS IN SOUTH AFRICA -
tfiGRATION.TO SOUTH AFRICA 

Migration from India to South Africa began in 1860, as an extension 

of tile larger organised effort by the British Colonial Office to 

redistribute what was considered to be surplus Indian labour to various 

parts of the Empjre and to allied countries. This Jarge scheme was 

begun in 1834, when Indian labourers were recruited from the areas 

around Bombay, Madras, Hyderabad and Calcutta (see map I. I. ) to 

become inden+·.ured labourers to case labour shortages in South America, 

Mauritius, Ceylon, Fiji, Guadaloupe, and French, Dutch and British 

Guiana (Hcer, 1969). 

Natal sugar cane farmers were suffering from a severe labour shortage 

in the 1f:SO's, mainly because of Shepstone 1 s policy of not coercing 

the local indigenous peoples to become wage labourers. Sir George 

Grey, +-_hen Governor of the Cape, and High Commisshmer for Natal, 

recommended -the use of Indian labour to allevi .. te this situation. 

The Colonial Secretary approved the requ~st, despite opposition by the 

board of directors of the British East India Company. The latter 

objected that the proposed conditions of labour in Natal were 

grossly inadequate; and that also, their own compa.."ly interests in 

the Bombay area were expanding rapidly and so required a large 

supply of labour (Pachai, 1971). Later, in 1874, the Cape had 

also applied for indentured Indian labour (Gimrala, 1974), but 

notlling further was done following delays in. rlhi tehall. 

In 1859, Law Fourteen of Natal vas passed, allowing Natal t.o indenture 



Indian labour, and also guaranteeing the right of the labourers to a 

free return passage to India after ten years service, or permitting 

the passage to be commuted to a land grant equal in value to the 

cost of the return fare. (See Footnote 1 on Pa!;e 61). 

After five years initial ob:igatory service, the labourer would then 

be ~llowed to contract his labour freely. 

The first Indians arrived in Durban in 1860. At first, according 

to Ginwala (1974), any healthy Indian was indentured in India, but 

after the initial period, Muslims were not favoured as recruits, 

since they were considered to be poor labourers and a bad example to 

others. Mo.~.'e importantly, they could de- ~ert and easily pass as 
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non-indentured Indians, since most of the non-indentured Indians were 

then Muslims (from the Report of the Protector of Indians in Natal, 

1905, cited in G:mrala). So poor were living and labour conditions of 

the Nat.:U indentured workers, that in 1872, the Colonial Office 

terminated further indenture, until improvements had been made. 

Two years later, further indenture began, but again was stopped 

because of the poor conditions. By the first decade of the t~~ntieth 

century, relations between India and South Africa were severely 

strained over the treatment of British Indians - indentured and non

indentured - and the influential Indian nationalists (such as 

Gandhi) were suggesting that indenture to South Africa be halted 

altogether. 

It was only Natal that indentured Indian labour. The Cape attempt 

had been abortive, whilst the Orange Free State and the Transvaal 

had not considered the idea of importing cheap labour. These 

provinces used, instead, in.digenous supplies of labour. Because 



the numbers of indentured Ir.dians and free Indian migrants in Natal 

had increased so rapidly by the turn of the century, and Indians 

had started to emigrate to the other provinces, the two con0ervative 

powers, the Transvaal and the Orange Free State, feared an Indian 

take-over in control of land and retail trade. They therefore 

called for compl~te exclusion of all Indians, not only from their 

own lands, but, at Union, from South Africa. Table I.I. indicates 

the rise of the so-called "Coolie" population in Natal ( 11Coolie 11 

referring to indentured Indian labour}. 1866 \ias the first Natal 

cen~us in whJch 11 Coolies11 are recorded. 

TABLE I •. I. IN,DENTURED INDIAN LABOUR IN NA!& 

(SOURCES: GOVERNMENT CENSUS REPORTS) 

-
Cen::.us Female Hale Total Number Coolies 
Date Coolies Coolies of Coolies as %of 

in Natal Natal 
Po pula-
tion 

. 

1866 1147 3894 5041 2.6% 

+ 1872 1402 2758 5068 2.6% 
1876 3101 6650 9751 3.4%' 

+ 1880 5413 10155 18877 4.6% 

* 1891 15456 25686 41142 ·7.4% 

* 1904 37421 63497 100918 9% 
I -·-

* = Census uses "Asiaticll and not "Coolie" so that free immigrants 
are included here. 

+ = Discrepancy between given total and sum of colwru1s caused by 
lack of breakdown by sex of the population of the Borough of 
Durban. Totals only are t.hen provided. 

In 1909, when the Union of South Africa was formed, the other provinces 
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insisted that if Natal joined the Union, all further indentured 

immigration should be stopped, since they feared what became knowrl 

as 11Indian.penetration11 • Natal fought against losinr,, this source of 

very cheap labo•.1r, and managed to extend the period of indenturing for 

a fu.::·ther year. In 1910, the Union goverr~ent petitioned the Indian 

Viceroy to end statutorily all indenturing to Natal. This move was 

seen as the start of a uniform South African p.1licy tnwards Indians 

halting their penetration and encouraging repatriation to India 

(Pachai, 1971). 

There were other ,-;ategories of Inr!i.ans imJ.tigrating to South Africa, 

however. These were Indians migrating freely, as British citizens, 

within the Empire, entitled to full citizen rights. Because these 

Indians paid the:.(' own passage, they were called passenger Indians. 

The first to arrive in South Africa came to Natal early in the 1870's, 

to serve the indentured Indian population as religious leaders, 

teache:~s, and, most importantly, as traders. Many of the early 

traders were members of large merchant familie·: sent to various parts 

of Africa and Mauritius to expand the family trading empire, and from 

their names (some listed in pamphlet No. 170 of the Indian Chamber 

of Commerce, n.d.) they are mostly Muslim. For example, one man, 

Moosa Hajee Cassim, came from a princely family in Gujerat (where 

Muslim rule had long been established), of which, from time to time, 

several members had acted ei~~er as Regent o~ as chief a~visor to the 

Maharajah of Porebander. State O.bid.) The Cassims had a merchant 

chain stretching from Natal, to Mauritius, Kenya, Uganda, Moc;amb:ique, 

Porebander and across India to Ne·; Delhi and Hong Kong. They also 

ran their Ol•'l! merchant fleet. Once a trading community had been 
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established in Natal, new passenger Indians interested in trading tended 

to choose to immigrate directly to other parts of South Africa, to avoid 

the over-c~mpeti tion in .'Tatal. Thus, of the Muslims in Ry1ands, none of 

the first generation Indian:{ migrated from Natal: they all came to the 

Cape directly from India. For the indentured labourers - mostly 

Hindu - the sit;uation was different. Their only means of arriving in 

South Africa had been to indenture to a Natal plantation, and c;Lly after 

the expiry of their term of service could they choose to move. Accordincr 
' 0 

to an official of the Department of Indian Affairs, most of the Hindus in 

Cape Town orjginate from a constant trickle of migrants from Natal, from 

about 1885 to 1908 (~hen entry to Jhe Cape was restricted - see Appenaix 

I). Most of these weir, from the basket-weaving caste, who were from 

Southern India (Tamils). In due course, other wealthier Hind~s 'followed, 

as religious lea~~rs, teachers and professionals, not of the srune caste. 

The process of migration for indentured labourers ru1d for passengers 

differ<> d. Frequently, indentured labourers came ~s individuals 

(Meer, 1969, records case histories where shan~hai methods of 

"recruitment" were used), or very poor extended families indentured 

together. It was only after many years of service, at the set 

wage of ten shillings per month, that indentured labourers could 

afford to pay the passage across to South Africa of their \'lives and 

children. There lvere recruitment officers at Madras, Hyderabad, 

Calcutt.t and Bombay, so that t..he indentured Ir.dians were drawn from 

all over India. The passenger Indians, however, migrated in a 

pattern corresponding to Price 1 s model of chain migration (1969) 

described in the Introduction. ~i11e men arrived first to find \vork., 

and, once established, encouraged kinsmen and co--villagers) and 

then their woruen£olk, to migrate to join them. They came almost 



exclusively from the three hundred mile stretch of coast in Haharashtra 

Province, around Ratnagiri and Bombay (Gujerat District). Price's 

model has ~s a central th~me the idea that even if mir,rants remain 

permanently in rheir country of immigration, they believe they will 

return to their natal place, and they remain orientated towards it. 

He emphasises how migrants migrate to make money to send to the place 

of origin, and they do not regard tl1emselves as settlers. Thi8 

approach see1ns inadequate for the Indians in South Africa, considering 

that so very few ever. returned, that remittances were curtailed 

early in Union histo~J and then stopped by 1919. Bradlow (1978) 

indicates that the severe restrictlons against any form of earnings 

being taken out of the •:ountry (by Indians) extended to jewellery. 

In 1921, through the intervention of the Indian Immigration Advisory 

Board, which was ~ontrolled by the Union government, tl1ese remittance 

restrictions were relaxed sufficiently to allow Indians to remit 

to India gold and j.;wellery to the maximum value of £25 per annum. 

Thus, t~e:i.'e never ceally existed the means in South Africa whereby 

a migrant could remit enough funds to India to build up his status 

in his natal village, as described by Price (1969), .Watson (1977), 

Foner (1977) and otllers in the Introduction. 'lbis prohibition on 

large remittances immediately provides a contrasting situation to 

those described by the authors above. It meant that, in economic 

terms, at least, migrants could not use their remittances to 

linprove their social status in the~r natal villages. Economic 

investm7.)nts H~re forced to be predominantly in Soutll Africa. 

Also many Indians have never been to India (see Ch<ipter VI). 

Palmer (1957), H. Kuper (1960), Pachai (1971) and Gim:ala (N.D.) all 

describe hmv emigration from India was selective not only in terms 
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of indentured labourers, but also in terms of those who came to serve 

the labourers as traders and teachers, since these latter came from 

such a small area of India. Ginwala (N.D.) describes the economic 

background of fifty years of \'lidespread emigration from India - of 

,over one and a half ~lion people emigrating between 1830 and 1880. 

Between 1800 and 1850, there had been seven major famines, during 

which an estimated one and a half million people died. Between 1850 

and 1900, there were twf'nty-four major famines, during which an 

estimated twenty-eight and a half million people died. In addition 

to this, taxation on the Indian peasant was extremely high, since 

a dual system often operated: tax for-the Indian prince, and tax for 

the British. Merchants had been particularly hard hit by the 

deliberate British policy of forcing Indian industrialism to be 

underdeveloped, so that India would provide a ready market for 

British produce. The result was gross commercial underdevelopment 

and complete economic dependence on Britain. Maharashtra Province 

had suffered from all the major famines; and Bombay was one of the 

centres of the East India Company, and its "development scheme", 

which involved an industrial monopoly of the area. Combined with 

these natural and man-made catastrophes, was a sudden increase in 

Indian population, which has not yet halted. Srinivas (1967, 

1955) documents how ti1e caste system had coped with population 

pressures before. Any one village can support only a certain number 

of people of the same occupation (or jatj) such as barbers, }lriests., 

teacr.-::rs or, for the Muslim non-caste members, of traders. Those 

members of a sub-caste who were not employed in their traditional 

occupation could find. a living by turning to the land and becoming 

peasant farmers. As th~ population prcssnre increased and land 
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became relatively more scarce, people moved to the cities to find 

employment. Already by the mid-nineteenth century, the pressure 

on the land was so high that there was just not sufficient land to 

cop~ with.the demand. Yet largely because of the British policy of 

deliberate industrial underdevelopment, there was a dearth of urban 

indr .. stry at that time to employ the excess people. The migration of 

so many people from India within fifty years can be directly 

correlated to the economic circumstances. Migration was directed 

more by "push" factors than 11pul~ 11 factors from the receiving 

countries. 

MIGRATION :Fl\.;URES IN SOUTH AFRICA 

The Department of Statistics itself acknowledges the unreliability 

of the statistics available for numbers of Indian immigrants to South 

Africa before 1938. Between 1938 and 1958,. the data from census 

reports differentiates between Indian migrants and those from other 

nations. After 1958, limnigrants and emigrants are classified merely 

on the basis of 11whiten and 11non_:white 11 , until 1965, when no 

phenotypical dist.inction of inunigrants and emj ~rants is noted at aU, 

and the figures are not broken down into any classification. 

Considering the unreliability of limnigration and emigration figures,. 

Table I.II presents instead the provincial population growth of 

Indians from 1891 to 1970. Blank spaces are where data is 

unavailable in the census reports. The anomaly of the 1904 census 

figure for the Cape is probably explained by the census 1.1se of 

different categories for populatiolJ. classification. The category 

"Asiatics" is not ah1ays clearly distinguished from the 11Malay11 and 

"Mixed and Other" categories in the early Cape census reports. 

"Asiatics" consist of all those "whose homeland is in Asia11 , but 
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according to the Department of Statistics, over 96% of those so 

classified since 1904 were from India, the others being Chinese. 

Early in the century, the rate of repatriation to some extent 

offset the· rate of immigration and the rate of natural population 

increase, but ~here is little statistical data available on this 

point. What -:-ncouraged both repatriation to In<!ia and re

indenturing (rare before 1897) was, according to Ginwala {19~'4), 

the heavy annual head tax of £.3 imposed on all Indiru:. males and 

females over the age of thirteen. This tax had been imposed at a 

time when indentured labourers received a set wage of ten shillings 

per month. Only after 1905 did the numb~rs re-indcnturing 

consistently exceed those repatriating (from the Protector's 

Report, 1908, cited in Ginwala; 1974). When India stopped 

indenturing lab011r to Natal, wages rose, thus encouaging more Natal 

Indians to re-indenture. For example, BradLow (1978) illustrates 

how in 1906, 47% of the indentured labourers re-indenturcd, whilst in 

1912, 95% re-indentured, and on.ly 7% of the total Natal Indian 

population returned to India. Bradlow (1978) shows that between 

1914 and 1919, 17806 Indians repatriated from Natal. This 

represents 13% of the 1921 population census figure. There 

were, however, 12000 imn1igrants to Natal durli1g tl1is period. 1he 

overall picture is a net·. loss of Indians, through a steady trickle 

of emigrants from South Africa, from this period until the present. 

Bradlol'J (ibid.) provides emigration figures for Indians in Natal 

over the five year period of 1920 to 1924, in which a total of 

11482 Indians left South Africa. The Union government, in an 

attempt to encourage greater numb-:-rs of people to repatriate to 

India, extended the b~nefits provided to emigres to Indians of the 
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Transvaal and the Cape. The Indinn Immigration Board provided through 

its Repatriation Officer, that every voluntary repatriot would be 

given £5, per member of the family, w:i.th a maximum of .£20 per 

family. ~fficient trar.sport was organised for the Indians, free 

transport being provided from Durban to the village of origin, even 

in rural India. Bradlow continues, to document that in the ct~se of 

very poor Indiruts, clothing allowances were provided at sixteen 

shillings per adult male, six shiJlings per adult female, and three 

shillings per child. Since very few Indians were participati.l'lg in the 

repatriation scheme, in 1924, when these benefits were extended to 

the Transvaal and the Cape, the per capita pecuniary encouragement 

was .tncreased to £10, with a maximum of £50 per family. Bradlow 

summarizes the numbers of Indians in South Africa repatriating 

and returning after indenture, between 1914 and l925. The total 

munber of peopl<:! repatriated was 19609, and tl1e total number of 

ex-indentured labourers returning to Inc'ia was 12116. This gives 

a total of 31725 Indians leaving South Africa daring tllis period, 

lmich is approximiately equivalent to 16%. of the Indian pcpulati':ln 

of South Africa in 1921. Pachai (1971) shows how the pecuniary 

incentives to repatriation were dropped it1 the 1960's as it became 

apparent that the only people taking advantage of them were the old 

people who were retiring to India anyway. 

When analysing Indian immigration and emigration, the attitudes of 

the various governments should be noted. From Union, all politi~al 

parties adopted the attitude that Indian in~igration to Soutll Africa 

should cease, and that all Indians currently resident in Soutll Africa 

shoui_d be forced or encouraged to repatriate. This attitude was tilt~ 

basis of all government dealings wi.tll loco::.l Indians and \dth the 



Indiau government hllich protested several times on behalf of South 

African Indians hl!o were facing statutory discrimination. 

Table I.II shows a gradually increasing Asiatic population, whose 

percentage ratio to the total South African population has changed 

little this century. The column indicating the Asiatic population 

for the Orange Free S~ate shows the effect ,;f the 1891 Statute La.w of 

the Orange Free State wich prohibited the s~·,ttlin.g of all Asiatics in 

this province, and summarily deported all Asiatic businessmen without 

compensation for their lost businesses. 

-

ASIATIC POPULATION OF SOUTH Al''Rlt.:A: 1891 - 1970 

(SOlliWES: GOVERffi1ENT CENS~) 

+ + 
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Number of Asiatics In 
Total Asiatics 
Number of as % of 

+ + Asiatics South 
Census Natal Cape Transvaal O.F .S. in South African 
Date Africa Population 

1891 41142 1700 - - - -
1904 100918 10712 10948 253 122311 2.4% 

1911 133419 7564 11004 107 152094 2.5% 

1921 141600 7388 14503 103 163594 2.4% 

1936 183661 10508 25493 29 219691 2 • .1% 
1946 232317 15174 37758 11 285260 2.5% 

1951 299491 17818 49342 13 366664 2.9% 

1960 394854 18477 63787 7 477125 2.9% 

1970 514810 21617 80563 5 620436 2.8% 

~-

NOTES: 1. No figures are given for Asiatics resident in Ban-t:~.• Home
lands, except in tlte 1970 Census, when 3441 Asi<ttics 
resided tllcrc. 

2. + = Figm·cs in these columns vary from Report to Report. 

3. + The totals for the 1909 and 1970 Censuses d1 not 
equal tile sum of the Provincial Breakdow·ns, but arc 
cited in both the 1960 R·~port and the Cumulator 
11U:nion Statistics For Fifty Years 1910- 196011 • 
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Natal has the largest In~ian population, amounting to 83% of the 

Indian population (1970) of South Africa. (Since fractions of a 

percentile are not relevant in this aspect, percentages are taken 

to the nearest integer). The Transvaal has 13% of South Africa's 
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Indians, whilst only 3% of the Indians live in the Cape. Broken down 

further, t~e statistics provide an indication of the percenta~e of 

Indians living in a certain province compared with the total 

popu.l ation of the province. In Natal, the 1970 government statistics 

reveal that Indians formed 9.1% of the Natal population, so that 

there are nearly as many Indians as Whites in Natal. In the 

Transvaal, Indians form 0.7% of tl1e Transvaal population, their 

numl<:r very much lower than the number of Whites resident there. 

In the Cape, Indians form only 0. 3% of the Cape population, "Ymich in 

many ways contributes tow<:.rds their more privileged position in this 

province, with less discrimination than has been faced by Indians 

in the other provinces (see below for f!uler details). If t.lte 

number of Indians is so small, then they are not perceived as any 

form of a threat by !:he holders of power. 

Bar Chart I. I. indicates the immigration and emigration of Indians 

to and from South Africa from 1938 to 1958 (source, Government 

statistics). TI1e figures present the overall gain or loss of 

Indian lirunigrants/emigrants to South Africa, calculated from the 

government statistics by caJ.culating the difference between the 

number of inunigrA.nts and th~ number of f-mi.grants for each year. 

Th~ Chart indicates that the net gain of Indians to South Africa 

never exceeded one thousand persons per anmun during this t\venty 

year period. During the height of the Second World War, immigration 

was particularly low, reaching 151 inunigr:_~!ltJ in 1942, and a 



maximum in 1941 of 265 emigrants. Immediately after the war, 

immigration rose abruptly, reaching peaks in 1947 and 1948 of 

874 and .889 immigrants respectively. Pachai (1971) delineates a 

war and po.st...:war home po.'.icy involving increasing xen;:;.phobia, 

focusing on Indians. In tite face of this policy (see Appendix I 

for the legislation passed in the post-war decade), local Indians 

realized that 1urther legislation restricting immigration was bound. 

to be passed. Several bills to this effect had alre::tdy been read in 

parliament, although none had yet been passed. The statistics 

relating to immigration and emigration of 11non-whites 11 (not just 

Indians) indicate that the immigrant sex ratio averaged two males 

to every t.lJ.ree females. The emigcant sex ratio averaged two males 

to every one female (1±"'_s breakdown is not available for the 

figures concerning Indians only). Pachai (ibid.) and Bradlow 

(ibid.) both sho1; that the immigrants were mostly wives of men 

already resident in South Africa, arriving with their children. 

No data \vere available for the years 1951 and 1952. In 1953, 

howeve~, the Chart indicates a maximum gain of 940 Indians, 

most of l'lhom arrived in the first quarter of the year, of whom 

710 were female. In the years following, immigration figures have 

dropped in marked contrast to the previous numbers, and since 

1957, the loss of Indians has exceeded the gain. 

This fluctuation can be directly correlated with the passing of the 

Immigra';ion Regulation Act of 1953. According to this a.::t, foreign 

Indians may live in South Africa only by requesting South African 

citizenship as stateless people. It prohibited the entry to 

South Africa (after "February of 1953) of any Asiatic woman born 

outside the Union, \ih~ had married a South African overseas. The 
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BAR CHART I.I. 38 

NET IMMIGRATION-EMIGRATION OF INDIANS TO AND FROM SOUTH AFRICA: 1938-58 
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entry of their minor children was also prohibited except with special 

permission granted by an immigration officer or the Minister himself. 

The large numbers of women immigrating again turned out to be the 

ldves and ~hildren of South African residents, who quickly carne to 

South Africa to 11beat the ban" as they callecf it. The immigration 

acts are discussed further below. 

BREAKDOWN INTO RELIGIOUS GROUPS OF INDIAN POH!LATION ·--
The Indian population in South Africa follo\vS three main religions -

Hinduism, Islam and Christianity - although other religions are 

represented by smill groups (such as the Parsees). Table C I of 

the government census report 02-05-03 of 1970 gives a breakdowr. 

by denomination of the Asiatic population in Sout.h Africa. In 

1960, 68.58% of the Asiatics were Hindu, and in 1970, 68.26% were 

Hindu. In 1960, 20.72% t:ere Huslilll, and in ~::no, 19.99%. 

Christian denominations accounted for 7.53% in 1960, and 8.54% in 

1970. Religions categorised as "other", in addition to 

Confucianists, (mostly Chinese) acco11nted for 0.40% of the 

Asiatics in 1960, and 0.44% in 1970. 

Table I. III gives an indication of the percentage ratio changes in 

the Muslim Asiatics, vis-a-vis the rest of the Asiatics. Since 

1921, the proportions of f.1uslims to Hindus have increased in 

both Natal and the Transvaal, but .i.n the Cape, there has been a 

dr~stic decre?.se of 40.9% in the proportion of Muslims to Hindus. 

This latter tendency has been caused largely by the fact that 

generally the first Indians to arriv~ in t~e Cape were the free 

immigrants, whilst the ex-indentured Hindu labourers arrived as a 
t 

result of internal migrat:.on only later (Brand, 1966). 
I 

Table C 4 



TABLE I.. III. INDICATING THE PERCENTAGE O.F ASIATICS IN 

EACH PROVINCE WHO ARE HUSLIM 

(SOURCE: GOVERNMENT CENSUS REPORrS) 

' Percentage Asiatics in each Province who are Muslims 

Census Natal Transvaal Gape South Africa 
Date 

... 

1921 11.9% 45-7% 8R.1% 11.1% 

19'70 14.0% 52.0% 47.0% 20.0% 

from the 1970 census indicates that the balance to 100% left over 

from the pe~-centage of Muslims indicated in Table I. III comprises 

mostly Hindu, with a very small minority being Christian and "other". 

The 1970 figures are: for Natal, 75% of the Asiati~.;s are Hindu; 

for the Transvaal, 34%; for the Cape 26%, ann for South Africa. as 

a wl~ole, 68% are Hindu. It is in the Transvaal and the Cape that 

Hindus are outnumbered by Christians and Muslims, the percentage 

ratios.in the Cape being 26% Hindus, 27% Christians and 47% 

Muslims. 

It is only in the Cape that there exists a sizeable population of 

non-Asiatic Husli.t'ils, who, in South Africa, are Blacks and. "Coloureds". 

In the Cape, there lives a large population of Muslims descended 

from political prisoners and slaves taken by the Dutch from the 

area encompassed by present-day Indonesia, during the seventeentl1 

and eighteenth centuries. Islam rather than Christianity becam~ 

the religion of these exiles not mcrnly because it was the 

religion of their forebc-:1.rs in India; and not merely because of 

the slave o\mers' dislik~ of converting their slaves to Christianity 
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(which could have entitled them to freedom). Davids (1969) 

suggests ~~at a central reason was a political one. Christianity 

was the religion of the slave-owners. As the only means of 

incipient "rebellion" against them, the slaves chose a religion 

which taught that it was the fulfillment of Christianity, the 

answers to the problems unsolved by Christianity. Islam also has 

an extremely strict code of laws to be follvwed in daily life, 

and through these, slaves cotud gain a measure of self-respect, and 

at the same time thus be able to feel superior to their Kafir 

owners. Also, Islamic teaching generally involves learning to 

read and write A1:·abic (to understand the Qu 1ran), so that slaves 

otherwise illiterate could nm'l become literate and well versed in 

Arabic history and Islamic laws. 

From government census data (census reports f"'OI'1 1904 to 1970) in 

1904, Asiatics constituted 33% of the Muslims in the Cape, the 

remaining majority being constituted by the 11 Cape Malays 11 • The 

1904 figure for Asiatics is anomalously high because of a lack of 

distinction in the census categories between 11Mixed and other" 

and 11Malay", which also meant, at that stage, in the Cape, "Muslim". 

By 1921, the Asiatics constituted 13% of the Cape Muslims; by 1960, 

8% and in 1970, 8%. This change in ratio has two major causes. 

The one is the high birth rate of the "Malays" compared with that 

of the Asiatics, and the o'tl1er is that there have been increasing 

numbers of Blacks (Africans), in the Cape, converting to Islam. 

In 1946, 0. 3% of the Cape Huslims were Black, whereas by 1960, they 

formed 12.2% of the Cape Muslim population. 
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The contact between the Asiatic and the11 Capc Malay''Muslims is 

described further in Chapter II. There was little contact between 

the Blacks and the other Muslims, because a large proportion of the 

Black Muslims are rural based, whilst the Indians and Malays are 

almost completely situated in the major Cape towns (1970 census 

figures). 

THE REACTim! TO INDIAN IMMIGRATION TO SOUTH A ri'RICA -
By the 1890's, the lfu.ite population in areas in which Indians had 

settled (Natal along the coast, Transvaal, the Orange Free State), 

had begun to fear the power of the rapidly growing Indian population .• 

Indians ,.Jho had been brought to Natal, and the passenger immigra.nts, 

were seen more and more as 11 the Indian problem". The Statute Law 

I 

of t~e Orange Free State of 1891 was one of the earliest sta~utory 

measures expressing this type of reaction. 'i-ds law prohibited 

all Asiatics from settling in the Fr0e State, and all existing 

Asiatic businesses were closed, and the owners deported without 

compensation. This law is sti;n in effect, so that in the 1970 

government population census, there were fewer than twenty-four 

Asiatics in this province. 

What the Whites feared specifically was that the Asiatics who 

qual.ified for franchise - that is, all free immigrants in the 

British Empire - would either form a strong mh1ority, or even a 

majority given the rapid rate of immigration, and so threaten 

~lite political hegemony. (By 1894, only 251 Indians had been 

enfranchised). TI1us, Act 8 of 1896, of Natal, revoked tl1e 

parliamentary franchise of all 11 non-\vhites'.',although their rights 

to municipal franch.ise re~t.ained w1til 11)24. (Parliamentary 
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franchise was lost to all "non-Whites" of all provinces at Union). 

Tile Cape refused to alter their system of universal male suffrage, 

for municipal vote but to counter the situation, in favour of the 

Whites, in. 1930, all Wh] te women were enfranchised, whilst no "non-

' White" women were. Also, the property qualifications of £100 in 

money, or £200 in property, were revoked for Whites, but retained for 

"non-Whites", in 1931. The Group Areas Amendment Act, of 1962, 

provided that those "non-Whites" \¥ho held municipal franchise in the 

Cape would retain it whilst they still had the necessary qualifications, 

but no new Indian or Col~,~r:_ed voters would be registered. 

also p~ovided for the establishment of group area suburban 

1his act 

consultative or management committees, initially elected by the 

Department of Indian Affairs (or Coloured Affairs for Coloured 

suburbs), who were to act·as brokt::rs between their communities and 

their government departments. 1heir role was seen to be advisory, 

eventually growing towards autonomy. 

Economic competition btween \oJllites and Indians was the other maj~"'r area 

of contention, le;::-ling to subsequent legislation to protect White 

interests. It was therefore the petit bourgeois passenger Indians 

\\ho were affected by this economic legislation, rather than ex-

indentured Indians. From the end of the nineteenth century, Indian 

rights of freehold, of free trading and security of tenure were 

gradually withdrawn (see Appendix I for the full list of important 

legislation affecting Indian&). Firstly, tl1ere were efforts to 

res-trict availability of trading licences for Indians in rural. areas 

and in mining areas, such as the Gold Laws of 1908 and 1919. 

Tradir,g licences became increasingly difficult to obtain. For example, 

in 1910, the Cape Chamber of Commerce adoptt!d a resolution to 
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request the Department of Immigration to cw·b Asiatic immigration, and 

to request the Department of the Interior to refuse to g~ant any 

further trading licences to Asiatics (Bradlow, 1978). The 1913 

Immigration Act answered the first request, and minor municipal by-laws 

partially answered the second. In the Trar..svaal the implementation of 

the Transvaal General Dealers Control Ordinance of 1925 limited 

availability of licences to Indians. The Pegging Act (Trading and 

Occupation of Land (Transvaal and Natal) Restriction Act) of 1943 

imposed further restrictions on Indians, particularly with respect 

to acquisition of further property. No Indian could acquire property 

occupied or owned by Whites on or before ~·2. 3.43 (and vice versa). 

The Asiatic Land Tenure and Representation Act (the Ghetto Act) of 

1946 raised just as much protest as did the Pegging .~ct. It 

limited Indian ability to acquire land in Natal, and forbad 

the practice of White nominees acquiring land on behalf of Indians 

in proscribed areas. Cornmunal franchise was offered to Indians 

with White representation in parliament, which the militant leadership 

of the Natal Indian Congress rejectt:d, so that this offer was withdral'm. 

It is noteable that the bulk of these restrictive acts were passed 

regarding Indians in the Transvaal and Natal, with an optional 

extension to the Cape. It is suggested that little direct /. 

legislation was passed regardir~ Indians in the Cape because at no 

stage did Indians amount to more than 5% of the total Cape population. 

The Indians i:-1 the Cape were not perceived by the wbites to pose as 

much of a direct economic or political threat to them. 

The White attitude of r~~entment towards Indian commercial competitors 

is still retained, and official Indian policy is directed partly 

towards allaying this fear. The follO\v.i.ng t\vo quotations aptly 

illustrate governmental attitudes. TI1e Deputy Hinister of the 



Interior announced in parliament in April, 1960: 

"'Ibe Indians have arrogated to themselves the right to be the 

only businessmen. Why cannot some of them also work? Why 

shoulq.. White people have to use their hands and not they? 

'Ibey think that tJ1ey or.ly are entitled to do business" 

(Hansard 13, Col. 5285: cited from Meer: 1971: 22). 

'Ibe annual report of the Secretary of Indian Affairs phrases· the 

matter more circumspectly, but arrives at the same c0nclusion: 

11In the economic development of the Indian community, the 

primary objective of tile Department is the diversification 

of the enonomi.c activities of the Indians. In this connection 

its action takes particular account of the community's 

historical but vuli:t!rable dependence on the retail trade and 

the Department encourages them to enter the industrial anu 

otiler trades!: (Report RP 38/1972: 197?.: 9). 

Regarding the economic rights of 11non-Whites 11 , the most significant 

legisl".tion passed has been the Population RegistrJ.tion Act of 1950, 

and the Group Areas Act of 1950 'h'ith all its s·tbsequent amendments. 

The former divided the South African population into discreet 
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trracial 11 groups based on phenotype, area of origin, culture and 

acceptability as a member of one of these 11races 11 by the other members. 

The latter act allocated suburbs to these "races", and for tile Indians 

at least, allowed o~1crship of property and trading rights only in 

these a~"eas. Occupation of property, and rights to traG.e outside 

these areas are granted by special dispensation only. 

Schlemmer (1967) doctunents how trading in Indian m-eas is over 

compe ti ti ve, since th.-"!rc are too many traders serving small areas. 



Often, previous custom is lost, since the new Indian areas are removed 

from the mainstream of city life, and from major transport routes. 

(The largest shopping ce.'ltre for Indians· in Cape To\m.. on t1.e 

border of Rylands, is, h0\'!e7er, built on a major thoroughfare). 

Schlr~mmer shows how t.here is a system of licensing that favours the 

development of :::. fe\v tra.ders around a shopping centre, who now 

monopolise this economic niche. Hence, this gives impetus to the 

rise of consortia. of wea_l thy families who control business and 

properties. Work has been done in Natal by various authors 

.(including Pacha.:i., l971; Schlerruner 1967) sho\ving hO\v these consortia 

of families form conservative, clo,';ely knit endogrunous units, keeping 
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wealth and property wi t>ln the groups. There is often evidence of inter-

marriage between the~e extended fnmily units. The other maj o::.-

landowner in the _, ndian group areas is the government itself, through 

the City Council., and the Community Development Board. 

The basis of the government reaction to the IndianR of South Africa 

has been, until 1961, to regard them as temporr.•·y residents, as 

Indians in South Africa rather than as Indian citizens of South Africa. 

Thus, it has been possible for the various governments since 1860 to 

shelve issues affecting the Indians - particularly housing problems 

since they had always hoped that the Indians would repn.triate. It 

was only in 1961 that the Minister of the Interior announced for the 

first tjme, to the House of Assembly, that : 

II ... the Indians are here and. the vast majority of them are 

going to remain here, and although repatriation is used on a 

very small scale, we must re:Uise that the vast majority of 

them are South African citizens and ·as such they are also 

entitled to the necessary attention-and the necessary assistance" 

(cited from Me0r: 1971: 15). 
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The ir.:migration laws (see Appendix I) have been designed particularly 

to reduce the number of Indian immigrants. The stringent education 

tests (introduced uniformly for all provinces by the Immigrants 

Regulation. Act Number 22, of 1913) demanded literacy Ln a European 

language, which virtually stopped further In~an immigration, since 

combined with this was a means te.:;t, and a cultural acceptability test •. 

The latter was designed to disqualify as immigrants all those w1o 

were seen as not suited to European standards and civilization, and 

could not be easily assimilated to these. The most stringent of all 

the Immigration Laws was the act of 1953. This act prohibited the 

entry after February 1953, of any Asiatic 'loman born outside the 

Union, ~1o had married a South African overseas. It also excluded 

from entry their minor children, except with special permission. 

Indians can enter South Africa permanently only by requesting South 

African citizenship as stateless people. The 1972 act closed tl1e 

last loopho~es. An Indian person was hereby deemed to have lost 

rights of domicile in Soutl1 Africa if he or she leaves the country 

and does not return within three ye~~s of the date of departure. 

Rights of domicile are lost by a woman whose marriage has been 

dissolved, other than by death of her husband, during her absence 

from South Africa. Also exclud.ed from entry are any persons born 

outside South Africa from a marriage entered into after 10.2.53, or 

any person born outside South Africa after 10.2.54, unless the 

parents brought the child into S..:>Uth Africa before 10.2.56. It also 

excludes the wife of a union entered into after 10.2.56, or any 

children born outside South Africa oi such a union. From 10.2. 56, 

the wife of a union entered into before 10.2.53, and her offspring 

born outside South Africa are also excluded. A wife includes a woman 



recognised as such by any Indian religion, but not if there is ~ny 

other such woman in the same relationship to the same man, nor if 

there are any surviving children of any other such woman, who reside 

or are entitled to reside in any province. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF INDIAN AF!<'AIRS: GOVERNMENT CON'i'ROL 

In accordance ·~·ith the separate development policy, a separate 

government institution catering only for Indians was created, as the 

Department of Indian Affairs, :::.n 1961. This departn.ent is intended 

to be the vehicle of couununication between the government and the 

general populace. Therefor.e, a branch is established in most 

major cities, with the main branch of the province in the provincial 

capital, and the central national branch situated in Pretoria. The 

department is supposed to administer all. activities involving Indians. 

1'-'J;hus, under its rontrol is the administration of all Indian group 

areas; the administration of all Indian schools, reformit<?ries and 

places of higher and technical learning; the administration of 
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welfare to Indians; the implementation of removals and disqualifications 

recommended by tlte Community Development Board: and the issue of 

all travel documents and passes required by Indians. Until 1971, 

Indians required permits to travel from their province of residence, 

to another province within South Africa. These permits \vere issued 

by both the Departntent of Indian Affairs, and by local magistrates' 

courts. The department also acts as a means of liaison between the 

National Indian Council and parliament. 

In 1962, the Group Areas Amendment Act provided for the establishment 

of management committees in all Indian (and Coloured) suburbs. 

The members of these conunittees would be \~'holly nominated by the 



department, but by their fourth year of operation, they would be 

wholly elected by all Indians over twenty-one years of age, with 

certain property qualifications. These committees are supposed to 

dCt in an.advisory capacity to the department, relayL1g municipal, 

welfare and administration problems experienced in their areas to the 

department, and advising the latt~r on suitable courses of action. 

Eventually, these committees are intended to provide autonomous 

administration to their areas. The Rylands management conwittee 

has five members, who were by 1975 elected. The head of the 

committee is a wealthy Hindu businessman. Cravenby's management 

committee became ftllly operative in 1974-75. 

The Indians Education Act of 1965 provided for the control of Indian 

edu~ation by the department. That is, control was removed from the 

hands of the Provincial Department of Educati:!l._, which also controlled 

"Coloured" and 11Black11 education. Th.is meant that the department 

would now build schools for Indians only, in Indian areas, and take 

over the administration of all privC~.te schools catering for Indians. 

Schools for Indians in the Cape, however, came under the department's 

control only from the first of April, 1970, because of the small 

number of pupils relative to the expense of building separate 

instit~tions. Until schools were provided for them, then, Indian 

schoolchildren had to attend 11Coloured11 schools in the Cape: 

"[there are ] only 5700 Indians pupils in 1960 [in the Cape], 
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almost all o£ them at Coloured schools. In regard to the resettlement 

of Indians in their own areas and in connection with the shortage of 

Indian teachers these are problems which cannot be dissolved in the 

near future" (1972: 37: Report by the Department of Indian Aff?.irs). 

By 1971, onl; oae Indian school had been built and was in the control 



of the Cape department, and that was in Malabar Township, in Port 

Elizabeth. In 1976, the senior school and the junior school 

situated in Rylands and serving Indians in the peninsula were opened. 

The department controls the right to set a curriculum and then the 

matriculation .vapers of Indian schools. It has introduced to the 

Indian syllabl.•3 subjects such as Arabic, Hindi and other Indian 

languages. This system of differentiated education has existed 

since the beginning of the school year of 1973. The General Law 

Amendment Act of 1973 ensured free and compulsory education for 

Indians (for the first time) on the basis of pupils who enrolled in 

the first kindergarten class in 1973 and there<:tfter, had to remain 

at school until they reached fifteen years of age. An amendment to 

this act in 1979 ensured compulsory education for all Indian 

. children aged br: ;. ween seven and fifteen years. 

In 1964, the National Indian Council Act was passed, to create sue~ . 

a cotrncil consisting of twenty-five members, under the auspices of the 

depa.r'L..-:;.ent. In 1968, by the South African Indian Council Act, the 

Council was established after its provisional period from 1964. 

Qualifications for membership are that a nominee must be Indian, of 

good repute, a permanent resident of South Africa for at least five 

years prior to his nomination. The executive committee of five 

members is partly elected, and partly nominated by the Minister of 

Indian Affairs. The nominated member is automatically tl1e Chairman 

of the Council. The 1978 amendm-: nts of this act allowed for the 

member.:;hip t..:l be increased to forty, with the following provincial 

allocation: twenty-seven members from Natal; ten from the Transvaal 

and three from the Cape. The first elections of this Council were 
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not freely democratic, since only the members of management 

committees were allowed to vote. The elections to be he~d in 

1980 are, however, open to all adults over eighteen years of age. 

The legitimate political activities of the Indians in South Africa 

are completely government instituted and controlled. The 

government's plan is to separate the Indians in all affairs from 

other South Africans, and give them, in time, the autonomy to control 

their own affairs. It is explicit-y aimed at creating, recreating 

and maintaining, ethnic boundaries: 

"The political development of the Indian in South Africa is 

motivated by the Government's declared policy that there 

should be developed for them a governing body, parliamentary 

in character, with legislative and administrative powers in 

matters affecting them11 {Report from th..: Secretary of 

Indian ftffairs: 1972: 16). 

CONSEQUENCE~ OF THESE REACTIONS 

The Indians' response to the increasingly antagonistic attitude 

towards them on the part of the various governments has undergone 

change, in tline, becoming progressively more radical and militant. 

During the last decades of the nineteenth century, Indians were more 

or less helpless since they were indentured labourers, whose conditions 

of service disallowed freedom of movement. It was the action of 

Mohandas Karwchand Gandhi which first unified and politicised the 

Natal Indians, but since he campaigned against the removal of 

parliamentary franchise from Indians, and trading and immigration 

restrictions rather than against indenture conditions (although this 

was included)~ h ? .. s support:ers were firstly the Guj ~~ra ti traders. 
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Kuper (1960) suggests that because the legislation was aimed 

particularly at the traders: they became politically mobilised 

first, ~d because they had access to capital, influential people, 

ne"rspa.pers., and they had freedom of movement, these w,';re th~ people 

•ho became the first political leaders: 

tll'he passenger Indians, by entering into trade, challenged 

white privil~ges and were the first to be affected by anti

Indian legislation. As a result, merchants, who were mainly 

Moslems, took tl1e lead in organising legal defence against 

Indian trading rights" · (Kuper: 1960: 45). 

In the early part of the twentietl::. century, the Indian leaders 

generally co-operated with the authorities, submitting evidence 

before commissions, witl1 the only ~pe of opposition being 

satyagraha {pass:i·~e resistance) which involved an intellectualisation 

of the Indian position, started by Gandhi. According to Heer (1969), 

Wltil the 1940's, Indian political reaction in Natal. and the 

Transva::J.. was confined to Indian-only parties, \\ttir:n addressed 

themselves to Indian grieviances, and attempteC. t.o redr·ess the11 

through compromise with the Whites, and a-::ceptance of White cultural, 

political and economic hegemony. In the Cape, Indian political 

response differed in that although it accepted White hegemony, the 

Indians ha.d never doubted from t.he start that the only way tc achieve 

success was to ur.ite 'td.th other mi.aority groups \'lith si.milar ideals 

and metlwds (see Chapter VI). By the mid-1940 1 s, however, 

discriminatory legislation againH: all 11non-Whites 11 had proceeded so 

far that national alliances between African, 11Colourcd 11and Indian 

groups began to be made: 11 The Pee::,.::;ing Ac<t:.., by accident and not 
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design, was serving to bring the Black peoples of South Africa 

together" {Pachai: 1971: 171). Since then, the l~adership has 

become inc:r;-easingly radir::.al and militant. Pandit Nehru claimed 

that the future of Indians in Africa lay with the cause of African 

nationalism and African independence (S tigger: 1970). Indian,.> 

in South Africa heeded this advice. The 1949 Durban riots between 

Indiar ... s and Africans cam" as the first setback to this alliance, and 

events in tl1e 1950's in Kenya and Uganda further discouraged 

moderate and more conservative Indians. In the Cape, however, the 

leaders of the militant Black organisations were also the leaders of 

the 11 Colour.:~d" and Indian parties, and, furthermore, the most pow·erful 

of these leaders had close affinal and agnatic links {see Chapter VI, 

the Abdurahman extended family). After the events at Sharpeville 

in 1960, leaders of Black opposition - including Indians - have 

been discouraged through arrests, ba.nninbs, fleeing into exile, 

of other leaders. Meer has stated (1969) that the suppression of 

leaders and political movements has been so effective that at the 

present it has successfully suppressed all political organisations 

and all ambitious political leaders amongst Indians. 

One must also look at the direct practical consequences of 

government legislative reactions. These revolve around the economic 

security of Indians: their economic position vis-a~-v]& trading; 

and their housing position given the polic;r of group areas removal~;. 

To see the change in occupation of Asiatics {census classification), 

the 1936 and the 1970 government census reports of occupation by 

racial groups are compa.red. TI1ere are: ho\vever, scve·,·al prob l.ems 

in nssurning a direct ccmparison. Firstly, the census reports 
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have changed their occupational categories from 1936 to 1970, so that 

only those that are the same or directly compatible have been given 

in Table I.IV. Secondly, the 1936 census report on occupation 

includes only those people fifteen years and older, w.:dlst the 1970 

report includes the entire population. 'l.nus, some lee-way in 

percentage proportions should be acknowledged, and the upwards 

skew on the percentage of unemployed people in the 1970 census be 

understood, especially considering that about half th~ Asiatic 

population in the 19601 s was under twenty years old. 

TABLE I.IV. ECONOMIC OCCUPATIONS OF ASIATICS: 1936 AND 1970 

{SOURCES: GOVEIV~MENT CENSUS) 

. 
% Asia t=!£~i...1.9..BU Asiatic 
!:_QJ2ulation <..)f South Africa 

12J6 Censu~. 12ZO Census 

Agriculture/Fishing 15.1% 1.1% 

Transport/Production 8.4% 12.0"% 

Salt" 'S /Conunerce 14.4% 4.8% 

Service 6.4% 2.5% 
Professional 0.6% 1.6% 
Not Economically Active 46.5% 71.1% 
Other 8.6% 6.9% 

Total 100% 100% 

Despite the skewi.ng effects of including juveniles in the 1970 report, 

distinct changes in occupations of Asiatics can be seen. Firstly, 

few now are involved in agriculture. In 1936, most of those involved 

in agriculture were in Natal (amounting to 30.66% of the Natal 

(Asiatic) male work force of 1936). Also decreased is the percentage 
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of Asiatics involved in commerce, which indicates the success of 

government legislation to limit Asiatic competition in this field 

(cf. the t~o quotations cited earlier regarding goverlu~ent attitudes 

to Indian commerce). The percentages involved in service occupations 

have also decreased by the same p:::oporti~n (by two-thirds) as the 

participation in commerce. The 1936 census indicates that percentage 

participation in both service and commercial occupations was 

approximiately the same for all the provinces, but the 1970 census 

indicates tha·:; the decrease in percentage in these two occupation 

categories has oc~o.'':urred mainly in Natal, cr-rresponding to a higher 

percentage increase in Natal of Asiati~s involved with production 

occupations. There has been an increase in percentaieS of Asiatic 

professionals, correlated in practice to the· opening of the University 

of Durban-l{estville, in Natal, in 1959, fer InU.ians, and to the 

admittance <.tf selected numbers of Asiatics to 1vhite 11 open11 

universities. 

Although the unemployment figures carmot be analysed comparatively 

because of the skewing effect, from details of the reports not 

shown in Table I.IV, it is immediately noteable that more Indian 

women are participating in economic activities than previously. 

The 1970 census indicates that this incre::sed participation of women 

has occurred more or less equally in all ·the provinces, amongst t~.ll 

religious groups. The vast majority of Indiim worr1en are sti::..l 

unemployed, however, gcne1·ally remaining in d;)rnestic seclusion. 

Table C 4 in the 1970 census breaks down the 1bi<ttic cccup<ttion 

categories further into occup<ttion by religious group, per province. 

To indicate the extent of the economic silttilarities and dissimilarities 
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between Musli<"IIS and Hindus of the Cape, their occupations are given 

below, from the govermnent C'ensu.s tables of the 1970 census in 

Table I.V. 

TABLE I.V. OCCUPATION BY RELIGIOUS GROUP FOR ASIATICS: 

!HE CAPE, 1970 

~f.OURCE: 1970 GOVERNHENT CEN..§US 02-05=03) 

r-· 
Muslim Hindu 

Total No. MusliJns Total No. Hindu 
= 100% = 100% 

·-
Occupational Category Male Female Male Female 

·-
Professional o.u 0.5 1.1 0.9 
Administerial 0.6 0 1.0 0.2 
Clerical 1.7 0.6 3.0 0.9 
Sales 14.6 2.3 8.9 3.0 
Service 1.1 0.2 5.0 0.7 ; 

Farming/Fishing 0 0 0.1 \t 

Production/Transport 3.8 0.9 5.5 1.7 
Not Classifiable 1.2 0.8 1.4 0.8 

Not Economically Active 27.7 43-5 24.6 41.3 
I 

---
Total 51.3 48o7 50.7 49·3 

The signific'<lnt differ(\!lCC between Muslim and Hindu occupations in the 

· C~pe is in the proportions entering ~~e sales and servi~e occupations • 
' ~ "''" 

... 
"\. 

:r.Im;l:ims outm.mber Ilil'ldus in the sales category by nearly three to two. 
. v 

Hindus outm~be:£1 Muslims. in the se-:rv:i.ce occupations· by· just over four 

1 to thrc~.~. This significant di.st:i.nction may be correlated v.'i"tt the 

economic situations that faced Muslims and Hindus ·.men they migrated 
i 

to the Cape. As stated earlier (cf. Brand, 1966), most: of 'the Muslims 



in the Cape came as free passenger immigrants, directly from India, 

with the intention and capital to start trading. Most of the Hindus 

arrived as poor semi - and unskilled ex-indentured labourers from 

Natal, and. did not have the cc.•.pi tal to start trading. Instead, they 

sold their labour in the least competitive economic niche, ~hich 

Hindus had already monopolised in Natal: the service industri~s, 

particularly in personal service such as waitering. 

Table I.V. thus indicateti that the majority of economically active 

Muslim Indians in the Cape are engaged in trade stn~. Of the 

~fuslim female population in the Cape, 89.2% ar<:: not economically 

empl~yed (equ.i.valent to 43.5% of the total Musljm population in 

Table I.V). Amongst the Cape Hindus, 83.7% of the women are not 

employed (equivalent to 41.3% in Table I. V). There is a problem 

in accepting these statistics glibly, not only because of the skewing 

effect described above, but also because Indian women \vho help in 

a family business or take in odd jobs at home, tend to consider 

themselves housewives rather than .'l.s economical..ly active, and to 

answer to this eff)ct in census questimmaires. 

One cannot look at the position of Indian traders in South Africa 

without regarding the government action of restricting business 

areas available to Indians, and removing cl.isqualified traders 

en masse. The Indians are allowed to trade in Indian only areas 

(always away from the central business dist;:ict) except by sp.::cial 

disper..:.ation from t.'he Minister, which is rare. The object has 

been to remove the competition of Indian traders from the more 

profitable busi.l'less a:ceas, and to limit competition further '!)y 

forcing ex-traders to undertake ot.lJcr occupa.tions by dt•:tying them 
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trading licences. Thus, Horrell (1976) documents that from tl1e 

implementation of the Group Areas Act until 1975-76, a total of 

5078 Indian traders had been disqualified in certain areas throughout 

South Africa. Of thes~ traders, only 1277 had been provided with 

alternative trading sites in prescribed areas, or under licence. 

By 1976-77, a further 1908 traders throughout South Africa had been 

disqualified from trading. Of these, 668 were in the Transvaal; 

470 in Natal; and 770 j_'l the Cape. Horrell indicates that besides 

these traders, there were a further 3781 traders to be removed 

from disqualified areas throughout South Africa. 2332 of these 

traders are in the Transvaal, 552 jn Nat~l; nnd 897 in tl1e Cape.( 

This means that from tl1e beginning of the implementation of the 

Gr~up Areas Act until about 1978 - 1979, a total of 10767 Indian 

traders have been removed or will be removed from their areas of 

trading, throughout South Africa. The significance of the economic 

aspects of the implementation of the Group Areas legislation is not 

to be underestimated. Looking at this total, it is not surprising, 

then, that there has been a marked decrease in Indians involved in 

sales and commerce from 14.4% in 1936 to 4.8% in 1970, (altllough one 

must acknowledge tile skewing effect of the 1970 census categories 

mentioned above). 

The otller major practical consequence of government policy is shown 

by the housing position of Indians. As more and more areas wcr·~ 

declared for one group or anotller, so were tl10se who did not qunlify 

evicted and told to find alternative accommodation in their respective 

group areas. A scri·:)US problem has been that rate c.i~ construction of 

new housing has not equalled tl1e rate of eviction, and land allocations 

for many group areas have proved insufficient in the cou.:cse of 
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development. 

The effect of moving people en masse from one area to another has 

been to create a serious housing shortage, largely for artificial 

reasons. Most of this type of movement began in the late 1950's, 

and continued into the late 1960's. In Cape Town, a great deal of 

residential movement "'f Indians has occurreri. for these statutory 

reasons in the early 1970's, because of a de~ay in implementing 

the Group Areas legislation. In 1976, according to the annual 

report of th.-4t year of the Secretary of Indian Affairs, there was 

an official wai"t;~ng list of 21000 Indian families for housing in 

DUrban alone. Averaging six persons per family, this means t!l'lt 

i26000 Indians require housing, in Durban. This is about one 

sev.r:nth of the entire Indian population of South Africa. By 1974, 

a total of 38678 Indian f~nJlies had been dis~~alified from livL~ 

in their original residences, L'1 Sonth Africa (Horrell, 1974); 

of which 29230 have been resettled. 38678 farnil.ies appro:xiJnat;es 

232068 persons, which is about one-"'.llird of tlle 1976 government 

estimate of the Indian popula.tion. In 1976:~ a further 5146 Indian 

families were removed from their residences throughout South 

Africa. 

In the Cape, by 1976, the total number of Inctia.n persons removed 

from their previous residence through the implementation of the 

Group Areas Iegislation has bee::.1 2134 famil.ies, approximately 

10670 persons, or half the Indian population of the Cape~ se:a 

to be removed in 1976 in the Cape were 642 familie~; or another 

3210 persons, bringing those disqualified to a total of nearly 7CJ% 

of the Indian. ropulation of the Cape (Horrdl, 1976). From the 
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annual report of the Department of Indian Affairs for 1978, there 

were still a further 758 families in the Cape to be resett-~ed,, 

involving approximately another 4548 people. This means that nearly 

ti1e entire. Indian population of the Cape has been disqualified from 

residing in specific areas, and has had to, ~r shall have to, move to 

an Indian group area. 

The outstanding problem is that the rate of c\1nstruction of housing 

for Indians has not matched the rate of disqualification, and nor has 

land allocation for Indians been adequate for the size of the 

population (from 1n official of the Department of Indian Affairs). 

The Minister of Housing gave as his official figures the shorta;!,c 

of housing for Indians as follO\vS (cited from Horrell, 1976) for 

1975• the Cape 1600; the Transvaal 2100; and Natal 16000. 

The Minister warned that these figures are les· than municipal and 

department figures, because they are ba.sed on \olhat he termed 

11 scientifically calculated shortages 11 rather than on figures on 

waitL"lg lists. 

Such a severe shortage of housing must be taken into account ~len 

studying residence patterns and their significance, and also the 

significance of the kinship network. For example, a person or 

couple cannot move out of the parental home tmless there is otl1er 

accommodation available, which would be learnt through the contacts 

of tlle kin-awJ,...neighbour/friend :letwork. On the other hand, a person 

or couple cannot remain in or return to a home that is overcrowc~-:::d1 

and so they are forced to find an al ~ernative, pr<.'bably initially 

as boarders in a private house. They, too, learn of these places 

through their nc- tworks. There is usually a very low degree of 
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choice available when people choose where and with whom they are 

to live. Accommodation is so scarce that people take it as it 

becomes av~ilable. Thi3 aspe~t is explored further in Chapter III. 

FOOTNOTE 1 

E.E. Kharnsay, in an M.B.A. thesis for the University of the 

Witwatersrand, claims that of 13000 claimants, only 53 actually 
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received these land grants, since commuting of free passage to land was 

dependent on the approval of the Lieutenant-General of Natal. The 

latter position was influenced by conservative politicans and land-0\mers 

who saw Indian control of property· as a direct threat to White 

interests, and so disencouraged or actively irmibited it. This 

concern \vas aggravated by the fact that by 1904, the Indian population 

of Natal was nearly as large as the White population of Natal. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE SETTING TO RYLANDS 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF HYLANDS 

The developmen'. of housing and amenities in Rylands serves to illustrate 

the pattern of c"'-velcpment of other Indian group areas in the Cape. 

Generally, people were moved from well developed mixed or "Coloured" 

suburbs near the central business district or on the major routes of 

communication, to areas far from the central business district, with 

few houses and amenities. It wa~. only c.s the population grew that 

I 
shops, schools, places of ·,-orship were built to serve the people. • 

Rylands is larger and more fully developed than Cravenby (the c.ther 

Indian group area of Cape Town), although oiLly a year separates their 

date of declaration as an Indian group area. Since Rylands is 

sited more conveniently for access to places of work, and is adjacent 

to an o:der w"ell--established11Coloured 11area providcl~ ~th all the 

amenities, people have tended to choose to sett:Le in Rylands rather 

than in Cravenby. 

Rylands was declared an Indian group area on Stl1 july, 1957, and the 

following year the or>J.y other Indian group area jn the Peninsula, 

Cravenby, was proclaimed on the 31st of January. Brand (1966) 

states that at the time of the proclamation of Rylands, or~y 10% of 

the Cape Indian population was li v:·.-.u~ there. Host of these residents 

were Hirtdus, serving in light industrial works in the neighbouring 

industrial sites. ·About 30% of the India.n population at that time 

lived in the District :::ix and Woodstock-Salt River areas, just 
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outside the centre of Cape To~n. The rest of the Indian population 

llved along the Cape Town-Muizenberg routes of conununicat:ion, with 

relatively larger concentrations of people in the central southern 

suburbs (&ee Map II.I). 

Although Rylands was declared an Indian group area in 1957, rapid 

development of housihz, shopping facilities .. and building of schools, 

began only in the early 1970's. The rapid ~~velopment was, of course, 

consequent to greater numbers of people moving to Rylands. People 

had. waited fc,r their area of residence to be proscribed to them 

before they ntoveci., generally, and in Cape Town, areas were declared 

specific group areas only in the mid and late 1960's. In 197:; , 

the report of the Secretary of the Department of Indian Affairs said 

that Rylands and Cravenby were still undeveloped, owing to their 

small populations, but noted that with the p1 :::;cription of District 

Six (in thE> central business district) to Indims, the several 

hundred displaced families would move to these areas. Horrell (1976) 

shows that by l1976, 341 Indian families had left District Six, 
·.~- --- . 

of which 282 had moved to Rylands, and the remaining fifty-nine to 

Cravenby •• · 

&ylands is divided into Rylands Estate (also known as Rylands "proper"), 

which consists of five extensions; Gatesville Estate; part of Hatton 

Estate and Doornhoogte Estate (see ?-lap II .II). There is no unsold 

property in <..ny of these estates of Rylands. Property owners are 

private Indian cnmers, the Community Development Board (which r,l:so 

owns all the shopping centres except one) and the City Council. 

Extension I of Rylands proper was open to public purchase, with 

provision ma,'e .for 380 houses. Extension II, with provision made 

for 32 houses ar.d 2 flat sites, is owned by a local Rylands Hindu 
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business magnate, here designated by his soubriquet, Kismet. Extension 

III is owned completely by the City Council, which has Cl•mpleted 

development by building 215 economic houses. Extension IV, providing 

for 107 houses c.nd 8 flat sites, belongs to. Kismet. Extension V is 

owned by the City Cou..'lcil, which plans for " maximum development of 

209 housing units. (.ill housing figures. a.,..~ supplied by the Department 

~ of Indian Affairs, and relate to the situatic,tl as it was by October, 

1979)~ Table II.I summarises the housing situation for Ryiands. 

TABLE II.I 

HOUSING PROVISimrs AND ACTUAL DEVELOPMENT.FOR Rl'LANDS BY OCTOBER, 1979 

Part of Number Privately Owned Owned Owned Total 
Rylands Sites Owned by by by Houses 

Avail- Kismet C.D.B. City Built 
able Council 

..... , 

0\med Devel. Own. Dev. I Own. Dev. Own. Dev. 

Rylands Ext. I 380 369 331 11 11 342 
Ext. II 34 34 6 . 6 

Ext. III 215 215 215 :G15 

Ext. IV 115 115 0 0 

Ext. v 209 209 0 0 

Gatesville 174 93 82 81 78 . 160 

Hatton 268 264 130 4 4 134 

Doorn.'l.oog t.:: 500 375 375 125 I 93 
I 

4681 

~ 
Total 1895 1101 918 149 6 221 186 424 215 1325 

-· 
Percentage 100% 58.1 7.9 11.7 22.4 69.9 

-



From Table II.I it is apparent that only 69.9% of the sites available 

are developed (one must here take :into account that of these developed 

sites, 12 include flat sites: 11 in Gatesville, and 1 in Extension 

II). Of the available sites, 58.1% of them are owned privately 

(excluding Kismet's holdings); whilst government departments hold 

34.1% of the sites. To compare, in Cravenby, provision has been made 

for 735 housing sites, of which 398 are developed. The Divisional 

Council has provided 18J of these houses, in the form of economic and 

sub-economic houses, and private owners have built 215 houses. 

185 undeveloped sites belong to the Divisional Council, and 152 

undeveloped sites belong to private owne~s. Of the total sites, in 

Cravenby, private persons own 367 (49.9%), and the Community Develop

me:':lt Board O'h'ns 368 (50.1%). (From the Department of Indian Affairs). 

It is appropriate here to indicate what sort of pressure is placed 

by the Indian population on the accommoC'.ation available for them. 

The governmen·c population census of 1970 gives the Cape Indian 

population as 21000, or 0.3%, of the Cape populatio~. About 12000 

Indians live in til\:~ Greater Cape '1'0\m area,: whilst most of the others 

live ill Port Elizabeth and in Kimberley (~stimate from the Department 

of Indian Affairs). 1 Of the 13000 who live in Cape To\m, about 

7500 people l:i.ve in Rylands, 2000 in Cravenby, and the remainder in 

non-Indian areas. Then: are thus 3500 Indians outside Indian areas 

waiting for accommodation. Table II.II indicates that in Ryla..'lds 

there is an average of sLx persons per household. Therefore, by 
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taking this extrapolation, these 3500 Indians would require a minimum of 

585 houses, at six p~rsons per house. All the avai.-:able accommodation 

in bvth Rylands and Cravenby is already occupied. Ne allO\vance is 
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made here for people wanting to live alone, or for a couple to live 

alone. No allowance is made, either, for the future inc!"'ease in 

population which will put further pressure on accommodation. 

The housing shortage problem is exacerbated by the contrcl of large 

portions of the two Indian areas l·.y government departments 

(totalling 38.2% of both Indian areas) and by a single individual 

(tot&lling 5.6% of both Indian areas), who have not developed them 

to their capacity. Table II.I shows ho~, in Rylands, 83.4% of the 

sites owned by private individuals (excluding Kismet) are developed, 

~milst only 62.1% of government O\ined site~ are developed. 

Because there are so many other prospective tenants clamouring for 

accc-mmodation, landlords can hold lessees completely at their mercy, 

since tenants are so easily rep.laced. Withot:-:: the stabilising 

~ffect of rent control, rents can rise at the will of the landlord, 

who often does not up..hold his duty of maintaining his rented property 

in gcod condi.tion: "The shortage of housing, which is partly due to 

the lack of sufficient land, is still a serl.ous problem which the 

Indian community, especiaJ~y that of the Cape Peninsula, has to cope 

with" (Report RP 38/1977, from the Secretary of tl1e Department 

of Indian Affairs: p. 28: 1977). 

There arc three shopping ccntrcE~ serving Rylands. The major one, 

comprising 62 shops, along the Lll.jor thoroughfare, was built and is 

owned by the Department of CommUL~ity Development, ready for 

occupation in 1976. Fifty-nine sho:;:s were allocated to 

disqualified traders; and of th~ tllree others, one was allocated 

as an off-cou":'se tote; cne as a post-office; and one as a consulting 
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room to a medical practitioner {from report RP 19/1978 from the 

Secretary of Indian Affairs; 1978). All the shops are occupied. 

There is a smaller shopping centre in the middle of Rylands proper, 

consisting of eight private shops {the buUdings owned by the 

Department of C\:>mmunity Development). The third shopping centre is 

a new, modern :llock that also houses a large cinema and nightclub 

and includes an adjacent petrol station. It is owned by Kismet. 

Besides these shopping centres, there are three or fo11r small 

private shops formed from a converted part of a private house {the 

back used as a dwelling still) scattered throughout Rylands. All 

these shops are in the Rylands proper arec... To place these figures 

of granting of trading licences and shop sites in perspective, 

Horrell {1976) docwnents that a total of 1667 traders in the C:\pe 

were disqualifie:~ from trading in the areas in l\rhich their businesses 

were situated. Of the traders who had been disqualified and then 

issued permits to trade in Indian areas, or offered alternative 

employwent, by 1975, 631 were from the Cape peninscila. There were 

a large number of other traders in the Cape perinsula who rema.ined 

to be removed (from Reports RP 38/1972 and RP 48/1975 of the 

Department of Indian Affairs). 

ACCESS TO ACCQ1.fMODATION AND TRADING SITES: CASE STUDIES 

Access to accommodation to Rylands has, in principle, been on a 11first 

come first served 11 basis for both buying and renting of properties. 

In the late 1960's, before the boo!:l in development in Rylands, 

there \.'as relatively little interest in buying or renting properties, 

sj_nce few people lived in the Indian group areas. As the boom 

grew, however, people had to place their names on waiting lists to 
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buy or to rent. This meant, in effect, that persons were selected 

by the Community Development Board and the City Council, who were selling 

the properties. How they were selected seems to have been on several 

bases: financially reliable, good references by Indians well reputed 

by these departments, and lack of a prison record or anti-government 

political involvement. In this way, as Heer (1969) states, wealthy 

consortia of famil.ies could buy severnl properties (and obtain trading 

l:i.cences). These conscrtia \/ere politically conservative, and because 

they were so often gj.ven first option to properties and licences, they 

supported the government and t.'Ie moves to creette Indian group areas. 

The "little Hann found it difficult to c.Hnpete with wealthy consortia, 

who through their vast networks, could obtain large sums of money. 

In t.'Iis way, of the privately owned properties, which are rented to 

others, in Rylands, 46% of them are owned by people who own at least 

five other properties. Two owners have real estate empires that 

stretch from the Cape to Natal, and in fact live in Natal. (See 

Chapters III and IV for further detail on kinship and extended kin 

networks). 

The case of Hr. Munsook is typical of those "little men" not fortunate 

enough to compete. successfully for either a trading lJ.ceru.::e ox· a 

site to buy for a house. The lack of business acumen ~~d perspicacity 

to tmderstand the trend of group areas l.egislio'.t:ion and to plan in 

advance,, is a major factor why these "little men" were so uns·1ccessful. 

If th~y had bought properties in the Indian areas before they 

themselves were disqualified, before the boom, they \tou.ld not onl:r 

have obtained propertl.es, but obtained them far cheaper than at the 

current infli:i.tcd prices. But lHce .Hr.Hunsook, they s~~emed to bcJ.icvc 
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first that they would never be disqualified fron1 living and trading 

in their non Indian areas, and then secondly, that they would be 

able to ipfluence enoug~ important people to be able to o~tain permits 

and so remain where they w~re. Even members of the wealthy consortia, 

ho\,·ever, often encounter problems in attempting to wield such 

influence. 

Mr.Munsook, a Muslim, was living in his O\vJ.l house in 
a white area, to \vl:lich was attached a retail greengrocery 
shop thriving because of its position regarding traffic 
and accessibility. He describes his fifteen years in 
Newlands 11 the happy days". He was issued first with a 
m.•tice to vacate his residence - a fcur bedroomed house 
with a large pleasant ?:arden. Since he did not have 
ready capital with which to purchase new property (the 
Community Development Board had not yet recompensed him) 
he remained in this house until the end of the stipulated 
time of two years, and then boarded with relatives in 
Athlone, with his wife and four children. They then 
founc ~ flat in Athlone, and moved in, despite that Athlone 
is a Col cured area. Some years :.ater, Mr. Hunsook \vas 
issued \vi th an eviction notice regarding his business, and 
all applications for a permit \tere refused. Only fot1r 
years later was the property sold, at the market value at 
the time of his notice of disqualification, which 14r. 
Hunsook is convinced is several tl1ousat~d rand lower than 
the m'1.rket value at the time of sale. By this stage, he 
had to move into Rylands, and, havi:1g cash, decided to 
buy a property. There was, however, none for sale. This 
was six years ago, and since then the Munsooks have lived 
in a rented semi-detached house y,nich is attacked by damp. 
There have been only a few houses on the market since 
then, all of which are far beyond Mr. M1msook' s means, 
since he has undertaken to support his eldest daughter 
through university. He has been unable to find anything 
other th~n t£>mporary work, Ri nee he is disabled. He 
cannot open a shop in Rylands because he has no permit. 
He is beset with worry about the economic security of his 
wife and famiJ.y: 11Look at me. With my sickness, I'm 
useless to everyone. And I can die any time now. What 
will my family have? f,ncugh money to see the kids through 
some training; a little for my v.rife and mother. But not 
enough t) keep them safe and secure. Without some 
property, youhre got nothing at all. Even our little 
business is gvne. 11 

Anotl1er informant elaborated a plru1 to redistribute property in 



Rylands, to protect the little men from rapacious landlords and to 

protect them from the consort:ia of wealthy families that purd;ase huge 
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tracts of proper~. He suggested that no people from outside Cape Town 

should be illowed to purchase proper~ here; and that each family 

should be allowed only one piece of proper~ to allow everyone a chance 

to buy. The c~mr1tUni.~ Development Board would become the real estate 

managers, ensur~.~ ju~tice, preventing circumvention of these rules, 

and fixing a maximum rent. Th~y would also undertakL to inspect 

properties to ensure that landlords maintained them properly. 

The case study of the Naickers illustrates how an extended family 

with readily available collateral, standing in good repute with 

senior officials in ccr'.'lin government departments, C<"..n obtain sites. 

The N~ickers do not live in Rylands, because they 
have a jJermit to live and trade in a white area. 1'he 
Naicl(ers are part of a large and very weal thy extended 
family, whose members own real estate and retail 
businesses throughout the Peninsula, which means in 
areas normally closed to Indian enterprise. The 
murriages of the five Naicker children l'~o are already 
married have all been arranged by the p&.rents, ensuring 
that the children married into prope:~ty mvning, wealthy 
families. Before their investments in Rylands, the 
Naicker extended family already operated six shops, 
and owned eight houses, and rented three others i.11 white 
areas not open to Indian ownership of property. As 
Rylands was bei.'"lg opened. for purcha::>tJ in tl1e 1960T s, 
old Mr.Naicker, as a shrewd businessman, realised the 
potential profitability of purchasing proper~ there, 
tmd of opening a shop. It was only between 1969 and 
1971, however, that he actually took steps to obtain 
property. His name was placed on an already rather 
ltmg waiting list, but when, through the co-operation 
of his extended family, he offered tc pay half the 
price of the three propC'!'ties immediately in cash, and 
the remainder over a _period of two years, he was 
ap11arently placed at the top of the list because he 
seemed fina:ncially reliable. He then also applied 
for a pe1~it to trade in Rylands, which was more 
difficult to obtain, since he could not claim that his 
livelihood depended on one shop. Therefore he applied 
i.n tllC name of his son-in--law, saying that his own 



children \fere heirs to his property, and therefore it 
was necessary for the "survival" of his son-in-law 
and daughter that they obtained a shop. It cook some 
months of persuasion and discussion with the Department 
of Co~~unity Affairs before the licence was granted. 
Simultaneously, Hr.Naicker purchased his :rroperties and 
opened the seventh shop, in the name of his son-in-law. 
The three properties eacl1 were subdivided, ani semi
detached houses built on them. None of the famlly lives 
there: they are all r~nted. 

T{l provide an over--view of ownership and rental or. houses in Rylands, 

the following figures from Muslim householders were obtained in 

the fieldwork area. Of the Muslim householders, 36% own the house 

they occupy, \Yhilst 41% rent the house they occupy (data unavailable 

for tl1e re~ainder}. The rented houses a.::e owned by government 

departments, large scale real estate entrepreneurs, or by smill scale 

private entrepreneurs, \Yho own two or perhaps three vroper~it:·s 

altogether. Some of these lv.tter constitute a property divided into 

two, with two semi-detached houses, in one of l'lhich live the parents, 

and in the other> tl1eir married offsprit~ Mlo pay rent to their 

parents. 

THE PEOPLE OF RYLANDS 

The sample area censused for fieldwork \'las the Rylands proper area, 

consistir~ of Extensions I, II and III. There was a total of 

houses, each on its sep::trate piece of ground, and with a total 

})Opulation of 923 p\.~r·sou:::, which con::sLitut.es 12.3% of the total 

population of Rylands. Of this populati~n, about two-thirds of the 

people were under eighteen years of age. 

In Chapter I, the percentage proportions of Hindus, to Christians, to 

Muslints, are given for Asiatics of each province. In the Cape, the 

Muslints catm~:1b··...:r the Hindus and CJ1ristians by nea:dy t\iO to one. 
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The percentage proportions of Rylands reflect the provincial 

proportions to "· certain· degree. Table II. II indicates the 

proportions encountered in the fieldwork area, during a random census. 

TABLE II.II 

SHOWING CATEGORISATION OF SAMPLE POPULATION BY RELIGION 
..• 

No. of' Mean No. Persons/ Total No. 
Households Household* Persons 

' ...___.. 

Muslim 87 7 614 
Hindu 37 6 237 
Phristian 12 6 72 

L 

Total 136 6 ~ 
*{Figures Rounded to Nearest Whole Person). 

The Muslim to Hindu proportion in the sample .C1 what one would expect 

given the pY'ovincial proportions, but there are significantly fewer 

Christians • When asking informants the reason for such a 

disproportion, the inevitable answer was: 

uwell the Christians, ljke a lot of the Hindus, are poorer than the 

Muslims. They can't afford to stay here. 'l'hey often live in the 

Coloured arefl.S.s but a lot of them live in Cravenby, 'mid1 isn't so rlice 

as Rylands. There are a lot of empty properties, the roads aren't 

ta:rTcd, ;1nd reilly the pcor:.:-::c Indians live there because it's 

cheaper". It was not in the scope of this fieldwork project to 

examine the foundations of this sort of statement. 

Table II.II indicates the relative proportions between the three 

religions. The J.ocal standing of each religion is reflected it! 

these proport~on~. Rylands mosque, the Hab:i.bia Mosque, is a huge 



building built at the end of last century. It is the largest mosque 

in Cape Town, and cer~ainly one of the most beautiful. It is fitted 

with hand-made stained-glass windows in traditional Islamic style, 

and surrounded by a wcll-ke?t garden. Attached to the mosque, is 

the shrine of its founder, an ancestor of the present Imam. This 

shrine is of a holy man the Indians call a 11 pir 11 , similar to the 

Catholic concept of saint, ~10 is ~eputed to have performed miracles, 

healed, helped, (after his death) tl1ose who visit his shrine. His 

tomb in fact forms part of the circle of Kramats (Malay word for 

shrine or .tomb) that protects Cape Town from natural disaster and 

evil according to Cape Muslim legf.nd. The shrine is still well 

visited. Also attache;1 to the mosque is a nursery school, catering 

mainly for Muslim children, who receive some religious instruc·•.:;ion. 

There is also a :. ·~rge Islamic education centre, called the Centre 

for Islamic Studies, consisting of a large double-storied library, 

class-rooms, lecture theatres, a hall and a conference room. This 

buildJ ag forms a centre for the frequent scholasti: discussions 

of Islam that are well attended in Cape Town by Muslims. 

The Hindus do not have a temple in Rylands. Instead, they use a 

converted barn in Howbray, or they pray at home. 'l'he Hindu community 

has, however, built a small building which contains a hall and a 

classroom. TI1is is used as a Hindu creche and as a Hindu dancing 

studio. The Hindus organise several public functions throughout 

the year, despite their lack of !u.cilities, although these are seldom 

scholastic religious discussions. During the period of 

fieldwork, they organised an Indie.n. music evening, booking a hall 
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in a neighbouring 11Colouredn area called Athlone for the purpose, and a•· 
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Indian dance and music evening, using a huge hall in a distant white 

area. These functions are fund-ra:tsing, with goals being funds for a 

temple site, and to contribute towards scholarships for Hindus. 

Although most of the Christians in Rylands arc Catholic, there is no 

Catholic church in the area. There is a pentecostal chur$ ho·.,ever, 

whi~h is well attended since it serves the surrounding suburbs also. 

The Christians, as such a small mL~ority, are seldom publically 

conspicious. They" are, however, well known because of the 

proselytising activities of the few Pentecostal Christians, which are 

considered to be annoying by other Indians. 

Despite Brand's assertion (cited above) that Hindus were the earliest 

lndians living in Rylands, in the sample area (l'lhich forms the oldest 

part of Rylands) the mean length of occupation of the present 

residence for Hindus, Muslims and Christians was very similar, 

although the standard deviation differs. Table II.III presents this 

data. 

TABLE II. III 

~ING MEAN J,ENGTH OF OCCUPATION OF PRESENT RESIDENCE BE~~ 

DENOMINATIONS IN RYLANDS 

(Years) 

Denomination Hean J_,ength Occupation Standard Deviation 
Present Residence (Yrs.) 

-< 
Muslim 8.72 0.7 
Christian 8.73 2.0 
Hindu 8.98 1.0 

·-< 

l 
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The length of occupation of the present residence does not, however, 

refer to length of residence in Rylands, since several (twelve).families 

have moved within Rylands. Of those families that have moved within 

Rylands, the majority (nine) have lived in the suburb for longer than 

ten years. 

Most of the Im.:.;_ans in the sample crune from the southern suburbs, lining 

the communicatioli route from Cape Town to Muizenberg, and their length 

of residence in Rylands can be directly correlated with the date of 

the implementation of group areas legislation in these areas. Every 

head of household consulted claimed that he had either moved to or 

remained in Rylands solely because of th~s legislation. People had 

previously lived in botl:J predominantly 11Coloured11 or 11mixed11 areas 

(such as District Six) or predominantly white areas (such as tl:..e 

southern suburbs:. Pie Chart II.I illustrates this point. In 

additi.otl to these areas, 3.5% of the Muslims ca.'Ue from mixed northern 

suburbs; 3-5% from Natal, and 1.2% from tl1e Transvaal. Likewise, 

18.2% ,,f the Christians came from Natal. 8.1% of the Hindus came from 

Natal, and 5.4% from the Transvaal. It must Le emphasised again 

that this is not the birthplace of responG.ants; merely the area of 

previous residence. Birt.ltplaces are discussed in Chapter VI:; 

"Contacts w-ith India", but it is apposite to mention here that 81% 

of the Sillnple were born in Cape Tovn., 3% in Natal, 2% clse>·ihere in 

So1.ltll Africa> and 14% in India. Most who were born in South Africa 

are under fifty years of age; most of those born in India thirty-five 

years a"ld older. To generalise and simplify, the sample population 

consists of three generations: the migrants; off'Spring of migrants; 

and children born to offspring of migrant::;. 

fourth generation has been born. 

L'l a fe"Vr cases., the 
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This means that in nearly every Indian household there lives a person ~10 

was born in India, even though in m;my cases, informants left India 

when they were still small children. The connection ~i.th India is 

indicated,· amongst· other things, by the home languages spoken by 

informants. Table II.IV. indicates the percentage of Indians who 

speak the different Indian languages as a home language. But 

immediately to offset this picture, it must be emphasised that in every 

household, English or Af:~ikaans was also spoken as a primary language, 

although sometimes the oldest generation would not be fluent in either 

language. The young generation tends to speak English or Afrikaans 

to its peers and outside the home, and an. Indian language to its elders 

within the home. It is interesting to note that some languages seem 

t~ he religion-based, although in actuality, they are geographically 

based. Kolcanie, Urdu and the bilingual Kokan_i.c and UrdU< and Marathi 

speakers were all Muslim: no Hindu spoke these ~anguages at all. 

On the other hand only Hindus and Christians spoke Tamil and Hindi. 

Kokanie and Urdu are snoken in central and west India, tl1e place of 

origin of all Muslims in the sample. Feu Hindus carne from this areaJ 

however. Tamil is a southern Indian language, and Hindi is central, 

southern and eastern Indian, relecting on the places of origin of the 

Hindus. The only comment on use of a language being for religious 

reasons was concerning Urdu. Apparently, according to informants, most 

of the Islamic literature in India is written in Urdu rather than in 

Arabic, and the Muslim theologians and scholars in India prefer to 

speak in Urdu. It is therefore a symbol of high religious and 

scholastic status to speak the archaic Urdu language, as it was a 

symbol of status to speak Latin or classical Greek in Europe for 

some hundreds of years. 
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TABLE II.IV 

HOME LANGUAGES SPOKEN BY INFOIDl<\NTS IN RYLANDS (PER HOUSEHOLD l 

(% TAKEN TO NEAREST INTEGER) 

r-~ 

I 
' t 

Home Christian Total % 
Language Mu~li.m and Hindu· Households 

English 14 13 27 19.9 
Afrikaans 4 1 5 3.6 
Kokanie 30 - 30 22.1 
Urdu 18 - 18 13.2 
Koka.nie 
and Urdu 13 - 13 9.6 
Gujerati 7 12 19 

, 
• 14.0 

Tamil - 21 21 15.4 
Hindi - 2 2 1.5 
Marathi 1 - 1 0 .• 

• I 

--
Total 
Households 87 49 136 100% 

-



In thirty-two (or 23. 5%) of the total nwnber of households (136) no 

Indian languages were spoker~, the home languages being solely 

English or Afrikaans. These households were all of descendants of 

migrants who had been living in South Africa for some decades. In 

two households dsi ted (but not censused because of the lack o~ 

communication) 1 the memhrs could speak only Indian languages, 

and no English r.x- Afrikaans at all. These were middle-aged and 

elderly ladies. The men of the household could, pre..::wnably speak 

English or Afrikaans, since they were at work as wage labourers 

for a non-Indian company. In about one out of every eight households, 

the elderly la.dies present could ~peak little or no English or 

Afrikaans, and required you11ger persons to interpret for them. 

The reason for their lack of fluancy in these languages is that 

because of the pr..:.ctice of female domestic seclusion, these women 

have not had to go out into the outside world, and so ha.ve not had 

to learn the languages of the outside world (see Chapter IV)~ The 

men, who participate as wage labourers in the outs::.de world, are 

forced to learn a minimwn vocabularly to commu1·Lcate: it is to 

their best advantage should they be fluent in the languages of the 

outside world. 

OCCUPATIONS OF MUSLDfS IN RYLANDS 

Pie Chart II.II gives a breakdown of the occupation of all Muslims 

over the age of eighteen, w1o are not full-time students. The 

largest category is that of the ur:r;:np~oyed or irregularly employed. 

Most of the women of Rylands are unemployed, being l1ousewives or 

daughters helping in the home. The difficu1 t-y with this category, 

as explained above, is that many women aid in the famLly business, 
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or take in,dressmaking or cooking to do at home, for ~1ich they earn 

money, but because this work is sporadic, they consider themselves to 

be housewives first, rather than wage-earners. Of the unemployed men, 

most of them are either young school-leavers who have not yet found a 

job, or they are elderly, over fifty years old, and have retired. 

There were eight men over fifty who used to be shop-keepers, but 

with the implementation of the Group Areas Act, they lost their 

licences to trade in a n,,n-Indian area, and were not issued with 

another licence. These men consider themselves to be unemployed 

rather than retired. 

PIE CHART II. II 

OCCUPATIONS OF' HUSLIMS IN RYLANOO OVER 18 r..f!Rs OF AGE (E!_CLUDING, STtiDE~TS) 

.. 
1\ 

. . B .. 
. ( 

( 
( 

SCALE: 

1 cm2 = 3.9 Workers 

KEY: 

Total no. Workers = 308 
(All persons in sample 
over 18 years old 
excluding students) 

[J = Males 

O = Females 

• a = Unemploy;.;d/ 
Irregular 

B = Wage Labourer 
c = Professional 
D = Own or Husband's 

Business 
E = Family Business 
F = Sales/Service 
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The category wage labourer refers to skilled and semi-skilled mechanical, 

technical or corrunercial work. This is one of the largest occupation 

categories for men in Rylands. Of the women who were so employed, 

all of them were younger than forty. There are few professionals 

in Rylands. Those who are professionals are predominantly doctors 

of medicine, pharmacists or, for the women, nurses. There is one 

notable example of a family in Rylands, who ran a retail store which 

did well. The father pt<t t.i.rough university four children, and 

through other training one child. One dat~hter and one son became 

doctors of medicine; one daughter a pharmacist,; one son an 

accoP.n.tant; and one daughter a nurse. 

The categories D and E are separated to indicate whether a person was 

aidi1~ in his own business, or in a family business to which he is 

just a partner or junior member. Taken togetl1er, 15.7% of the men 

and 4.2% of the women are self employed ''r work .in family businesses. 

This number actually exceeds those employed as skilled and semi-skilled 

workers, so it is the largest employn1ent category in Rylands. 

19.8% of those over eighteen years old are involved in family or 

their own businesses. Of these businesses, 71.4% were green-

groceries or retail shops, \milst the others were butcheries, 

factories, textLle agencies and cartage contractors. Those who 

own the businesses tend to be men in their middle age, whilst those 

who work for others are the younger men wfH' have not yet been able to 

estab]ish enough capital to acquire a shop- and who also have not 

been grc~ted trading licences. Few of these businesses were sited 

· :in Rylands. Most of these shop-keepers \iere trading by permit 

i.n non-Indian areas. 
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Category F was separated out from B not because it seemed 

intrinsically different, but only to see how many people in the 

category '!sales and ser,,ice" l!ere actually employees rather than owners 

or kinsmen of mmers. In the Rylands sample, it is seen that very 

few people work in shops that they themsel Yes do not own or in which 

they do not have vested interests. 

Although the unemployment rate for men is not very high, there is a 

grolving concern in the Department of Indian Affairs about increasing 

Ullemployment amongst Indian men over the last five years: 

liThe rising tide of unemployment is a source of concern to 

the Indian Council and a committee has been appointed to watch 

the position • • • The people worst hit appear to be the unskilled 

and semi-skiJ.led groups. Many of them have either exhausted 

their uner.1ployment benefits or do not qualify for assistance nt 

ail" (Report from the Department of Indian Affairs RP 19/1978: 

1978: p.9). 

The people most Lwolved seem to be Hindus in Natal, from further 

descriptior- in the report, although the report is not clear about 

this. 

The numbers of women unemployed are high, owing to the practice of 

J2Urdah. Of all the women over eighteen years old in the sample, 

80.1% were unemployed. There is n marked change, however, .\.n that 

many ~,roung girls obtain employment before they marry, instead of 

staying at home. Most of the working women in the sample were 

unmarried ycnmg girls. A girl is expected to leave her job when 

she gets married, or at the latest, when ::;he fills prt'.gnant. Thus, 

in the sample, many housewives indicated that they had worked before 

marriage, but had never since worked. 



THE BASES OF INTERACTION IN RYLANDS 

Interaction between Indians is not confined to Rylands or to residents 

of Rylands. The intera~tion networks of residents in Rylands do, 

however, illustrate one way in which Indians interact in an urban 

environment consisting predominantly of people ~1o are not Indians. 

The attempt to restrict Indians (and other population groups) to group 

areas is an attempt to isolate them not merely reside·.1tially, but 

also, in practice, socially, since a large amount of domestic level 

interaction occurs bet\V'een neighbours. This social restriction is 

especially effective given the practice of domestic seclusion of women. 

The latter does not only entail that \\'omen maintain the house "'hilst 

men go out into the ext•.:rnal world to support the household, but it 

also entails, in the case of lli!!:,dah, that women seldom venture from 

their houses and gardens alone, and that they restrict their social 

activity to interaction with neighbours and relatives. Thus, in an 

Indian-only suburb, the house,dfe's choice of neighbours with 'Whom 

she ctm interact is severely restricted. (See Chapters IV and VI). 

This consequence is seldom realised by informants, however, a1 though 

one man did express the following idea: 

"Look at the flowers you get. Didn't Allah make thottsands and 
thousands of different flmrers? And have you ever seen <m 
ugly flower? No- they are all beautiful, although different. 
Rut Allah creat:e~ f1 owers in nature, and not in g~rden :fl<.nver 
beds. tH1ere have you ever seen a single ~7Pe of flower 
growill;'! by itself, away from all other flolvers? Don't the 
flmvers look so much more beautiful all mixed up and together? 
Den' t they help each other in some ways, the big ones shielding 
the little ones; some flowers giving food to others; and 
giving pollen to each othe:t·'? That is Allah's way. But to 
st:parate and segregate in group areas, in man·-made flower beds 
where the different flowers can't help each other - that is 
not the way of tUla.hn. 
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The bases of interaction depend very much on the reasons for interaction. 

For rites de passage, such as naming of babies, weddings and deaths, 

because each status is marked with a particular ritual 1 religion is a 

major basis of interaction. Kinship and then friendship follow in 

importance. Combined with religious differences are differences in 

the ernie conception of purity and danger. .t Muslim, for example, 

will seldom eat in a non-Muslim home because i.t: is not halaaJ., not 

kept according to Muslim ideals of purity and cleanliness. A Muslim 

\ioman explained why she never accepted invitations from Hindu 

neighbours to attead their wedding celebrations: 

nThose fiindus are dirty people. They eat pork. All thei.r 
pots and cutlery and crockery are infected lvith pork. 
All their dish towels too. Also, you know, they drink. 
Our Shari' a does not allow us to touch drink. But with a 
Hindu_, you never know if at a party he's goiP.g to get drank. 
Or the young ones put some alcohol into your cup of tea or 
cool drink 11 • 

If a person requires advice or aid - sur.:h as cash, labour, help with 

educating children - amongst the MuslL~s he approaches his extended 

family, which can i11corporate · friend8 included symbolically as 

kinsmen (see Chapter IV). In every day living, however, there is 

a broader range of interaction, generally based on similarity of 

income level and spendir.g patterns, rather thru1 on religion or kinship. 

Propinquity in residence also aids ti1is sort of interaction. The 

younger .genera.tion, for exa.mple: has: until 1976, attended schools 

that were "racially 11 mixed, and formed friendships that often 

persisted after school \dth children from a wide range of backgrounds. 

A young Hindu man described his network of close friends in 

Rylands: 



"My friends are young people I met at school mostly, and 
here around Rylands. We form a group - boys and girls. 
Some of them are Muslims - two of the boys a.'ld three girls; 
there are two Hindu boys, besides me, with their three 
sisters, and a Catholic boy. We always go out hiking or 
shopping together. 'Ihe only point is that the Muslim 
girls aren't allowed out at night unless they come witl1 
brothers or male cousins, but that doesn't matter so much, 
since one of the boys is the cousin of two of the girls. 
'!here are a few Hindu boys who live dO\m the road who often 
,.;ant to join us - I think they're interested in the girls. 
Buy they 1re low class - skollies nearly. They come from 
a shanty, they all left school before Standard Four, and 
they're just not cur type of people. The problem is that 
we get friendly 'l'.'ith the }luslim girls - and you know how 
it is. Next thing, when you get older, you want to marry 
one. But the Muslims! Man, they are so tight with their 
daughters. I suppose I could marry one i£ I converted, 
buy \vhy should I? We don't insist on Muslims converting 
to our religion to marry us! 11 • 

'!here are fevr cases of marriage across the religious line amongst 

Huslims, but more often exrunples ..:>f this in the Hindu and Christian 

families. Muslims tended to hide all evidence of this sort of 

marriage, and if the non-Muslim refused to convert, the Muslim 

marrying him or her was inva.riably (that is, in both examples 

discovered) considered ~ut2! or outcaste, dead to the family. 

seems to be little overt stigma ~ttached to a Muslim convert. 

"..t1ere 

Rather, conv~rts are often praised as good Muslims, presumably because 

they are over-zealous in em:urin.g that t.~ey conform to hig.~ Nuslim 

standards, since any instance of neglect could be seized upon as 

backsliding, far more serious for one nho converts than f01- a born 

Muslim. 

''Afte.::- all", said Fatima A., 11We were born Huslims. Those 
who convert have had the education of a heathen religion 
all their lives - which is not easy to forget, even if you 
want to. A convert who doesn't do tllings properly is more 
to blame than a Muslim who is lazy, because the convert 
could b~ slipping back to his heathen ways. You seldom 
find a }luslim who converts out of Isl.:...m: though". 
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Indian Muslims in the Cape belong predominantly to the Hanafi sect, 

founded by Imam Hanafi who travelled east from Arabia to proselytise. 

The Cape Malays, however, belong predominantly to the Shafi sect, 

based on the teachings of Imam Shafi. Oral tradition records that 
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in the early part of the twentieth century, there was overt antagonism 

between these sects, to such an extent that interi!lJ.rriage bet,ieen them 

was forbidden. This antagonism seems to have been based largely on 

competition for leadership of the Muslim congregations of the Cape 

peninsula, and for control of the mosques,, bet,veen Shafi and Hanafi 

Imams (cf. Davids 1970). Considering that the Shafi followers 

far outnwr..bered the Hanafi followers, Sbafi leadership was assured 

by the 19401 s (see Chapter VI), with Hanafi leadership restricted 

to mosques attended mainly by Iuiians. Currently, the minor points 

of difference in dogma are de-emphasised or not even lmmm by 

Muslims, , ... ho prefer to regard themselves as a Muslim brotherhood, 

rather than as divided on sectarian . grounds. People do not admit 

to basing intcracti~1n on secretarian grounds, and the choice of 

whom is invited ~o ceremonies and functions rests on factors 

described above. 

In Rylands, as will be shown, one does not find people associating 

\ merely on the common basis of being Indian. For the Huslims, their 

faith was a far more important criterion of classification. They 

considered themselves to be firstly Musli.ns, and only secon.:.J.y Indians. 

'lhi'.; me2.ns that in many ways, under certain circu.mstances, they sari 

more affinity with non-Indian fellow Muslims than with other not.-

Muslim Indians. l\hat binds the .Husl:i.ms toget.l-Ier is a com .. 'llon 

orthodox ideology, and an extremely deta~ led code of laws thctt 



governs every aspect of daily public and private life. What binds the 

Indians together is that, as the classified group "Indians", they are 

subject to specific discriminatory legislation. But more and more, 

the Indians see a fello~~hip with all other groups, that suffer under 

statutory discrimination, and so form political alliances with the 

general Black Consciousness movement~ (see Chapter VI). 
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CHAPTER III 

THE DOMESTIC DEVELOPMENTAL CYCLE AND RESIDENCE PATTERNS IN RYLANDS 

Rylands has developed very J1 apidly within the last eight or nine years, 

sine~.~ 1971 - l.972 (see Chapter II), 'When the majority of present residents 

moved in. This rapid development meant that suddenly there was a 

high premium on available accommodntion, and the size of the su~urb 

was inadequate for the poptliation it was supposed to contain. That 

is, too little land was set aside for both Indian areas in the 

peninsula, s~ that even were they fully developed, there would still 

be a shortage of housing amounting to hundreds of houses (see Chapter 

II). The significance of this shortage of housing was that people 

··had to take accommodation as it became available, or lose out, so 

that the growth •.::· ethnic areas or areas where kin groups live 

together or in proximity has been largely fortuitous. Thus, a 

person 1 s kin may live widely scattered not only in both the Indian 

areas, but throughout the 11 Coloured11 areas of the ~ape Flats, waiting 

for a chance to move from proscribed to prescr~bed areas. Thus, 

to attempt a study of "kinship patterns in Rylands" is meaningless. 

One must rather examine kinship networks (which may often extend over 

the municipal boundaries of Rylands), and residence patterns changing 

in t;ime of people living in Rylands, as indicators of how Husl:im 

In~:ians have coped with this problem of acute shortage of housing, 

and being confined residentially to small group areas. 

' Every household head interviewed maintained that had it not been for 

the Group Areas legislation, he wc1lid not today be living in Rylands. 

The move to Rylands iu many cases r·esul ted in hardship· and in the 



breaking up of large joint households. The experience of the Parkers 

is not unusual in Rylands. 

The Parkers had lived in a five-bedroomed rambling old house 
in a \Yhi te area, beh.Lnd their family-run greengrocery. In 
the house lived old Hr. Parker, his unmarried sister, two 
married sons, their wives and between them seven children, 
his two unmarriect daughters and his youngest son: altogether 
a total of sixteen people. Old Hr.Parker was autocratic, 
demandinr co-operation and obedience from his family in 
running the shop and the house. He had started alterations 
to the house to accommodate the young family o1 his second 
son, when they were served with notice to evacuate to a 
prescribed area. Despite their claim that their shop 
demanded long hours and it would damage their business were 
they to move:, they had to sell their house to the Community 
Development Board, and look for alternative accommodation. 
Old Mr Parker immediately ;1,pplied to purchase a plot in 
Rylands, but his application was unsuccessful. Through 
his large network of friends and family, he eventually learnt 
of a semi-detach(;!.]. house to become available in Rylands in 
six to nine months time, so he put his name on the \iai t:l..ng 
list for it. Meanwhile, the large family had to find a 
place in :.:!.1ich to live. The family was billeted out with 
friends ar.~ matri- and patri-lateral kin. The eldest 
son heard of a house to rent in the oti1er Indian group area, 
Cravenby (far away from the shop) and decided to take it. 
The other married son found a room in a "Coloured" area 
bordering on Rylands where he and his family could board. 
When the four-roomed house became available in Rylands, only 
old Hr.Parker, his sister and the three remaining children 
moved into it. Since the four rooms cc~tprise a kitchen, 
lounge, two bedrooms and a bathroom, all sixteen could not 
have lived in the house comfortably (this house is identical 
in design and size to many of the other semi-detached houses 
in Rylands). · 

'The sons still came to the Mowbray shop, but increasing 
transport costs from Cravenby to work made the eldest search 
for alternative work. Then the trading.licence expired 
and was not renewed, since the shop was in a White area; 
and Mr.Parker was refused a licence for Rylands on the 
grounns that there were too many shops there already. He 
~ays that today he lacks the capital, the initiathe and now 
the physical strength to ru~ a shop. He lives off what 
capital he saved; the price for his property paid by the 
Community Development Board; and what his children can 
provide. He claims he lives in near poverty, because the 
Community Development Board paid him only half to two-thirds 
of what he considered the p.-operty to be worth. He is now 
dispirited and apathetic, lonely for the company of his sons 
and their families. 

\ 
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The case of the Sondays gives furtl1er illustration of the type of 

distress and real hardship that the enforced group areas removals 

has caused in many cases. 

Mr.Sonday, in his late fifties, lived with his wife and 
twenty-five year old niece in an affluent White suburb. 
Mr Soncay worked as a blockmen in a butchery, augmenting 
his income by cooking for weddings and encouraging his 
wife and niece to take in sewing to do at home. He had 
a history of heart trouhle, and had had two miaor attacks 
whilst they were still living in this area. They were 
then issued with an order to leave and to live in an 
Indian area. At that time, in the early 19701s, the 
building boom had not yet started in Rylands, but enough 
other Indians had been evicted to cause an unprecedented 
housir.g shortage. Mr· Sonday could find nowhere for his 
small family to live. He asked h1s siblings for help, 
expecting them to offer accommodation temporarily. But 
they refused. He found a flat in a 11Coloured11 area, but 
they had been th..!re only five weeks when he arrived home one 
day to find that in his absence, CoMmunity Development 
Board officials had evicted his family and thrown the 
household goods into the street. For some days they had to 
go from door to door, begging to be aJ_lowed to sleep on 
th.e ver.andah or in the garden. Some of the furniture was 
stolen, the rest taken by a kindly shopkeeper and stored 
on his premises. With all this anxiety, Mr.Sonday suffered 
from a severe heart attack, remaining several months in 
hospital. As a.result of this attack, he is almost 
completely paralysed, with limited hand and arm movement, 
and limited ability to speak. The hor:! or of his situation 
rendered him a manic depressive, and for many years afterwards 
he was considered by his wife and niece to be insane at times. 
The two women were given accommodation by a friend whilst 
Mr.Sonday was in hospital, and before his release they 
managed to obtain a semi-detached house in Rylands through 
the intervention of the Imam. Mr.Sonday has been bed-ridden 
for nearly eight years. In 1979, through the offices of 
the Department of Indian Affairs and the Imam, Mr.Sonday 
was provided witl1 a motorised wheelchair, and so was able 
to get out of bed and be relatively mobile, for the first 
time in eight years. He was so happy with this wheelchair 
~hat he has not retreated into an inane state of depression, 
and his articulation of SOt'11ds has improved more in the 
three months he has had the chair than in the previous· eight 
years. 

TYPES OF HOUSEHOLDS FOUND IN RYLAJ .DS 

A household is easily identifiable as such in Rylands. Firstly, the 
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accommodation in Rylands· is predominantly individual houses separated 

by small fenced gardens. Sub-economic blocks of flats are under 

constructio~, but few are yet occupied. There are some older flats above 

the main shopping centre along the major thoroughfare, which are occupied. 

No flat dwellings, however, formed part of the area censused, si.1ce 

extensions I, II and III have no flats. Residents of a house are not 

necessarily related to ea6h other, but there was always some degree of 

couunensality, which was usually regular and extensive. 

Table III.I indicates the ratio of extended households to households of a 

conjugal famiJ.y, and aJ.so the generation C'~pth in each type of household. 

It can be seen that conjugal households of two generations depth far out-

nwnber any other t-ype of household. There are, in fact, t-wice as many 

conjugal households as there are extended. The next largest category 

of households is two generation extended households, which are only 

slightly more numerous than three generation extended households. 

Equally few extended and conjugal households are only one generation deep 

(together formiug only 4. 6% of the total number of households). 

TABLE III.I 

RATIO OF EXTENDED TO CONJUGAL HOUSEHOLDS AMONGST MUSLIMS IN Rl.J ... ANDS 

Type of Numbers of Households of : 

Household 1 Generation 2 Generations 3 Generations Total 

- ·- -· 
Conjugal 2 54 0 56= 64.4% 
Extended 2 15 14 31 = 35.6% 

Total 4 69 14 87 = 100% 
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The types of recurring relationships that exist in the extended house-

holds are sho\m in Table III, II. Where the category in the Table includes 

married of:fspring, the s~ouses and children of the of~sprin~ are, of 

course, also included. The Table indicates that there is a definite 

trend for married sons to continue to live "~th their parents, but only 

a small percen~age of married dal~hters remain in their parental 

households. What is obscured by the Table is that mrrried son,-; and 

their families do not necessarily live permanently at ti1e home of 

their parents. As younger brothers marry, older brothers leave the 

home which would otherwise be too crowded. Or alternatively, the oldest 

brother may have right of preferen~e to remain in the parental home, 

so that the younger one is obliged to seek alternative accommodation, 

unless ti1e parental home is large enough to accommodate all. 

TABLE III. II 

TYPES OF RECURRING RELATIONSHIPS IN MUSLIM EXTENUED HOUSEHOLDS IN TilE --- ... ..,-_._ 

R'YLANDS SAMPLE 

1 No. of Extended Extended~ 
Households in Households % 

Type of Recurring Relationship Sample of Sample . --
1 or 2 Parent(s) + married son{s) 15 60.7% 
1 or ') Pnrent(s) + married daughter(s) I') 7.9% ... ""' 
1 or 2 Parent(s) + married sons 

+ married daughters 3 7.9% 
Married brothers 7 10.5% 
Other 3 13.0% 

r-·10; Total 30 

·-



But .offspring cannot leave the parental home until they have found 

other accommodation. The example of the marriag~ of Adam to Ghairo 

illustrates this point. 

Adam is the youngest of six siblings, five of whom are 
daughters. His father died some years ago, leaving a 
large estate. Adam's mother lives in an eight-roomed 
large house, together with her late husbanc' s mother, a 
widowed sister of hers, two unmarried daughters, and a 
married daughter, her husband and new born child. Adam 
and his new wife\ ffi1airo, wanted to purchase a home to move 
into once they were married, since Adam's parental home was 
too crowded for them. They spent the year of their engage
ment looking for a house in Ryland~;, and they even applied 
to buy one of the undeveloped government properties. Only 
one house came on the market during th:1t time. It was 
situ~ted on the average si~ed plot (thirty metres by fifty 
met!'es), and it had five rooms, t:!.'Ccluding the bathroom. 
It was newly built, and the biddir~ for it began at 
R48000. Despite Adam's large inheritance, he could not 
afford to buy it at that inflated price. So he and Ghairo 
moved into his moWer's h.;-·use. After some weeks, the 
occupants decided the house was overcrowded, and Adam's 
married sister decided to move out, into the home of her 
husband:s brother. The latter had a spare room and wanted 
boarders to supplement his incomP. 1be room became 
available only three months after Adam's marriage. 

The situations in Ryl.ands where both married sons and married da1·.:-;hters 

remained in their parental home \vere explained by informants in three 

ways. The .nost common explanation was that there was no alternative 

accommodation nv:J.ilable, ot..l-terwise sornfl of the married children lvould 

have left. The other common explanations were that children remain1.'!d 
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to help in the family-.r·u:tl budness; or that marrieCI offspring rema:i ned 

in the house to look after very elderly parents, who had indicated 

that the house was to be inherited by all of them. Since the 

UUleritance was in a non-partible form, T~ey shared it by all 

remaining there. 

The incidence of married brothers or marr·.? ed siblings (included in the 



"other" category of Table III.II) sharing a residence was high. The 

reasons given for this sharing were the same as those given above: 

no alternative accommodation, or a non-partible inheritance. The 

fact that no alternative accommodation was d.ted by infor:11ants as a 

reason for them to remain together in the same household does not 

necessarily mean that given a surplus of accommodation, all households 

would be only conjugal. But it does indicate that extended households 

that have been attributed to relics of "traditional Indian kinship 

patterns" (cf. Kurian 1961, and Ramasar 1967) reflect more the 

significance of pragmatic issues such as a•·ailability of accommodation, 

rather than on straightforward retention of tradition. 

The !lroblem with breaking down household structure so formally into 

extended versus conjugal households is that i1. obscures any type of 

process or change from one to the other. and back again, in a domestic 

developmental cycle (cf. Goody, 1958 and Fortes, 1949). There is a 

second associated problem. It has been characteristic of work on 

Indians in India (Kurian, 1961), and in South Africa (Rarnasar, 1967, 

and to some extent Kuper 1960) to assume that "traditional Indian 

kinship" implies that the majority of people live in patrilaterally 

extended households in patrilocal residence. The sign that change 
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towards "Westernisation11 is occuring has been taken to be the proportion 

of neolocal conjugal households formed, when people eschew thei.r 

patrilateral relatives in favour of voluntary friendships and associations. 

Ramasar (1967), writing about Indians in the Transvaal and Natal, 

directly correlates the !'ise of juvenile delinquency and whcLt she 

sees to be growing moral turpitude, with the breakdO\m of the o: d 

extended family system: "Today, the Indian family has changed from 



the large, settled, traditional and sacred institution of kinship to 

the smaller, isolated secular households, many of whose functions 

have been .asswned by other institutions" (ibid: 29). 

THE PROCESS OF HOUSEHOLD CHANGES: THE DEVELUP~~NTAL CYCLE 

The process of househdd changes is best pr·.~<sented first by describing 

some examples, and then afterwards by endeavo~1ring to reconstruct 

some general principles, working from perspectives gained from Fortes 

(1949), Goody (1958) and in the local context jithoo (1978). The 

two examples pres~nted are of changes that have been taking place in 

the respective households over the period of two years, involving 

moving of residence across the borders of Rylands. 

Piriwideen lived in her mother's five-roomed house in 
Rylands, together with her mother, who ·;as widowed, 
three unmarried sisters, and her matrilateral cross 
cousin who had been adopted by the famil.y on the death 
of his o'm parents when he was about fourteen years old. 
Piriwideen married in her late twenties, and went to live 
with her husband's parents in a small overcrowded house 
in a "Coloured11 area. She d~scribes the situation thus, 

"You see, we had nowhere else to go. My mother's house was 
full. In his house, his parents lived, with the six other 
children besides him, and a boarder. But they had only 
four rooms. We said that we would pay double the rent 
that the boarder paid, and take his place. But the 
boarder shared a room with one of my husband's brothers. 
So what we did was this: my parents-in-law had their room, 
and shared it with the baby (a six year old); the three 
girls had another room; the t\<IO brothers had another room; 
and we ha.d to sleep in the lounge. It was terrible - we 
could go to sleep only after everyone else had gone to bed. 11 

After three years, Piriwideen and her husband found a 
four-rr,omed semi-detached house in Rylands, which they took 
immediately. · 

Since the rent amounted to just over half her husband's 
salary (the rent being R138.00 per month, <".nd her husband 
earned R220.00 per month), tl1ey decided to use the free 
rooms for boarders. In Rylands, no one ever advertises in 
newspapers for boarders: they just let it be known amonp-st 
their kin and friendship networks that they are prepared ~o 
tal<e i~. boarders. Within six weeks, Piriwideen had a letter 
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from strangers living in Natal presenting their credentials, 
and asking for board for a son who intended to come to Cape 
Town to study, and needed a reliable place to stay. Some 
weeks later, a similar letter arrived, from the Transvaal. 
Within three montts of Piriwideen and her husbactd mo·-..-ing 
into their home, they had found two boarders - one Muslim 
man and one Hindu mar. • At the end of that year, the two 
boarders left, after making arrangements to return the following 
academic year. 

The MusJ .:..m student never returned, but the Hindu did. 11We 
liked the Hindu boy: always polite and never inconveniencing 
me. But that Muslim boy was really awful. He came in at 
odd times and always exp'!Cted me to have his mtals ready, even 
if we'd all eaten hours earlier. Or he'd just arrive with 
three friends and expect me to feed them free. And ~hen 
we were fa.sting, he expected me to serve him and the other 
men first v.hen \"le broke the fast, and only after they had 
finished could I eat. And I was seven mon~1s pregnant, too. 
But my husband took him aside and t0ld him that I didn 1 t 
need to serve him like that•'. 

Since Piriwideen was pregnant, she and her husband decided 
not to look for rc~;re boarders for some while. She \vas very 
ill during her confinement, so her mother came to look a:i'ter 
her, the baby and to run the house. Her mother lived WJ. th 
them for o·:~r a year, contributing nominally to the finance. 
After her t:; .. )ther had left, Piriwideen z,nd her husband had made 
arrangements to accommodate three boo.rders. But before the 
boarders arrived, Piriwideen was asked to aid her youngest 
sister. 

This sister \vas married, and had also just had a baby. She 
~'.tld her husband had been living in a barn on a small-holding 
O\med by Mu~lim shop-keepers they knew, n~ar to the coast. 
The barn, however, \vas not adequate as a house. During the 
winter, hole.s in the roof opened up, and the wind and rain 
came in through the badly fitted planks of the wall. Why 
they remained there was that they could find nowhere else to 
stay, especially s:ince at that time, her husbnnd could find 
only irregular employment. The sister, Amina, contracted 
pneu1nonia, \vhich induced premature delivery of the baby. 
1.he baby also contracted a ltmg disease. So Piriwideen 
offered to let the t.."lree of them live in one of her spare 
rooms as boarders. Whilst Amina was recovering, a third 
unmarried sister moved into the spare room, to help Pirhrldeen 
to cope with the housework and nursing. At this time, 
Piriwideen had a miscarriage, so the unmarried sister 
lengthened her stay for anot::e,:;.· three months. 

Amina 1 s husband had since found a permanet job, and together, 
the two husbands supported the household. When the unmarried 
sister left, they deci.ded to arrange for one boarder to stay 
with them. ~lithin t\vO days of this decision, they had had 
four men, rangin(~ in age from eighteen ,to forty-five, apply 
for the room. ·J.11ey selected a middle-aged widml"er whom they 
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had known for some years. He pays R6S.OO per month for 
board and lodging. Piriwideen was by now looking for 
accommodation for a cousin from Natal l'll10 wished to stay 
in Cape To\vn for six months. She regretted that her 
house could r..)t afford him hospitality. 

Amina had now been living wi.th Piriwideen for several months. 
She said, 11We would love to move out, not because we mind 
staying here. But it's just so cramped, and really, I'm 
not strong enough to help work for such a. big household. 
But where can we go? We 1 ve tried every~:ilere we can think 
of, but there is nowhere we can afford to live. We can't 
pay over half our earnings for rent!". 

This particular household, then, has sho\vn great fluctuations of 

membership over the last two and a half or three years. It has 

changed from conjug~- to extended, and back again several times, 

in accordance witl1 tlte changing needs rutd economic pressures put on 

the householders. 

This case study illustrates the economic importance of boarders in 

some households, not just from the boarders' point of view of having 

found accommodation, but from tile viewpoint that the householders 

would not be able to cope without tile extra money provided by bo<>..:;_·ders. 

To categorise hot~::::eholds into 11 those with boarders" and 11 those without" 

gives a falsely sta.tic idea of what is really a continuously changing 

process. At one stage of fieldwork, seven households of the 87 had 

boarders; whilst at a later stage, seventeen had boarders. Those 

households \d. th ~card~rs were predominantly the smaller conjugal 

households rather than large extended households, simply because the 

former had tlle room to spare. The case also illustrates the typical 

method of recruitment of boarders, which is usually through informal 

and personal means (through a person's networks) rathGr than through 

form<;l and i:.npersonal means (such as advertising in newspapers). 



The second case study is slightly different, involving wealthier 

people, with. personal acrimony and tensions betwean the senior 

head of the household and ju!1ior men being a main goad for people 

to consider leaving the household. 

The Miabhais are an influential and wealthy Muslim 
kul-kutum, (see Chapter IV) branches of which spread 
throughout Cape Town. The head of the extended family 
lives behind one of his fJ.ourishing supermarkets. He 
has a chain of ::;hops that he owns or manages (the shop 
sometimes being rented from the Conununity Development 
Board if it is in a White group area). In his large 
household lived twenty-three to t':enty-eight· people, 
the number varying because of long--term visits by various 
relatives. The members of the household are most 
easily described through a kin riagram, presented as 
Diagram III.I. The house is huge, but as the daughters 
say, 11It is alright for a big family, but our army over
runs itn. 
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DIAGRAH III.I. MEMBERS 0F THE MIABHAI EXTENDED HOUSEHOL~ 

Household L\ ro 
Head -

Old .Hr. Miabrai runs altogether four shops wHh the aid of his 
extended family. He acts as a general manager, controlling 
the accounting and the ordering of goods. His eldest son 
and his wife, and the urunarried ch Lldren, all aid in 'the 



running of the largest shop, which is attached to the 
residence. The other t\m married sons and their wives 
have been allocated two other shops in different areas 
to run. The married daughter, Nadia, and her husband 
manage the fourtP. shop, which was a joint economic venture, 
financed half by the father-in-law and half by the 
son-in-law. It nevertheless still forms part of the 
Miabhai enterprise •. 

The second eldest son, Chetty, had purchased a luxurious 
house behind the supermarket which he was managing. He 
had never occupied this house, because it is in a ~~ite 
group area and he requires a permit, which he has not yet 
obtained. Over the months, however, he has been furnishing 
and re-painting the house in a most ~travagant and 
luxurious way. His reason for such extravagance was that 
11Whites don1 t like Indians living h1 their areas because 
they think Indians are dirty and maJ<e their homes into 
slums. I'll show them how we can live, and in such style 
that their mouths will water". 

During this time, Chetty1 s wife and Nadia had been becoming 
increasingly annoyed at living with old Mr·Miabhai. They 
both resented the intervention into every intimate detail 
of their private lives that was inevitable in such a large 
household. More than tha"t;, they resented the right to 
veto all decisions and behaviour, hO\vever trivial, that 
old Mr. and Mrs.Miabhai insisted upon, and which they were 
given. The old parents are so conservative, Nadia 
complained, that they do not even allow the children to 
go to the cinema. Also, Nadia disliked the fact that 
she and her husband, or she and her family, could do nothing 
separately, let alone individually. Always one of the 
twenty others would want to participate, and·it was just 
not accept~ble to refuse such a request. She and her 
husband shared a room with their youngest child, an eight 
month old baby, and the other two children were put in 
other bedrooms. 

Nadia was especially upset that she and her husband were 
never paid wages. She described her grieviance: "}fy 
father said to me he would buy me a property in Rylands, 
and build a semi-detached house on it, so it could be 
rented out. It cost thousands, and I agreed to it because 
I assumed he was giving me this for working so hard for 
him for eight years, when I could have been building up my 
own bank account. But do you kncH what he's doing? He's 
charging me for the cost of the house he built on it, and 
by the time I can start to pay off the bond, it will have 
tripled. I was so furious when I learnt this, that all 
the little things about living here suddenly seemed to 
choke me!" 

Nadia's husband was also thoroughly irritated by living with 
old 1-h·. Miabhai. Since it was not the house of his own 
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parents, he really had little authority in it. His 
brothers-in-law seldo1n supported him in any argument, and 
his word did not carry weight against that of the elders 
of the house, his parents-in-law. He had moved into 
his. wife's house uecause it had seemed a good _oropos.l.tion 
originally: he had been offered a junior managerial post 
in helping to run the family enterprise, in the shop attached 
to the house. So it was convenient, and also saved on his 
own expenses. In time, he managed to save enough money to 
prepare the way for some independence, and he and Mr·Miabhai 
each put forward fifty percent towards the running of another 
shop. l\ut Nadia's husband had been allowed very little voice 
in the running of this shop. Attached to thb shop is .:1 

flatlet, but it is also situated in a White area and so needs 
a penni t, besides being in need of repair. 

Witl1in six weeks of each other, Chetty's family and Nadia's 
family left old Mr. Miabhai' s household. Chetty' s family 
moved into their luxurious house, \vithout having yet 
obtair1ed a permit, so disgruntled and frustrated had he 
and his wife felt in the parental house. Nadia and her 
family could not move j_nto their flatlet, so they persuaded 
Mr Miabhai to rf;.air and furnish old servants' quarters 
belonging to him, next de or to his house. Both couples 
rejoice in the measure of independence ·they have thus g.dned 
although they are not completely independent, since they 
receive f,.· •• ily visits at all times of the night and day. 
But it seems that they did not want t(• isolate themselves 
from their family: just to achieve a small measure of 
independence. 

In this seC'.ond ex<~mple, splits in the household we.!'e _caused by 

tensions between the old generation and the second generation, a.nd 

by tensions induced by overcrowding·. But only when accomrnc.dation 

is available, and only when a young couple h:: economically independent, 

can they leave the parental household. 

jithoo (1978) presents a particularly useful analysis of the changing 

struct1P·e of households, from her work on Natal Indians. She 
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criticises the use of the joint f .tm:i1y as a starting point of an analysis 

of household structm.·e because it is often assumed to be constant in 

membership, co-·rcs:Ldential and cofl".mensal, but the extent to \)hich it is 

any of these varies in time. It is thus j.mperative to study tl1e 



fluctuations of a household and not to assume that it remains static 

as a joint or a conjugal household: 

"J<?intness in the~e "functional" aspects of living, eating 

and sharing property is ~~erefore •••• a matter of degree 

which fluctuates not only between families, but also often 

within one family according to its developmental phase and 

its changing material circwnstances •••• ThiP fluctuating 

11 jointness 11 can, therefore, be regarded as an index of 

adaptation to a variety of opportunities by families that 

· d.iffer in terms of demography, skills, enterprise and even 

luck" (Jithoo: 1978: 93). 

She describes two examples of extended households over time, the 

one case having c~rporate assets, the other none. In both cases, 

the household grows as wives marry into it, and splits through 

arguments and deatl1, then grows again as sons of the next generation 

take wives. She gives no general reason for the fission of 

extended households, although she illustrates h·>w important the 

economic factors can be. Arguments over independence, access to 

and control over funds can cause fission, but only if the dissenting 

party is economically self-sufficient. 

Owens(1971) emphasises this factor in discussing fission and fusion 

in joint fam1~ies in India. He suggests that in the beginning of a 

man's working career, his wage is ~o minimal that he depends for 

support on the joint household. In time, as his income increases, 

he gradually contributes more until the general fm1d relies heavily 

on his income. In the end, it is no longer economically viable for 
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him to remain in the joint household, where he is supporting other 

members to his own detriment. Owens suggests that it is at this 

point that fission often occurs. When fission does not cccur, it 

is, according to Owens, because ties of corporate assets keep the 

members together. 
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The two case studies cited earlier seem to show fluctuation3 at the 

same sort of crises as Jithoo and Owens outline. Jn the first case, 

the household membership changes for the economic benefit of the 

householders: growth of the household is a strategm used deliberate~y 

to aid with coping with the problems of the economic situation. Bu-t; 

a central point in the first case was the constraints that the external 

environment placed on ·the fiGs ion and fusion of households. A couple 

could not leave the place where it was staying until alternative 

accommodation had been found. The acute shortage of housing 

has a far-reaching effect on a couple's range of choice and decisions 

of where and wi~h whom to live. They must stay where there is pl~ce 

for them. In ~his way, board and lodging offered provides a means 

of alternative accommodation for people wishing to leave their 

present homes, for whatever reasons. In this way, a young couple 

may establish themselves (semi-) independently from the authority 

of its elders even if it does not have the means to purchase or rent 

a house for itself. 

The second case emphasises the po\fer struggle between the generation 

who w:!elds power, and the younger generation who would like to assume 

some, if not all, of this power. A joint houserold was seen by its 

members to be convenient for the best ex~loitation of their communal 



assets, so to break away is a threat to the centralised power vested 

in the oldest generation. Once the completely dependent junior has 

begun to earn money, or ·to take a larger part in the running of the 

family business, he al~eady threatens the total control of the elders. 

But he poses more of a threat when the oldest generation, through 

growing incapacity, is forced to retire gradually, being replaced by 

the younger generation. This was occurring in the Miabhai household, 

and tension was extremely high between members of the first and second 

generations. To counteract his losing power in business matters (as 

yet, he retained the majority of power), Mr.Miabhai prevailed more and 

more ori his prerogative to direct the private affiars of his family, 

which was increasingly resented. 
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A generalised schema of an economic cycle (adapted from Jithoo and 0\-lens, 

ibid.) is presented below. It must be emphasised that it cannot 

explain why there is a disproportion between conjugal and extended 

households, nor why ea·ch type of household exists, What it can (!..., 

is to give the parbneters of ~' under what conditions, a household 

is liable to split. This schema postulates a cycle of economic 

dependence. There is a period when the youngest generation is 

completely economically dependent on the oldest. There is another 

phase when~ as the yotmgest generation grows older, some members of 

all generations present will contribute economically to the household 

finance. Then, as the oldest generation grows older, there is the 

phase of gradual replacement of the old by the younger, and the old 

are now increasingly dependent on the younger, in their turn. Whatever 

the te:-.1sions ns the power struggle between generations proceeds: a 



couple is not expected to, and is unable to leave the household until 

the couple is economically self-sufficient, and has other accommodation 

available. It is only lvhen these conditions are fulfilled that 

a couple may leave and form their mm conjugal (or extended) household. 

Thus, the formation and persistence of an extended or conjugal household 

does not depend entirely on internal grOt~.p preferences. The range 

of alternatives and choices is constrained by external factors, 

which. in this situation are the effects of tl1e implementation of the 

Group Areas Act, and its subsequent amendments. There is a 

part-icularly appropriate quotation by Go.;denough, although made in 
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an entirely different situation (an analysis of Truk residence patterns), that 

em_phasises the importance of pragmatic considerations over 11traditional 11 

or emotional considerations when people choose their residences: 

"With what parents, if any, a couple resides is a fortuitous by-product 

of a choice made with other considerations in mind11 (Goodenough: 1956: 

33). 

TRADI'l'ION3 HO.!?ERNI1Y AND RESIDENCE PATTERNS 

There was an articulated group preference amongst people to whom I 

spoke for a young man to brj.ng his bride to live at the home of his 

parents, but this preference is governed by the external constraints 

outlin·~d above. It is also necessary to emphasise that a1 though this 

young man might at first live \'lith his parc>nts> he is just a~ likely 

at a later date to move out of the house. Thus, no significance can 

be given to the preliminary breakdown of household types into conjugal 

and extended in terms of "modern" or "traditional!!. 



The idea that extended hous:::holds are results of Indian kin~hip and 

residence traditions (Kuper 1961, Ramasar, :1.967) not only ignores that 

household structure changes in time, and is contrain~d by external 

conditions, bui; also that in the Ca.pe, specifically, there are other 

groups exposed to similar constraints who also live in extended 

households. Whisson (1976) and Theron and Swart (1964) describe 

household structure amongst th'3 so-called 11Cape Mala} s" and "Colouredsn 

in the peninsula, which seems to. be not only similar to that of the 

sample described here, but also seems to have arisen out of the same 

circumstance.~: the group areas removals and the consequent acute 

shortage of housing. Household structure thus appears to be 

significant in the ligh :-: of an adaptation to external circumstances 

rather than a result of internal group preferences. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE EXTENDED FlU-liLY AND ACCESS TO RESOURCES 

The patrilineal extendei family, with patri- or viri-local residence, 

has become closely associated with the "traditional" kinship patterns 

of Central and Northern India (cf. Chapter III). Kurian (1961) and 

others attempt to show how, under industrial arid urban conditions, 

this extended kin network breaks down into isolated and autonomous 

conjugal units, which, they reason, are better adapted to urban 

conditions than the extended family because a conjugal unit is more 

flexible and has greater mobility. Gould (1965), Owens (1971) and 

Benedict (1968) show, however, the persistence of the extended family 
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in India, in urban are~s, particularly with reference to family-run 

busn1esses. The essence of their approaches is that the exttnded family 

persists becaus< the multiplicity of contacts, rights and obligations 

it involves provides members with a wide range of resources which 

can be used successfully to exploit the urban environment: 11 ••• under 

moder·., conditions of change, kinship bonds outsid,~ the nuclear family 

tend to persist, or more correctly to assume ~crtain new functions" 

(Piddington: 1965: xii). This misapprehension that the 11traditional 11 

extended family necessarily changes to conjugal units in an tu·ban 

environment, as a sign of "adaptation to modern· conditions" is _important 

to emphasise, because t.~c degree of extended family· contact has often 

been used a~ an index of adaptation of migrants to their new 

enviror .. 11ent (cf. Siddique, 1977) without much consideration of the 

relative values of either autonomous kin units or extended families 

within their specific social contexts. That is, kinship patterns 

have not been regarded so much as strate6ies involving choice, but 



rather, they have been regarded as morphological characteristics, 

mutating only under duress. 

But as the previous chapter indicates, ext~nded families in urban 

areas are not unique to Indians, especially in South Africa. 

Whisson (1976) and Theron and Swart (1964) Jescribe the importance 

of extended families and extended households amoncst 11Cape Malays" 

and 11Coloureds 11 ,respectively, in the Cape peninsula. As a consequence 

of the Group Areas legislation, these people are also experiencing 

an acute shortage of housing (Horrell, 1976), which must also place 

added emph1.sis on an extended network (recruited, in these cases, 

through kinship links). An extended network would act as a resource 

for the members (see below). 

It is particularly in analysing the significa.::.•;e of the extended 

\ family amo1gst Indians in South Afr~ca that !One must beware of 

arbitrarily imposed residential limitations - such as the Indian 

group areas suburbs - and beware oi accepting one such suburb as a 

conunuuity. \ Owing to shortage of land (for further development in 

that suburb) and to the extreme shortage of housing, close kin 

frequently may be unable to live together, or in the same street 

or even in the same suburb. l'hus, one must follow kin net\'lorks as 

they spread. 'fhe geographical spread of the ext:ended family can, 

in practice, be an advantage teo the membtors, since a widely spread 

out but closely interacting network gives members information and 

access to certain resources in areas otherwise inaccesible to 

them. 

The exteadeC: fL'mily has many names, depending on t.l1e dialect sp~,ken 

by informants. 'fhe most comm0nly used name, however, is the 
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Kokanie amalgamation of the two terms, kul and kutum. Informants 

spoke about their extended families as their kul-kutum, using these 

words hyphenated together. !!!1 was defined by infonnants loosely as 

11all 11 , and kutum as "family", so kul-kutum was loosely translated 

by my informants as "all the fam:ily 11 • Immediately significant 

was that in this def:i.ni tion, there is no cc~!cept of agnation and 
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only a remote emphasis on patrilaterality. .A married man would include 

in his kul-kutum his wife, children, their spouses and their children. 

He would also sometimes include his children's spouses 1 parents and 

their siblings. Also included would be his own siblings, their 

spouses and their children, and also those of his wife. Both his 

parents and her parents and their siblings are inch~rlcd, and the 

des<.;endants of their parents' siblings. He would include his 

father's parents, but seldom his mother's, arJ.,. even more rarely, 

his wife's grandparents~ Hence, tl.e concept of kul-kutum is an 

ego-centred bilateral kinship network, with a slight tendency to 

patrilaterali ty in the third ascend1.ng generation. It is 

significant that informants indicated that sometimes they would 

include more or less remote affines in their kul-kutum, and at 

other times, these sal!le affines would be excluded. Other informants 

insisted that affines such as ego's wife's sister's husband belonged 

to ego 1 s kul-~kutum, and so did his paren·ts, but other informants said 

that although he did form part of ego's kl,l-kutum, really he 

belonged to that of his own father. Diagram IV.I represents the 

Dhansay kul-kutum as described by Hassan, a junior member of the 

four generation network. As will be indicated below, it is significant 

that this is the Dhansay ,kul-kutt!!!!_ as perceived by one member. 



Another member may perceive it differently, especially if of a 

different status within the structure of the kul-kutum. 

DIAGRAM IV.I 

DHANSAY KUL-KUTUM 

I 
I 
I 
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7\~~ E~cb 6~ 

0 - Deceased 

L f 0 = I.ine of descendants included in kul-kutum 

but not represented 

There are several complicated marriage interconnections within 
this kul-kutum. The oldest generation shown were all born in 
India. Ego says that there are some cousin marriages amongst 
them, but because the marriages occurred so long ago, he does 
not kn~w the exact nature of these interconnections. In 
1943, ego's parents, his fath~:.r' s eldest brother, and his 
father's parents sailed from Bombay to Durban. During !he 
passage, the boat was wrecked, and all his relatives were 
drowned. In 1947, ego's father's younger brother (B) 
removed ego and hts siblings from the care of ego's mother's 
parents in rural Gujerat, to take them to Durban. In 
Durban, B was living lvi th ego 1 s father's father's brothe_·, 
marked A on Diagram IV .I. The three orphans were raised 
in A's h"'me. 



Apparently ego's father had left a sizeable icl1eritance for 
his children, but 1 and B. claimed the inheritance for 
themselves, and forced the children to go out to work 

. th ' remov1ng em from school to do so. Mlen he was 
sixteen years o~d, ego was introduced to two prospective 
brides for himself. The one \vas the ugly daughter of a 
rich yol.Ulg friend of 11A"'s, and the other girl was UA"'s 
own gr;mdchild. 11A" and "B" endeavoured to force ego to 
marry the rich gir 1, but ego asked the head of the 
kul-k·~~ to intervene and to allow him to marry his cousin. 
They ~;::re marri.ed a few months later, and after a while, 
moved to Cap~ Town to avoid the acrimony witl1in the 
kul-kutum. They decided to move to Cape To~'l1 because 
ego's w-ife's sister was al.ready living here \.'i tl1 the 
family of friends of the. head of the kul-kutum. This 
sister had promised to organize accommodation for ego 
and his wife, and had found an offer of work for ego, 
through the kul-kutum network of the family with \vnom 
she Has staying. Some months later, the wife r s sister 
man·:i..ed the only son of egot s father's brotl1er (deceased), 
to cement the high degree of closen~ss and co-operation 
between the junior branch of the kul-kutum. Today, the 
two families 1 i ve a few blocks away from each other in 
Rylands, and co-operate closely and frequently. 

1'hat is· the over- .ri.e\~' to tl1e history of this kul-kutmn. But 

according to the generalised views of lvhich kin comprises the 

k:ul-k\:!:!1.!!!!' the Dhansay kul-kutum has some omissions, that need to 

be e:;q la5 ned. Ego's mother's parents and her siblings are not 

included because they live in India, although ego said that ti1ey 

were stHl family. Ego r s el dcr brother' s wife t s parents and 

siblings are not il:tclud.ed either, be.causc they live in the Transvaal: 

"We never see them and don't know \'mat tl1ey do 11 , ego explained. 

Cts siblings and parents arc not included because the parents arc: 

deceased, ar .. d the siblings live in India and in London, and are thus 

not seen or interacted with at all. Ego's wife's younger brothers, 

D and E, are married to Cape Town Indian girls, previously 

unconnected with the Dhansay kul-kutum. It is significant that 

the parents of these girls, and the girls' siblings are included 
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in the kul-kutum. The kul::!~!!:!!!l is, therefore, a selection from ego's 

bilateral kin and affines. 

Hassan Dhansay described why he had included these people in his idea 

of l'lho \'las a member of his kul~.!!!.l!!!l and what his kul-ku.t~ meant to 

him. 

"For us, we never live !:llone, r~ever se\.::ing family. Our 
family is the most important thing \ve have: in our 1·eligion 
our famiJ.y is honoured, too. It's ljke this. Say you're 
sick, then your family will help out - looking after your 
\vife <~nd children, helping in the shop, and all contributing 
something, perhaps not much, to the cost of treatment. 
But you'l]. do the same for them. '£'hat's llhy it's very 
difficult it there is a black sheel.· in the family, rlho won't 
help, or just tal-:::es without giving. It doesnt t happen 
often, but when it does, that sort of person may just find 
himself alone one morning. 

These people I showed you are all part of my kul-ku'cum. 
I see them often, we help each other, and we 1re re.a1ly all 
the same family, including in-laws. F'.tCh kul-kutum has 
a leader, the oldest father in the fruni.y' alld we-follow his 
advice. Hy wife's sisters' husbands will listen to whc::.t. 
our head has to say to them, and because they' rc part of the 
family, they must respect him. But they must also listen 
to the. advice of the eldest father of their fami.ly, who has 
their surname. Yes, we must- also respect this other head, 
but our head's advice must Cl.>me first :for us. If we really 
dis~:tgree with our head, we can ask the other elders, or 
perhaps turn to the head and elders of the kul-kutum of 
my \vife' s sisters' husbands. The head and cfdei:s of 
our kul-kutwn must be invited to all celebrations, and 
theira~.ivice asked when "'e want to do something important. 
They can help us, or ask the rest of the family tQ help us, 
or even their friends may help us. Especially when you're 
young, \vith a young frunily_, looking for a house, needing 
money for clothes, education, furniture. then the kul-kutum 
is the best way of getting all this help. I liketo-th:L1k 
of my kul-kuturn as a mutual aid society, with no profit
making' 11 

Hassan Dhansay i.ncluded in his concept of his kul-kutum affines of 

his wife, wh.o are thus r~motcly connected to him. His logic for 

including them was not only that, through their affinal associa. 1~ion 
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with his wife, they could be potential co-operators in this "mutual aid 

society", but that they were, in actuality, very 1.ctive participators 

whose aid was seen as import~nt to Hassan. It is therefore difficult 

.if not impossible to look for a kinship criterion delimiting membership 

of ~is type of network. What has emerged as significant in defining 

who ~·e members, however, has been the degree of interaction between 

members. For example., the parents and sisters of the wtves of D 

and E are members of the kQl-kutum for ego because they live close by, 

invite each other to their homes for meals, celebrations, religious 

festivities, and in general, they aid and co-<.1perate with each other 

extensively. C's siblings and parents are not included (according 

to ego),. not be.cause they are more distantly related, but because 

they live so far away, and there is no interaction at all between 

them. The same applies for the reason why ego's eldest brother's 

wife's siblings and pa~ents are not included. Never did any in1ormant 

, give as a reason for excluding people from his kul-kutum that they 

were not sufficiently closely related (although some type of kiLship 

or affinal link i:.; essential for membership). 

So far, a kul-ku~ seems to be a three or four generation network 

that is ~a-centred, and tl1at includes a selection made by ego of 

both kin and a.ffines on the basis of degree of interaction. 

Because it is ego-centred and based ~n tile personal choice of 

interaction it therefore fcl.lows that pt":ople included in a kul-ku~ 

by ·.:t;~~ person will not necessarily be the same as those included 

by another member. For example, in a four-generation ku1-kutum, 

ll'ith the eldest generation called A c: .. nd the ycuugcst D, a member of 

C may include in his concept of his kul-k~tt::tl the siblir..gs and parents 



of his married sisters. A member of A, or B, however, might not 

necessarily include these people, or they may be very peripheral to 

h,is concept of who form~ the core members. 

It also follow .. , that if a klll-kutum is based partly on degree of 

interaction, any individual may become involved in the networks of 

other kul-kutum. For example, a man may be involved in his own 

J.2.ll:-kutum, but he also considers his married sisters' husbands and 

their siblings to be an integral part of his network. They, however, 

may not acknowledge the authority of ego's father's father as much 

as they woulJ acknowledge the authority of their own father's father. 

But for the everyday purposes of reciprocal aid and extended 

interaction, ego and hi~ affine~ form a closely co-operatiug network 

that they call (part of) their JFul-:.!futum. \vhat is important to the 

young c generation is the amO\mt of aid and .resources that can be 

obtained: the network is a primary moral, affective and material 

support (see the case studies below). 

But the concept of a~ must also somehmv involve the Goncept 

of leadership. Every kul-~kutum has an acknowledged male leader. 

This leader is invariably of the olde~t genera.ti.on; a.nd, according to 

popular convention, should also be married. (A short case study of 

a leader and hi.s roles gi vcn bclo;·!. Here, ~~c tl1eorctical 

implicationf: of leadership are discussed.) A person owes allegiance 

to his kul-kutum head on tl1e basis of several factors. These are 

personal choice and loy ell. ty; degree of interaction, whiC'h is 

influenced by geographical nearness; and some form of kinship or 
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affinal tie. This kinship or afl inal ti.) is not necessarily of central 



importance, since non-kin may be incorporated. The kinship allegiance 

is based on patri-filiation, so that \vhen a ls!ll-kutum ranges over four 

generations, accummulatjve patri-filiation accounts for loyalty to the 

head. Thus, a person can be a member of a ku1-kutum on the basis of 

any or all of the criteria mentioned above, so that he does no'; have 

to be able to trace direct descent from the leader. 1'he concept of 

leadership acts as a means to foc11s the identity (and therefore 

membership and inter-group ties) of a group. The first two crit.eria 

of membership are voluntary, and therefore from a leader's point of 

view, loyalty is never assured. The third, bctsed on patrifj~iation, 

is ascribed by birth-right, and thus, in theory, loyalty is 

incontrovertible, although a person may alvmys renounce membership of 

his own kul-ku.tumin fa.vour of pa.!·ticipation in another. The vague 

notion of descent inherent in patri-filiation delimits criteria of 

loyalty for the follm\·ers, and delimits c~..nd assures criteria of 

authority for the head and other pO\·lerful elders. 

There are thus tw0 levels of abstraction of the workings of a 

klL1-kutum. For a junior member, a kul-kutum hardly represents 
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a boundecl group, but rather, it is an ego-centred wide range of kin and a.ffines 

co-operating to form an open-ended, changing network. In this way, ego 

may participate intimately in the interactions of other klu.-ku.tum 

as a. member, recruited through the non-kin criteria. But he need not 

reject membership of a kul-k·1'9!!!!. group tt· iYhich he O\ves patri-

fj~i;,tj on allegiance: he may participate simultaneously in two 

kul-kutum. For a leader, who needs to assure himself of followers, a. 

~'~becomes more of a bounded group than an open-ended 

ego-centred network, since leadership is n:·t essential in the workings 
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of the latter. The formation of- a group occurs tl1rough patri-

filiation, but the group's boundaries are easily permeable because 

loyalty i.s also a matter of personal choice and geographical 

propinquity. Thus: the concept of what and who constitutes a kul-kutum 

can vary according to the status of an individual in the structure of 
I 

a kul-kutum, and what an individual (in a certain structural position) 

requ::.res from this sort of set of relationships. 

It is illuminating to turn here to what ha.s been \vT:i.tten about .!£!£h 

and kutum in. India, to mtderstand the s~gnifi,:ance of any differences. 

Mayer (1965) shows that in central India, there is vernacular 

distinction between agnatic lineage and a bilateral ex'ccnded family. 

The first, r"JCOgiLi.sed prin'arily in ritual;. is called the !!&· 

Recognition of members is based on the agnatic principle, and the links 

may be traced back ten generations. N1.t all the genealogical 

intercormections betw·een members of the kul may be known, however. 

The k~ is loosely translated as 11family 11 , and as Hayer explains, ihe 

Ind:Lan word has a \vide a range of meanings as the English. The 

~-~!~~ in Oli.E; sense refers to a small e.gnatic descent group, about 

four gent~r<>.tions in depth .• In another sense, it refers to an 

ego-centred concept of llfamilyn involving both affines and agnates, 

also only three to four gcner,;;.tions de:ep. B·ut not lleccs!:lt~rily· c.\.11 u 

person's affines or agnatcs will be included in his concept of his ku!'!:E!· 

What seems to be of primary account is not nearness or remoteness of 

genealogical link, but rather the degree of co-operation with ego, 

gcographicaJ. nearnesr., and personal likes and dislikc·s. Central 

to whom is :tncluded in onc 1 s kutum is the alter's abiJity or 
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willingness to respond, to fulfill his obligations to one. If he does 

not, he is excluded from the kutum: 11All kin rel.1tions are cotmected 

with obligations to invite a:.·d to make gifts, and money is basic to 

this. Without enough money, the tie will lapse just as surely as it 

does if one party withholds his proper contribution when he dc.es, in 

fact, possess the money11 (Mayer: 1965: 172). 

1\ul and kutum are never used together as a joint term, in Hayer's area. 

They would contradict each other should they be so used. Hence, the 

tendancy of Indians in the Cape to use these terms as a joint term, 

when talkinr about their kin networks, ~,emns to indicate a linguistic 

and conceptual blurring of the distinction between ~1c principles 

of agnation on the one hand and filiation and affinity on the other. 

The significance of this usage \':ill be discussed further below. 

In both the Indian and the Cape Town cottexts, it is evident that the 

terms ~utum and ~mtum are problematic because they are polysemic. 

Strathern (1973) working in New Guinea, faced a similar pro.blem. 

He reiterates the observations by Scheffler and Keesing, that although 

people of a society may have a clear conceptual clefin:ition of descent 

.con.struc:t::;, they may in actuality apply them in different ways; 

furthermore these descent constructs may not in fact always be the 

criteria for membership of an apparently deecent-bascd group. 

Strathern concludes that the :;ignificance of pclysemic kin terms 

lies in the degree of manipulation and choice they permit in resource 

management and competition: "· •• multiple criteria of eligibil:\ ty 

leave room for manipulation in the world of choice and transactions" 

(StraLhern: 1973: 30). 
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There is a widely used practice amongst informants in Rylands of giving 

non-kin symbolic kinship terms. For example, a woman may call 

close friends of an equ?~ status to her 11Bhan11 (which is Urdu for 

"sistern); and mnle friends of her husband 11Dhai 11 ("brother"). 

In this way, non-kin are symbolically included in the wide definition 

of 11 kutum11 or frunily, thereby giving further significance to Strathern' s 

conclusion • Thus widening the ~l-kutum widens the network of 

mutual aid, in.formation and loyalty, so that these terms of relation

ship are not merely affective, but of great strategic value in 

manipulating resources. 

THE NA 11JRE OF POWER IN THE KUI .. -KUTUM 

Po·ver in the kul-kutum is vested in the hands of the oldest generation 

of both sexes. There is nlways a centralisation of power in the 

position of head of the !<ul-kutum, but the extent of his pmier compared 

with that of other elders is a matter of personality a.nd personal 

ambition. 

The head is generally the oldest living married male in a group which 

is bound together by acknowledged (accumulative) patri-filiation. To 

a large extent, this leader become.s a leader because of the convention 

that assumes that a man of such a sta.tus is· eligible for leadership, 

and that those people junior to him but tied to him (for auy :n-;ason) 

must pay hjJn respect and obey him. In this sense, a leader is not 

chosen by his followers. But a follower can choose whether he ~ould 

like to follow a particular leader or not, since there are other 

criteria whereby he r.!ay join other ,!<lLl-kutum groups. The followers 

can in this way oppose their leader and impose certain sanctions on 



him, by threatening to withrrraw their support. But merely because 

a man is the eldest married male in a group that acknowledges patri-

filiation loyal ties does not ensure that he would be the leader. 

}tarried men of the senior generation must compete against each 

other for leadership. 

A leader needs to be of the eldest generation, he needs to be (or have 

heen) married, he needs a certain amount of influence and therefore 

a corresponding amount of affluence, Finally, his ability to be 

an adequate leader, his personality, is important, since his 

leadership is in the realm of personal problems and needs. He 

is a leader by virtue of his understanding and ability to cope 

with people, as well as by virtue of his structural position. '11le 

Dhansay kul-kutum cited earlier illustrates in its leader, the 

complex inter,.-p:tay of factors that arise when leadership is contested .. 

In the case of the Dhansay !2!:1--1~, the head was not the 
eldest rn<:trried male of a line of brothers, but rather the 
third eldest. The eldest brother had never become the 
head because of his unpleasant personality and his 
inability to understand :Tounger people. When the old 
leader had died, the next eldest brother had assumed the 
role of leader. He had ell the necessary :prerequisites 
of seniority, being married, influence and a,ffl uence, but 
he l>'as a particularly conservative man who had a grefl.t 
antipathy to all things 11 \vestern11 • He also believed that 
all women and all jtmiors should obey him totally, and had 
the reputation in his dealings with his wife and children, 
of being so uncompromising and authoritarian that he never 
considered it necessary to ask for anyone's point of view. 
Therefora, when he was called upon to arbitrate a kul-kutum 
dispute, he \vas, pre di.c tably, w1succe ss ful in mollii). ing 
either side since he never even considered their arguments. 
This situation continued for some while, but gradually, 
the more junior members of the kul-kutum began to ask the 
th.ird eldest of the brothers forhis <;.dvice. This contiuued 
untj~ this br;1ther was accepted as leader. 

Yonng Mr Dhansay described the eldest brother thus: 11Hc is 
so ••• conservative in Indian ways that none ~~r us can get 
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on with him. He won't even allow us to watch T.V. 
He says it's un.Islamic. He just doe~n1 t understand 
young people, including me- and I'm forty!" The second 
eldest brother was not chosen either, because he never 
married and is thus in~li.gible for the position. The 
reasoning is that: a hec;,d must be able to counsel through 
understanding, to illustrate what problems lie ahead, to 
guide in family matters, which it is felt, a bachelor 
cannot do adequately, having lacked personal experience. 
Therefore, the head of the Dhansay kul-kutum is the third 
eldest brother, who is married, and who has 'a personality 
adequate for his role. He became the leader really 
through the choice of his followers, by being able to 
fulfill the role of leader far better than the man convention 
originally placed in this role. The ousted leader has 
had to accept this reversal of roles, and, as an elder, 
still enjoys considerable authority. There, is, _hO\'lcver, 
a great deal of acrimony betHcen these tvm brothers because 
of the eldest's failure, which means that for most kul-kutmn 
decisions, the eldest attempts to block the leader's 
sugg~stions. According to young Mr. Dhansay, the eldest 
is seldom successful, since the other-seniors generully 
support the decisions of the leader. This eldest brother 
is graduaJ.ly isolating himself more and more, then, from 
any ef!'ecti ve authority in d~cision-·making councils of the 
kul-kuttJm because of his retaliatory poltcy, which is 
lmsupported by other seniors. 

Although the extent of the authority of the head and his advisors 

(the other senior members) depends on individual circumstances, 

amongst the inf'orJllants there was seldom a case of the head having 

more thn.n advisory and tutelary powers. The other elders have 

a right to discuss any p1·oblems with hirn, advising him on what 

appror.ch to take. There was seldom a case of elders' advice being 

ignored. It \vas usuaJ.ly accepted and follm.,red, or occasicinally, 

modified slightly. 

Anything affecting any member of the kul-kutum is theoretically of 

cor<cern to the head. The head's advice or permission is asked 

often as a matter of form - when plans regarding scho.:ling, 

accolll;i,oda tio11, travel, marriage, work, fi.n.:mce and so forth are being 
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made. If there is a particularly serious problem, then all the 

elders of the kul-kutum will be summoned, and may be asked to 

use their connections with other kul-ku~ to procure more advice. 

After the elders, it is the middle generatio~l men who have greatest 

authority. Generally, their authority is J.imited to their own 

households and to giving advice to their siblings. Their wives, 

the women of the middle generation, have the lowest rank of authority, 

although the extent of their power may be considerable. Their 

authority is limited generally to their own children (and grand

children). 
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If a child would like to make a request that is of ll'.rjor importance (and 

therefore requiring the sanction of the head of the kul::;~l~EE!!) - perhapG 

regarding marriage or being sent away to sche· ;_ - he approaches his same 

sex parent and asks him to mediate. If the parent is not runenable, 

then the child is entitled to ask an uncle or aunt. The parent. (or 

uncle or atmt) will not necessarily be <'f a. s:1~.table rank to address 

the head directly. He may have to ask a same sex person of the 

next gen.eration to approach the head. The answer from the head will 

follow the .sazne channels doim>·;ards. Seldom \till Cl pcrzcn of a. jun.ic1~ 

generation approach the head directly v1ith a request, merely as a matter 

of courtesy rather than a strict segrt:g;~tion of generations. 

1'he structure of pm'ler is based on t•....o principles, both of whj_ch are 

also central in Islamic orthodoxy and so their jmportance is mJgd.fied 

to the participc:mts. TI1e one principle is that respect and 

veneration are due to the aged, and their counsel i.s \\rise and ~ught 

to be follow.;:-d. Hence, a.ny older person is to be: respected: and 



respect for elders is strictly enforced runongst the Indians in Cape 

Town. It is considered locally that one of the worst offences a 

child can commit is to te disrespectful to any elder, let r~one those 

of his own family, who have more power over him because they are more 

closely related. Tied in with this principle is the respect owing 

to parents, an.:!. by extension, to all kin, which is another central 

tenet of Islam, and also strictly enforced amongst Cape Town Indian 

Muslims. 

The other princiJlle on which authority is based has to do with the 

honour and s!1ame complex written about by Peristiany (1966 and 1976), 

Campbell (1964), Pastner (1972) ru1d others. This principle is based 

on the segregation of men and wc,men, and the separation of activities 

into those apprO!'d.ate for women (house-keeping and other domestic 

duties) and tho:::e appropriate for men (dealing with the external 

world, and protecting the honour and virtue of women). Hen 

protect the virtue of their women because it reflects on their own 

reputations as p1otectors and providers, and it is partly through 

reputation that they endeavour to influence local affairs and to 

achieve suitable patron-client relationships. 

Amongst Cape Indian Muslims, the government census data of 1971 showed 

mat until the 1960; s, women formed less than 3% of the total Indian 

wcrk force. By the time of the 1971 census, the percentage of women 

workers had tripled. The statistics still indicate, however, that 

the va~:t majority of Indian women remain at home, kept in relative 

domestic seclusion (see Chapter li). All informz.nts advocated the 

gua.rding of women's modesty as a fundamental part of their conmlitment 
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to Islam. 

This protection of the reputations of women provides pow·er and authority 

not just for the men who protect. The older women cf the household, 

often already t::randmothers, also keep tight control of the younger 

womt:n of the household. Bu~ more subtly, tl1ey achieve status and 

authority by acti..ng as 11fidei defensor", insisting on all me:nbers of 

the household conforming to th~ir ideas not only of vorality, but 

closely associated with that, with tl1eir ideas of tradition and 

"tehvar11 • (Tehvar is a Gujerati >vord used by Gl!jerati and some 

Kokanie infcn mants to mean, "The way thin::;s are done in India11 ; 

11Indian tra.dition11 ). Being ,kept in domestic seclusion in an alien 

country, such old womer; r:1ay h<LV!:' had li ttlc chance of learning the 

"nmv-11 ways, or occassionally, even non-Indian languages. They 

continue to do things according to 11 tradi ti01~ ''·' and make special efforts 

to maintain the tradition in the face of the alien \vorld in vlhich 

their menfolk and children participate. To succwnb to change, to 

render tradition ')bsolete and thus their esoteric knowledge redundant, 

is to jeopardise their position as keepers of the old way::;, keepers of 

morality, which gives them a special sort of authori1.::y not only in 

their own households, but if they are knowledgeable, in the other 

households of their kul-kutum. Especially as ceremonies and 

traditions of old India are forgotten by the y01mg generation, their 

knowledge gives them power as they are called upon to advjse. 

This situation arose very clen.rly in the course of a eon.flict 
bet¥;een a daughter-·in-law, Nadirah, and her mother-in-la\•'• 
Nadirah was born in Cape Town, o:f a German Lltl:~;;r and Halay 
mother. Her husband was born in. India, the youngest 
of a large weal thy family, who then cra.igrated to Cape 1'own. 



Nadirah was chosen to marry the son since she comes from 
a very respectable. although not affluent, family of 
politicians. On her marriage, she went to live with her 
husband's parents, three unmarried daughters, and an elder 
married brother:, his wife and their baby. She w:-.s the only 
non-Indian. Her mother-in-law, after thirty years in South 
Africa, still refused to speak either English or Afrikaans, 
so NaC.irah was forced to learn Kokanie. As she started to 
master it, the old lady changed to Urdu, apparently more 
diffir::ult to learn. Even her own children had difficulty 
understanding her. She also insisted on Indian cuisine, 
also p":"cViously unknown to Nadirah. But most of all, she 
kept all the daughters and daughters-in-law in an extremely 
strict state of purdru1, previously almost ftreign to Nadirah 
Who had enjoyed freedom of movement. . The state of purdah 
forbad the girls to leave the house without the old lady's 
permission, or to go out by themselves. The old lady 
insisted on accompanying them every time, but she would allow 
only a certain number of trips per week. The old lady is 
reg~\rded by outsiders as highly ~oral and enjoys high status 
because she has kept the·Indian ways so pure of change, and 
she is consulted by other ladies concerning tehvar on various 
occasions. 0-;le of the central ways in Which this old lady 
keeps power in. her hu.no.s in her household is by refusing to 
speak any other language than one of the six Indian Cl•.tes in 
which she is fluent. None of her children or her daughters
in-law , •J nearly as fluent as she is, and as soon as they show 
signs of fluency, she changes to an~ther language, for a year 
or a few months, and they quickly lose their fluency, for 
they speak Afrikaans and English amongst themselves. 

It is no~ easy to rebel against the authority and jecisions of one's 

kul-kutum. If one disagrees with advice given by an elder or by the 

head, or if one is asked to perform ·a request against one's wishes, 

one can always appeal to the elders for a joint decision. If one 

still finds the decision objectionable, there is no physical compulsion 

to obey it. The moral compulsion is generally incentive enough. 

Th~ smooth r~mning and continuing reciprocity of the kul-kutl.un is 

controlled by the elders and their influence. They act to sort out 

grievances, and to ensure that members continue to co-operate. 

If a member fails to co-operate, he jeopard.ises the smooth running 

for all other members. The basic guiding ethos is unstinting aid 
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for fellow members, with strong respect for one's rights and duties, 

for it i~ through reciprocity and the fulfillment of rights and duties 

that the kul-kutum nettmrk ac:ts as a most efficient centre for all 

sorts of resources. Hence goodwill amongst members is essential 

for its success as a resource pool. Thus, obedience towards the 

elders is not merely a matter of traditional respect, but also a 

choice of strategy by r~1 individual whereby his submissiun to 

authority ensures his access to certain group resources. 
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Thus, to disregard the advice of the elders is to incur the disapproval 

if not the anger of other members, who fear that t..h.is action will in 

some way jeopardise them. Unless the matter is very trivial and can 

afford to be disregarded, a per&~n may (although not necessarily) 

in fact encounter a range of expressions of opposition to him should 

he disobey, from being temporarily ignored to having a cessation of 

all rights and obligations he enjoys and of all relationships with 

him. So unless a person has a w-ide range of other external re,_ation

ships that can pr•ovide him with the resources of his kul-kutum, or 

unless he ingratiates himself into another kul-kutmn, to incur the 

displeasure of one's kul-~utum is not a sound resource-management 

strategy. 

RESOURCE HANAGEMENT AND THE KUL-KUTUM 

The kul-kutum can act as a source of resl:.'·..trces for its mamb"=rs only if 

they abide by its central principle of long term reciprocity. To 

show that members are willing to reciprocate, or to enter into aid 

arrangements with other members, there is generally a constant flmv 

of milwr prestations between members. F·)r example, when women bake, 
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they send a tray of sweeuneats to two or three otl1er households; or 

a mother may send a chHd to another house to ask if he or she may 

help wi~ chores. These prestations are completely voluntary, and 

are constantly being made. Not to make them, and not to receive them, 

is to indicate that one is unwilling to have anything to do with tl1e 

other people. Of course, prestations are not made merely to kul-kuturrt 

mem~)ers in the same town, b.1t also to friends and neighbours who arc 

incorporated into this network through being given symbolic kinship 

status. 

Rather th~:.n generalise. about how the kul-kutum aids its members, and 

in what range of activities it participates, the follovdng three case 

hi~tories wHl endeavour to illustrate the kul-kutmn' s scopt.'. 

The Dhansay kul-kutum described earlier .::! t.his chapter has 
members living in Cape Town, Kimberley and Natal. The head 
is resident in Kimberley. One day, Hassan Dhansay (the ego 
of the example) received a letter from the head's daughter's 
daughter-in-law,called Shariffa, saying that her eldest 
daughter was leaving school. Since the girl was only tllirteen, 
the Cape To\vn people became mo:t concerned, and asked if the 
daughter were being removed from school because of her 
approaching puberty. (This had been a custom amongst many 
conservative Muslim Indians. Hassan's wife left school at the 
age of twelve, after completing four years of school, because 
of her approaching vmmanhood.) The family replied that the 
girl was getting a job; because they could no longer afford to 
support five chj~dren at school. Hassan and his \vife' s 
sister's husband discussed the situation, conferred witl1 tlleir 
wives, and then telephoned to Kimberley, undertaking to support 
the girl at school until she had matriculated. They also 
undertook to aid in the support of the third eldest child of tl1c 
Kimberley family. 

This child, called Jasmin, was a..>J. unofficially adopted child. 
Her parents were distantly related, through grandparents~ co 
Shariffa's natal kul-kutum. On a woman's marriage, although 
she becomes more incorporated iuto her husbandts kul-kutum, 
she docs not necess:·.rily cut off all .ties with her own. 1he 
importance of her natal kul-kutum depends on her extent of 
interaction with it. Jasmin's parents were extremely poo::., 
and live·1. in a distant rural area in Natal. TI1ere was no 



school in the vicinity, and Jasmin's parents refused to 
send her away to a 11 ::;trange 11 school alone. So Shariffa 
and her husband undertook 'to raise and educate her. 
Occasionally, Jasmin's parents will contribute money, or 
more often, send ho·ne-made gifts, but they cannot afford 
·to subsidise Jasmin's upkeep. Jasmin is accepted as a 
daughter in Shariff a's family. The extent of her 
acceptance is shown by the fact that the eldest daughter, 
after seven years school, was prepared to leave schcol to 

·allow the younger children to be educat~rl. At no stage 
was the expense of maintaining Jasmin considered to be 
responsible for any hardship. Hassan commented on this 
situation: 11Well, you see, amongst us people, we don't 
think twice a~out adopting other children, even if it 
means we can't do this or that because of money. FQr a 
few years \·re support a child: in t\venty years time, this 
child has grown up and will support us in time of need. 
Just imagine. if we would not help each other~ Where 
would we be?. How could we call ourselves Muslims? 11 • 

It is not only perceived as a family· obligation to aid when the call 

comes, but as a very strong reli~:;ious obligation. Time and again, 

informants quoted the sura in the Qur 1 an that state explicitly that a 

man may pray five times a day and fast the whole year, but unlesR he 

puts his belief into practice, in his relationships with other people, 

he will never be rew?.rded by Allah. 

The second case history indicates the utilitarian value placed on 

marriage alliances. 

Ego, in Diagram 4. 2., is Ami en Shamsodien. He was born 
in Gujerat province, and emigrated to Cape Town as a young 
man, to aid his elderly uncle (A) (his father's brother) in 
a retail business. None of the rest of Amien' s family 
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emigrated. Amicn lived with his uncle and his large family, 
all of whom helped in the shop. After some years> as the 
business expanded, Amicn expressed a desire to run his <:wn 
shop. He did not have the capital to start one, however, 
so his uncle, his adult cousins, and some of his uncle's 
wife's siblings provided him with enough, on the undcrsi.:anding 
that Amien would act in partnership with his uncle:. The 
loans \V'cre to be repaid over the years, except for one. 
One of Amien' s aunt 1 s brothers (B) had lent hjm tk.::l.rly 
R2000. The condition to this w~s that Amie-:.J. would take 



DIAGRAM IV. II 

THE KUL-KUTUM OF AMIEN SHAMSOniEN 

his two sons into the business, training them in all aspects 
of shop-keeping and acconnting, paying them a good wage, and 
when the time came, Amien should help t..~em start their own 
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business. In this way, Amien needed to repay only half of the 
R2000. 

B.Y this stage, Amien's uncle decided it was time for Amien to 
marry, and, after conferring with his wife's brothers, they 
seJ ected a 1 ocal Indi ~n Muslim girl of a weal. thy family. 
Amien agreed to the match, the girl was approached, and the 
ma.tch settled. 

Some years later, the implementat:~.vn of the Group Areas Act 
began in Cape 'l'own. Amien' s shop was situated in an area 
zoned for "Coloureds", and therefore closed to Indian 
enterprise. A meeting was called of the entire adult sec'tion 
of the kul-kutum. Eventually, one of the elders suggested 
that Amien could save his property by having it registered 
under a "Malay" name. To do this, he would have to marry a 
second wife, a 11Malay 11 woman, and register it in her name. 



'Amien1s uncle (A) had had a cluse business alliance with a 
weal thy t:Malay" family for some years. He suggested a 
daughter (G) of this family to Anlien. They also all agreed 
that in case it \vas not sufficient to register the property 
in the wife's name (if the wife had to be c] assified under 
her husband's classification) they would sell some.sharcs 
in the business to one of her· brothers (E). This action 
would <Usc cement the very profitahle business relationship 
betveen Amien' s uncle ar.d this family. 
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So tlle elders arranged the match, 'tnd Amien married his second 
··wife, who was brought to live in th~ same house as his first 

wife. The Indian wife remained at home, in charge of the 
household, whilst Amien and his HMalay 11 wife took care of 
the shop. A few months later, the relative (B) who had 
lent Amien the RZOOO approached Amien, t.o ask him about the 
pro!3pccts of one of his sons (working for Amien) marrying 
into the 11Malay11 family. He suggested that in this way, 
he coul,l open a factory in an Indian area, if the 11Halay11 

family gave him financial suppm·i:., the 11Malays" being 
sleepill..g partners. Again, a convocation of the eldc.r.s was 
called, and this idea was accepted. Another deputation 
met the 11Malay11 family, the son vJas betroth'ed to a nine year 
old daughter of the family (F), and an agr.~ment regarding 
the factory \vas signed. 

The contacts of one member of a kul-kutum are thus exploited by others. 

According ·t::o the ideology of the Indian extended family, the most 

reliable rmy to have a permanent relationship of mutual aid and benefit 

is through kinship links, hence the: business ;;.lliance marriages into 

' the "Malay" family. ,Indians have acquired a stereotype amongst 

the11 .Halays11 because of this sort of commerical alliance. The 11Malays n 

claim that the only time Indians marry into a 11Malay11 family is \-.hen 

the latter has property and business to \~'hich the former would lllce to 

have access. Then, the 11Halays" claim, the next thing is that the 

Indian's con~ract several marriages into this fami~y, and take over 

all the business. ( 

It is also noteworthy t:-:at there were no cxnmples of girls from a 

Huslim fam:ily in Rylands mnrrying 11NaJ_ays 11 • (These girls wou":..d then,. 
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presumably,. have to live in a group area prescribed for their husbands, 

since in law, they ?,cquire the status of their husbands). Only 

Indian men married out of the group. 

What this case study also illustrates is tl:.at 11Malays 11 can also b~ 

incorporated into an Indian kul-kutum netw0rk. The 11Malays 11 are not 

r,ccepted as completely equal - after all, th~y are unfamiliar with 

Tehvar. The most important criterion is that the 11Malays 11 are Muslim. 

To marry a non--Indian is acceptable to the Muslim Indian community, 

but to marry a non-Huslim is not. There is a constant flow of 

prestatior.s between the Indian and 11Malc-;/ 11 households. The case 

also shows that where a man, such as A mien's uncle (A) arrives in 

Cape Town without any other kin, he can become par·.: of hi.s wife's 

kul-kutum should he choose to do so. Not to choose to do so is to 

deprive oneself of all the valuable relationships entailed in the 

network. 

I 

The third case study shO\.,rs how the kul-k}ltum,. members can be mobilised 

to form supporter~_inAocal-level politics. Each mosque is 

administered by a mosque committee, which, in Cape TO\m, is elected 

by t.~e congregation. · Tc be elected to a mosque cow.mittee> a m<~.n 

must prove tl1at he is a. good Muslim, that he has the welfare of 

his people at heart, and that he is ;;illing to go to <:~.."ly lengths 

to fulfill his duties and obligations tc the mosque. A man who 

openly uses the mosque committee as a vehicle for personal ambition 

is often likely to be asked to resign, or stands a chance of not 

being re-elected after his period of office ends, since idealJ.y, a 

committee member should be beyond self-interest. 
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So how does a man campaign to be elected to this prestigeous and powerful 

committee? He must; 'be knmvn to be associated with good \':orks and public 

undertakings. He must be known to be generous in his donation of 

zakaat (Muslim poor tax, amoU11ting generally to about 2!% of one 1 s 

annual income). It is seldom that men competing in forthcoming 

elections hold rallies, but what tl1ey may n~ is to orgarrise public 

pray~r meetings or public iDtellectual discussions concerning Huslim 

theology. 

Mr .Barday was running for election in the forthcoming mosque 
committee elections. He occupied a senior position in his 
kul-kr,~, and the head of it was hi~ elder brother. Wh~Yl 
he accounced his intention to run for election, his kul-kutmn 
responded witil enthusiasm, because tile status of his position 
would reflect on ·them also. Members of his ku··_-kuturn had 
always been involved \dtl1 r:~osque affairs. }fr. tlarday)s youngest 
sister, a lady in her mid-forties, had been teaching at the ,local 
madressa for some yea:r·s. Two of his ne:·.!wws (sons of one of 
his brotilers and one of his sisters) were; regarded as 
outstanding young scholars of Islam. 

Mr.Barday himself arranged several functions in the montl1s 
preceding tile elections. He organized \veekly discussions 
of tile Qu'ran at his home, for men. His ldfc organized tile 
same for women, held on a diff:rcnt day. He addressed <1 few 
civic meetings about tile needs of Musl:iJns in South Africa .• 
and about the needs of the residents of Rylands. He made a 
public donation to a local charity, and he offered a small 
scholarship to aid poor scholars to matriculate. 

The rest of his kul-k~ were meamvhj].e also c:Bmpaie;ning for 
him, extolling his accomplishments to their friends. J\mongst 
tl1ese kin, there seemed no hesitation at all about supporting 
Mr .Barday rather ·than any of his competitors. The basis of 
their lo)ral ty ¥!as cxplain~d by one of the younger ;-:omen: 
"Well you sec, he is our family. We know hiln. We ·trust him. 
He Is a good and honest man. Yes, the other men wanting to be 
elected are also good- I don't know anytl1ing bad about tilem or 
tileir people. But Dada is one of us. We must: support each 
other. Ima.gine if I supported someone else instead of m: own 
.P~c!<:!:! People would wonder w.ha t was wrongl 11 • 

The rest of the kul-kutum raised a great deal of support for 
Mr .Barday from th"e'ir own fl'icnds and acquaintance. But the 
basis for support was not just the good actions and honourable 
intentions of l-'lr. Bm ·day. The behaviour and repu·ta tion of the 
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entire kul-kutum vT<.s taken into consideration by p~crple before 
they decided to commit themselves. 'This meant that the 
relations between members of the kul-kutum were scrutinised,· 
thn.t business d·::alings were scrutinised, and that t-J1c private 
reputations - the honour and shame complex - ,.;ere scrutinised. 
Dl1ring this period:, for example, women of the Barday !£!:1-kutum 
ensurert that they always covered their hair and dressed 
modestly even at horne, and that they never went anywhere 
outsicl~e uncscorted. 'lhe misbehaviour of even a junior of 
the kl'! -kutum might have jeopardised Hr. Barclay's following. 
But 'sin::.(: the members were prepared to co-operate, the 
electio~.:~cring ran smootW.y, and in fact, l<Ir. Bn.rday did vin 
a seat on the mosque committee. 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF '!'HE EXTENDED FAHILY 

Meer (1969) and Kuper (1960) describe for Natal Indians the joint 

family as being traditional and pt:~.tri-laterally based. To identify 

kin networks solely as traditional is to analyse them outside the 

context of the political and economic situations in which they occur. 

Both these auth<.•_ ,' emphasise the supreme importance that ki.."lship 

networks play in the lives of Natal Indians of all denominations, 

by arguing that although there are many voluntary associations, 

their ;mportance is peripheral: 

liThe kutl!El is like an intimate collective conscience which 

soc:i.alises and controls; binds aud integrates its members 

into a clc 

average Indian finds that his !sl!..!~. obligations so envelop 

hisn that he has little time left. for any other associa-cions 11 

(Meer: 1969: 66). 

'lhc kin nct.lo'orks studied in Cape 'lv\'Yll !>how that there is little 

11traditional 11 about th0m. 1bey are bilateral and utilitarian, 

each contact and interaction bctwt'~n members a further potential 

resource or source fo1· aid. The a:nount of interaction between kin 



is extensive. As in Natal, there exist many voluntary associations 

in the Cape, but they are also peripheral to the central importance 

of the kul-kuturn. The :;xtent of loyalty and interaction demanded 

from each member is such that his ability to form external alliances 

and coalitions - and thus subvert his potential from the kul-kLltum 

resource pool - is limited. Members are restricted to joining few 

external alliances, sin~e most of their time ru1d other resources 

are demanded by their ~-kuturn. In this way, the kul-kuturn 

floUl~ishes to the benefit of all its members. 

132 
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CHAPTER V 

ONGOING CONTACTS WITH INDIA 

RELEVANCE OF LOOKING AT CONTACTS WITH INDIA 

Theorists such as Safa and du Toit (1975) and Uatson (1977) emphasise 

the importance of the nature of the links between migrants (and their 

descendants) ~~d their areas of origin, in lli~derstanding the processes of 

communication and change that occur in both regions subsequent to 

migration. Links between migrants and their kin or friends left in 

the area of migration serve as information and status networks. It 

has often be~n described, for example, (R. and C. Ballard, 1977; 

Saifullah Khan, 1977; du Toit, 1975; J'oner, 1977) how migrants 

realize social prestig~ and rise in status through remitting money 

to their area of origin, and using it in some form of public C'..isplay, 

such as private :.;llending on dress, education .• housing; or for public 

use such as a school or hall or a village plough or waterhole. 

Neither migrant nor his natal community live cut off from each other 

after migration. The degree of this sort of interaction, however, 

can be severely limited through a gradual phasing out of interest in 

the natal community as friends die; and the migrants' childreu , born 

in a foreign country, may have little contact or desi:r-e for .. contact, 

with the natal area of their parents. It may also be severely 

limited in cases of interna~ional migration through legislation 

affecting im .. nigration and emigration; difficulty of obtaining visas 

for holidays; and strict control (If foreign currency exchange. 

In South Africa, and specifically in Rylands, contact with India has 

these positive and negative factors: C'n the one hand, migration to 

South Africa has in n.any cases occured so recently that in most hou::::eho; d~ 
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~ere is an Indian born. member. 

India who are known personally. 

Therefore there are kin and friends in 

On the other hand, however, legislation 

and political animosity between the governments of th~se cnuntries 

debars or hinders the degroe and frequency of contact that could, 

idel!~ly, exist. 

There is anotheL·, mo-re subtle, element, in the study of contact with 

India of migrants and their descendants living in South Africa. Until 

only the last fifteen years, Indians were formally regarded as temporary 

migrants to South Africa, by every single party that has been in power 

since 1860. Therefore, to be an Indian has meant "not to be South 

African",. and more importantly, "not to be a South African citizen, 

equal to other citizens:!. This official policy has a~sumed that 11Ind:i.ans 

had a foot in Il"·iia11 (a favourite reference used in Natal in the early 

part of this century) and that contact was gLeat - so much so that 

any Indian individual might return to India at any time he chose without 

undu~ hardship. The very ret~ntion of the word 11 Indian" (not only by 

politicians, but by the people themselves) imp~.ies a certain amount of 

contact with India - enough to justify this epithet rather than that 

of South African. 

Indians living in South Africa have been sensitive to the political 

and economic significance of being regarded as ~emporary residen~s with 

ar. "alien ar~d unassimilable cul ture 11 (cf. wording to the 1953 Immigration 

Act). Until 1961, government reat:~ion to Indians has been based on the 

assumption that eventually, Indians would repatriate to India. This 

has meant that many issues involving Indians were shelved, or dealt 

with inadequately without long term plannlng (such as housing); and 
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also that measures were passed to discourage Indians fro~ remaining in 

South. Africa (see Appendix I). To indicate openly contact with India 

seemed to.justify the attitude of the governments. 'fhus, until the 

19301 s, the coP..sen?ative bc1trgeois Indian politicu front e:>...1>ressed a 

policy of explicitly indicating how "Western" Indians were, in terms of 

education (sending sons to universities in Britain); in terms of 

language; in terms of appreciation of items of nwestcrn ctLlture 11 such 

as music, ballet and the theatre; and in terms of class and 

expenditure of money (Pachai, 1971; Heer, 1969). Amongst this 

group, signs of contact with India were minimised. By the 19301 s, 

more radical leadership challenge~ the old conservatives, especially 

in Natal (cf. Pachai, 1971). This l~adership saw no advantage in 

playing down \vhat they called their "Indian heritage", and the less 

militant leaders attempted to illustrate to the Whites - particularly 

the leaders - what they valued about their mvn Islamic and Indian 

traditions. White conservatives, however, used this display of 

diffe1 ~nt tradi t;ions as an excuse to justify further economic and 

immigration constraints to be imposed on Indians, maintaining that this 

display of alien culture showed not only Indians could not assimilate 

to White South -~rican ways, but that·Indians therefore posed a 

serious threat to the hegemony of White South Africans and Western 

civilization'i (Pachai, 1971). 
I 

Thus, t.::> display or not to display varying degrees of cor,tact with 

India has had certain political significance, not necessaril.y always 

clearly recognized by the people concerned. Once Indians were 

accepted as a permanent part of S<•uth Africa's population in 1961, 



National Party policies form~d a separate group or trrace 11 out of all 

Indians on the basis of their Indianness. Since 1961, the policy 

has been to encourage the practice of Indian tradi tior.s, encouraging 

an Indian identity, through me guiding auspices of the Department of 

Indian Affairs. TI1e department patronises the formation of Indian 

cultural associations,, and it encourages full participation i11 its 

working: 

nwith encouragement and advice from the Council [South African 

Indian CoundJ_] and officials in the Department, the Natal Indian 

Cultural Organization is slowly begin'1ing to assume ,.the role of 

an effective advisory and controlling body on Indian culture 

and on tl1e admissi(;!! to tl1e Republic of visiting artistes and 

cultural leaders from India and Pakistan" (Report RP 48/1975 

of the Department of Indian Affairs: 1975). 

By 1936 already, however, 81.65% of the Asiatics resident in South Africa 

were been in the country (government census of 1930. This chapter 

attempts to look at the nature and significance of contacts wi~ India, 

given that so few people classified as Indian were actually born 

there. 

Tile types of contact vd th India of people in Rylands may be broadly 

grouped into tw·o overlapping areas: that of direct personal contact; 

and the more i'ldirect contact of maintaining Indian traditions accordir,g 

to ideas of tehvar. Contact with 1x:.dia is also perpetuated through 

visits to South Africa by Muslim Indian theologians and scholars, who 

come periodically to address missiC'ns in South Africa for some months 

or sometimes longer. There has also, in the past, been direct 



political contact between the two countries, when individual Indian 

politicians (such as Gandhi) and on occasions the national Indian 

parliamen~, endeavoured to persuade the South African government of 

the time to alter its attitude to and its treatment of Indians in 

South Africa {cf. Pachai, 1971). The nature and frequency of these 

contacts varies in time according to intern<.J. evaluation of them, and 

according to externally imposed constraints (such as the inunigr;'"-tion 

DIRECT CONTACT "WITH INDIA 
--~~--~~·----· 
The migrat5.on process from India to South Africa has ended. In 1911, 

the Indian government forbade further indenturing of Incliru1s to 

Sout-.h Africa. In addition, from 1913, increasingly harsh :in~migration 

laws decreased the number of Indians allowed ·~o immigrate into South 

Africa {see Chapter I and Appendix I). Bar Chart I.I (in Chapter I) 

indicates anet increase of jJTlllli.grants inunediately before the 

appli.cation of the 1953 Immigration Act. Persons resident in South 

Africa, aware of the impending act, encouraged others in India to 

emigrate to South Africa before it c~ne into effect • 

. Hr::;. Barodien described her entry into South Africa in 1953. 
She was born in India, and her husband had joined some of his 
siblings in Cape Tohn in 1951. He had intended csta.blishing 
a business, a retail shop, before allowing hit3 wife to join 
him. By 1953, he still had not established a shop, because 
he could not obtain a trading permit, so he was working as 
a labourer at a factory. 

Mrs. Barodien said: 11Well, my husband was in Cape To\m, and I 
was still in India, when this thing came about. He wrotr, t;.o 
me and to14 me this act 1vould be passed in six mont.~s time, 
and that I must sell the wedding jewellery if I had to, to 
buy a ticket over (':Jy boa.t) immediately. My newly married 
son and his pregnant wife would be in India. on holiday to 
help me. I went across, and arrived before the act was 
pas&~d. Yes, thcr~ vrere lots of women and children on my 
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ship; we called it 11beating the ban" in our Indian language. 
Lots of women rushed out from India at that time, bringir~ 
their small children and babies. My son and his wife, having 
their passes, (m~aning domicile rights) stayed on in India 
until after the baby was born, which was at t:~.e end of 1953. 
And you know, they wanted to leave when the baby was about 
ten mo&tlls old- he had been very sick, and Piriwideen (the 
new mother) had nearly died and had been in hospital for a 
long time - they discovered that they could return to South 
Africa: but their baby had no rights. just imagine, what 
could th-:-y do? Well, a certain person we know agreed. to 
write them a permit for the baby, but it cost a lot of money. 
They were lucky. Other people we know, with the same , 
problem, were caught with this false pass, and all deported 
immediately to India, and they had to leave behind all their 
things here, although some of it was sent to them later". 

Mrs. Barodie:.~ did not indicate how much o"f the property was confiscatPd, 

and how much returned tc the people, nor by whom. It is likely, 

however, that the costs of their deportation and the legal action 

surrounding it were trucen from the assets seized by the State; and 

that the amount <ll.lowed to be trucen from the country by deportees 

was refunded to them, through the return of personal and household 

effects and cash. 

Bar Chart. V.I. indicates very generally, the m<~.jor perucs of migration 

from India to Cape Town of persons in the Rylands sample. The 

lm,• numbers of iin.rnigrants fo~ t.l-J.e et'..rly decades of this century 

reflect a proportionately lower number of older people in the sample: 

t:ither they had died or they had rctur·1J.~d to IuUia. The government 

census figm·es relating to Indian :immigration (see Chapt"'r I) does 

indicate, hmvever, a higher proportion of Indian immigrants 

between 1939 and 1953,. for this century, so that it is not entirely 

wtexpected to see that the peak times of immigration have been 

between 1930 and 1954. The low n-umbers after 1954 reflect on the 

efficacy of the prohibitive immigration legislation. 
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BAR CHART V.I. IMMIGRANTS FROM INDIA, AND DATES DURING WHICH THEY 

ARRIVED, FROM RYLANDS SAMPLE 

2 

TOTAL: 128 P 

0 P 0 P 0 P OPt 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~£-~~--~~·~~ 

oo~..-NC"....;tn ~ ....::t -.,o-.ol:"--::-
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - -
Years 

P = Actual Number of Inunigrants 

0/o= Percentage of Total Nwnber of Immigrants 
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Although the inunigration process has ended., there are many Indians in 

Rylands who are thems~lves immigrants. Table V.I gives an indication 

(,f the age_s and sexes of those born in India. Of th~se Indians, all 

come from the Gujerat region. In keeping with what has been 

indicated above, Table V.I shows that few young people have been born in 

India and thus emigrated to South Africa wiD1in the last twent~-five 

year::;. Most of those born ~.n India (amounting to 71.4% of the total 

TABLE V.I 

BREAKOO\\.TN BY AGE AND SEX OF PERSONS IN 'I}iE Rl'LANDS SAMPLE BORN IN INI·IA 

Age (Years) Female Male Total Total 
(Numbers) . (Percentage) 

- -:.;-~·-.. 

20 - 29 1 2 3 2.5% 

30- 39 4 8 12 10.1S6 

40- 49 8 11 19 16.0'$ 

50- 59 19 26 45 37.8% 

6J- 69 10 13 23 19.3% 

70 - 79 4 13 17 14.3% 

·--., 
I 

'total: 
Numbers 46 73 119 1.00% 

Total: 

I Percentage 38.7% 61.3% 100% 

_., .... - ------·· 
born in India) are older than fifty years. The higher propo:>.·bui1 of men 

to women is a result of severaJ. factors. One is that there are cases 

of men migrating to South Africa and never bringing their wives \\'ith 

them. Anoth:::r is of young men or children a.rriviug :in South Africa, 
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who eventually marry Indians al1•eady in South Africa (not presented in 

this table), or in the case of the Muslims, marrying other (non-Indian) 

Muslims; or marrying other South Africans. There are also cases in 

the early days of immigration to Cape Town, in the first three decades 

of the century, of many women Who accompanied their husbands when they 

emigrated, but after several years, the women returned to India for 

V-'.rious reasons, leavine, their husbands in South Africa. These 

. husbands often married as a second wife, a South African Muslim \'loman. 

There were six examples of wives, born and edu!..:ated in India, returning 

there after some years in Cape Town, without their husbands. Very 

often, the youngest children would accompany their mother. The 

reasons given, although flavoured by invididual circumstances, 

contained the essence-of the women feeling very isolated and lonely, 

not understanding the ways of life in So~th Africa and frequently not 

even speaking English or Afrikaans. Eventually, in misery, they left 

their husbands and fa..nilies (the elder children) and returned to their 

own or their husband's families in India. Many informants said also 

that the climate in Cape Town diagreed with these women, and some had 

left after repeated miscarriages believed to have been induced by 

climatic conditions. All these exaptples occurre·d be.tween 1920 and 

about 1935. Perhaps why t.'tey did nol; occur later is tha1; al; this 

period, before the 1937 amendment of the immigratio~ act, this move 

did 110t necessarily have to be permanent: the wife and her children 

might always return if they chose. After 1937, it became more 

difficult to obtain entry permits, so that this move was made, by 

legisJ.ation, into a permanent separation, unless the hnsband returned 

to India. In these six cases, the husbands returned only for holidajrs. 
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;rn four of the cases, the husband married a second wife, so therefore, 

according to the 1937 and 1953 immigration acts, the first wife 

was ti1en unable to enter South Africa. 

Table V.I shows that those born in India are predominantly of the 

senior generations. Given the status of ago, d~scribed in Chapter IV, 

these people are in structurally important positions in the household 

and can wield a large amount of auti1ori ty. Their ideas concerning 

Indi~n traditions and values, of tehvar, can, thus, potentially, be of 

significance to the rest of the household who come under the influence 

of the older people. Of the male Muslim heads of household (see 

Footnote No. 1 on page 155) in the sample (where the data were 

available) 33% were born in the Cape Town area; 4.6% in Natal; 

3.4% in the Transvaal); and 49.4% in India (Gujerat region, mostly). 

Thus, there is a predominance of senior men in structurally important 

household positions who come from India and may have strong and 

strict ideas concerning the propriety of tehvar. 

But birth in India is not the only cvnnection Indians in Rylands have 

with India. The other types of contact include letter writing to 

friends and kin there; holidays there; being educated there; and 

rettrraing to India to become betrothed. Of the sample, forty-one 

people (26.4%) returned to India either to marry or to be educated, 

and then returned to settle in South Africa. Of those sent to be 

betrothed, the data showed that the majority were young men ~no returned 

to take Indian brides, in two cases cousins in t.~e kul-kutum. There 

is some status for a family to have imported brides from India, since 

women froin India are ste:;.'eotyped as being more "pure 11 (meaning more 
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conservative) than South African women. (It is understood here that 

importing of brides h~s been stopped effectively by the 1953 

.l~gislation. In 1978, the ban on the entry into Sou~~ Africa of 

foreign born brides was relaxed partly when one hundred I.1dian wives 

and children were allowed to enter South Africa (Horrell 1978)). 

· A young married \voma.n (from Cape Town, marrie<l to a Capetonian) explained 

that people like to choose spouses from.India because: 

11 the people here are so rough! They forget their Islamic ways, 
and are corrupted by the Whites - the Western ways. Boys -
and girls, teo -even our .own Indian girls - go to parties, 
and you knO\.>, sometimes they dril)k. And they smoke dagga. 
NO\v 'WP.•.) \lants a husband or wf:feTike that? And our Indian 
girls today have no shame. They go out places, they want 
boyfriends, next thing tl<ey have babies and nobody will marry 
them. 'What sort of good Muslim woman does thr.-: sort of 
thing? In India, girls i.'l.re more pure - they are kept st.rictly 
by their parents and brothers. That's why it's better to 
marry in India. But. today, ve can't do that any more 11 • 

Indian chilcren have been sent to Indian educational institutions 

throughout the century. There seems to be little official restriction 

on leaving the country for education-.1 purposes~ Indian education 

is favoured because it teaches tile children Indian laP~uages, and 

also because there education is not secular (at least at the schools 

At the Indian Huslim 

schools, children receive a 11'10rough grounding in tile t.encts of Islam, 

including literacy in Arabic. In South Africa, Huslim children learn 

about Islam at madressa classes 'rnich are generally held for t\vO to 

three hours every day after the government schools have finished 

Parents declare this situation to be .i..nadequate, saying the children 

are far too tired after &chool to absorb much of their madressa 

instruction. 



Mrs. Nadmvani evaluated Indian education in the following 
way: 11My husband and I were both born and edu-:ated in 
India. Wt~ sent all the children, including the girls. 
They stayed with my family, in a village outside Bombay. 
They stayed there, because my husband's pecple are poor, 

· and they live in a tiny village in the bush. The 
school there is no good. My people have a bi~ house and 
tl1ey live near the new school. 1Je sent them all back, 
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so they could learn Inc ian ways, tlw proper thing, "tehvar". 
Here, they weren't even speaking ;:.ny of ou.::- languages, 
except ·occasionally to us. One vf my sons also wanted 
to go further with his Islamic stu.iies, and here, it is 
quite difficult. So he remained longer than the others 
in India, and went to the big religious school in Northern 
India. Yes, the education in India is much better than 
here: it teaches our children Indian ways, and it teaches 
them to be good Muslims. Us .Huslims don't believe 
education should be without religion, and here, all our 
childr2;n get is once a week a scripture lesson, and only 
r....fter school can they go to mact~·essa. Why did they 
come back? well they're South Africans. They live 
here. We are all here. No, the politics doesn't 
worry them so much. In India, it 1 s very ·lifficul t to 
get a job, and people are poor, not like h~::re. Yes, 
it's better to live here -life is better, easier". 

To send children to India for education is a status SyJnbol imrolving 

not only tehvar but wealth also, for only weal thy people can afford 

to send their children overseas. To do so also requires close 

contz.cts in India. In no cases were children sent to India to 

boarding-schools where they knew no one else. All were sent to 

schools near to areas in \vhich members of the kul-kutu..'l1 lived: 

most children boarded with these relatives. So to send a child 

to India for education also requires that Indian-situated links 

are maintained on a close enough level to enable a child to 

board with relatives over a period c~ several years. 

Not only prohibitive costs and difficulty of re-entry bar tl1e way, 

however. 



Ashraf, son of a wealthy family, wanted to study at Bombay 
University. He already had some years at U.C.T. to his 
credit, and had applied earlier for undergraduate study, 
and later for post-~raduate study. On both occasions, 

.he was refused entry by the Indian government, because he 
is born in South Africa and holds a South African passport. 
His parents are from India. Connections in India were 
asked to speak to immigration officials and various deans 
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at the university, but to no avail. According to ~~e 1927 
Reciprocity Bill, India still persists in treating South 
Africans requiring entry into India as Indians are treated 
in South Africa. The principle of the matter here seems to 
overshadow th-:: reason behind it, and the victims of one 
situation are victimised in the other. Ashraf's parents 
have complained bitterly how· times have changed: ten years 
ago, they claim, children could still be sent to India to 
study, but today, politics stops even education. 

Meer ( 1969) and ot.~ers, however, . cite cabes of Indians leaving South 

Africa to study in India, because of lack of opportunity in higher 
I 

education for Indians in South Africa. They are accepted at Indian 

institutions despite their South African passports. 

The. vast majority of people in the RylauJs sample have not been to India, 

however, except perhaps for a holiday. 77.8% of the sample were 

children of migrants ,.,no had not maintained direct personal contc..~t 

with India, beyond writing to kin still living there. There were 

even four households in Rylands, of which the members were all young 

se·cond generation. Indians, who had no contact whatsoever with India 

or their Indian kin. All maintained that they did not write to their 

kin not only because they were unfamil.iar with the Indian languages, 

but a.lso because their relatives were illi-+;erate. 

It is not necessarily the poorest people, who are unable to finance 

trips to India. The 77.8% who have had little if an~· contact with 

Indi•~ inclu1~C some of the \vea.lthiest people in Rylands. There seems to 

be an indication of a preference :for spcn1iing such a large sum of money 



in other ways. 

For example, the Moosa's are a young couple, both of whom are 
frpm prominent and very wealthy familes. Mr~. Moosa is from 
the Cape {her mother was Indian, her father German) and Dr. 
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Moo sa was born in India. On both s;_des of the f;unily, the 
children have all received university degrees, from universities 
in India or Britain. Dr. Moosa himself obtained his doctorate 
at Bombay University. Dr. Moosa's mother places an extremely 
high value on things Indian, refusing even to speak anything 
but an Indian language. This couple has uot been to India 
since Dr. Moosa graduated (his wife has never been there) 
because they preferred to save the money to buy a double stand 
in Rylands, on which to build their own house. The house 
they built is one of the most luxurious mansions in the 
suburb. 

Finding economic security by purchasing one 1 s own house, given the 

acute shortage of land and housing in Indian group areas, is thus being 

seen as a top priority, rather than spending money on trips to India. 

All the types of contact with India despribed aoove assume a permanent 

migration from India of a man, although rarely his wife and family would 

return to India. 

There was one example of an old man who was preparing to return 
to India after thirty years absence. He had come to find 
work to support his 'vife, children and divers other members 
of his kul-kutum. His eldest son had joined him later, and 
then married an Indian Muslim girl from the Cape. The old 
man was living in Rylands with his son and daughter-in-·law. 
Since the old man had reached the age of retirement, he had 
decided to return to his wife in rural India. His son 
explained the old man's feelings and reasons for returning 
after so many yea.rs: 

"India is his home. These old people often did this - came 
here to work ar1d after years of h.1rd work, went horne with a 
fel'> :.:·and in their pockets. In India at that time {Gujerat 
region) it was very hard, man. It was drought and famine, 
and our people had a little bit of land that wasn't e!lua.:.:_h 
for all the brothers. So my father came here. They {i.e. 
men like his father) lived a hard life here - didn't spend 
much, lived chetiply, to save for their families. But we 
came because we just couldn1 t manage in India. And m~r 
father said that if you.' re willing to work, there t s alwa.ys 
good jcbs and good money in Cape Town. And there were 
friends my father had made in Cape Town, and other people 
from our village in India, ... ho could help you once you came 
here". 
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ECONOHIC CONTACT WITH INDIA 

The passage of remittances from South Africa to India is now very 

difficult ~o ascertain, since it has been made illegal through strict 

application and interpretation of currency ru.rd foreign exchange control. 

After the first currency control acts, peopl"' used to remit money to 

India in the form of jewellry. It is custom?;:.~y amongst Hindu and Muslim 

Indians for the groom's people to give the bride gold earrings, a gold 

and black chain, a gold pendant, gold bracelets and gold rli1gs. The 

quality and quru.1tity of this jewellry varies according to economic 

circumstance", but generally, even if only -.he marriage symbol of the 

gold and black chain is given, it is at least eighteen carat gold. 

Poor. families must save for years to provide this sm·-..:; of jewdlry for 

their sons' \-.rives. For richer fn.milies, the \;edd.ing jewellry, which 

should ideally belong inalienably to the bride, is worth several thousand 

rands. For example, at the last wedding attended before fieldwork 

ended, the bride's jewellry was worth over R4000. Higrants used to 

invest their money in this jewellry, and send it to India for their 

brothers' wives or sometimes as an extra present for sisters or mothers. 

In this way, a great deal of capital has been e::...""Ported from South 

Africa. There have been severe restrictions placed also on the export 

of jewellry from the country. Bradlow (1978) documents how in 1921, 

restrictions were ~~ to allow foreigners to export out the 

country jewdJ.ry worth £25 per annum. 

People in Rylands will not talk easily about sending any form cf 

remittance to India, bec<'.use of the strict currency controls. One 

or t-v;·o relatively affluent people have mentioned that they send "a 

bit of money" (as they phrase it) to elderly dependents in India, but 



no further information was forthcoming. 

One woman expressed the following view, lvhich, however, is 
net necessarily representative: 11vle 1 d like t.., send 
something once in a while to the old. people in India. But 
look, it1 s like this. Our parents came here, rutd died. 
We supported them when they needed u~. My husband's 
motlrer 1 s sister is in Indl.a. But you know, the rest of the 
family in India must do their share 1 too. ·we didn't ask 
for money when my parents \vere poor. 'Why can 1 t the other 
brothers in India support the old aur.'tie? Not that we mind, 
of course, But her1! things are so expensive, and we 
haven't much money. And to get a permit to transfer it to 
India is terrible trouble. More trouble than that pittance 
is worth. Not that we wouldn1 t go through all of it to 
help. But ••• n 
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People in l?jrlands did not, then, talk in t.crms of status given by sending 

remittances to India, and think in terms of the status given to one by 

the Indian conununi ty for the remittance. First and foremost, status 

was achieved and ascribed through deeds done :::1 the local context. 

Especially for the second generation, the young adults, the <;~pinion of 

the people in India ~vas not held to be in any way significant to them. 

Most of these yotmger people had nev~r even been to India nor seen 

the old community. Combined with tl1e changing personal commitments 

of the descendants of migrants, is the strict currency control 

legislation, ~1ich has strictly controlled all remitting of assets, so 

that an Indian in South Africa is unable to remit back much more than 

a pension-type allowance for dependents (excepting payment of costs of 

education and medical attention, for which special <'.rrangements may be 

made). 

THE }~INTENANCE OF INDIAN TRADITIONS 

Part of the system of status achievement in the sample area was for 

people to adhere to Indlr.n traditions. To do so \1·as a moral 
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evaluation of things non-IDdian as inferior by the participant; and to 

be evaluated by the discerning public as thereby achieving ru1 overthrow 

of the "corrupt Western ways". Those who could articulate what they 

meant by the latte1' condeim~ed the· acquisitive capitalism they saw to be 

endemic to "the West", together with what they saw to be the 

selfishness of a conjugal unit. They advocated, rather, a reciprocal 

exchange of labour and aid, given generously, and ov~r a long period, 

which in the end involves a ~rocess of redistribution of resources. 

Although informants placed this idealism within orthodox-Islam and its 

concepts ab\·ut aid an.d personal relationships, in the context of 

Chapter IV, this sort of idealism also is an implicit criticism of the 

relationships between \.!embers of that individual's kul-kutum, who are 

not aiding each other to the extent that various members would like. 

The ccncept of tehvar, then, dces not only refer to superficial symbols 

of ethnicity, important as they may become, but also to the ideal 

conte~t of personal relationships. Included in dle concept of tehvar 

is always the idea of the closely co-operating extended kinship 

net\vork, through which an individual may solve all his problems. Tlms, 

to create and perpetuate the efficient flow of resources through the 

moral evaluation of tehvar, is sound economic strategy. This point 

is pursued in Ch~~_pter IV. 

M..my of the problems in analysing tehvar are highlighted in the followL.1g 

case study. 

janub Bawa is the eldest daughter of a respectable famil.y in 
Rylands, \;Tiich is ncYcrtheless presently intent on building 
up its social standing, f .:>r va:ci-:.'us reasons. janub was 
engaged to t 1:,e only son of a very weal thy widow, who had 



lived most of her life in India. Her husband had managed 
real estate in Cape Town, but the business had been sold 
at his death. Her three daughters had each received a 
large sum of money (for the estate had been wealthy), and 
the mother and son had received the remainder, more or less 
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· in equal shar~. The inheritance was such that the son, 
Goolam, had been considered one of tl1e most eligible Muslim 
bachelors in Cape Town. Janub 1 s parents, however, were not 
affluent, although they lacked no necessities. Mr. Bawa 
owns a large farm, which is in production, in India, and in 
India,apparently, his family enjoys high status because they 
are considered to be relatively wealthy landowners. It was 
probably because Goolam' s mother had lived in the area in 
which tl1e Baw.:>.s had property, in India, that the match was 
contracted between the two sets of parents. (The couple 
themselves had a formal veto in the choice of their spouses). 

The Bawas' wanted to impress the success of their daughter's 
match on the Rylands public, thus taking a further step 
upwards in status. They also .wanted to impress Goolam's 
large and influential kul-kutu..,, to show them that they 
could organise their part of the wedding in the proper way, 
and thus ingratiate themselves into tl1e good graces of this 
family. 

Goolam's family was renowned for its pedantic attachment to 
Indian custom. Janub 1 s family was consequently in a 
predicament, since Mr. Bawa had left India as a childj 
Mrs. Bawa had been born and educated in Mauritius; and 
neither of their respective s~ts of parents had been 
particular about tehvar. Therefore, Mr. Bawa asked two 
elderly kinswomen of his to supervise the lengthy and 
elaborate rroceedings with strict attention to tehvar 
detail, sil.ce they were familiar with it. 

The weC.·Jillg celebrations traditionally last eight days, and 
entail first a formal rapprochement of the families of bride 
and groom, tl1rough mutual prcstations of food, followed by 
the.presentation of costlier gifts of a persone~ nature for 
the individuals of each family, and then finally a gradual 
claiming of the bride by the groom's farni.ly, who, over a. 
period fo a few days, come to her to make her beautiful for 
the groom. All visits are highly ceremonial, involving 
feastin6, and t..~c final largest feast on the day of the 
wedding ceremony itself - the Muslim rites - \men the groom and 
his womenfoJk lead the bride away from her parents' house. 

The first problem occurred when the bride refused to be 
inconvenienced by an eight day long ceremony, and being a 
young lady of spirit, ensured that her leave of absence from 
work would not be that long, to the extreme annoyance of 
her conservative relatives. When the groom's relatives 
appeared W-ith gifts, during the following days, there are 
certain Urdu Huslim hymns that are sung. The two old 
du\!nnas disagreed on the order of singing them, and were so 
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incensed with each other that they refused to speak to any one 
for nearly a day. Mrs. Bawa was in great cons~ernation during 
this time, since she needed their advice. Once the old ladies 
were mollified, the following rituals were performed without 
problem, until it came to those for beautify~g the bride. The 
ritual includes the groom's womenfolk rubbing the bride wlth 
coconut oil, including her hair, a~d then bathi.1g her themselves. 
'!he bride refused to have her hair rubbed with oil, sa.ying it 
would ruin it; and she refused to allow the women to bath her, 
to invade h~~.· privacy to that extent. 'Ibis time all the older 
women were angry, and tried to persuade her that this was tehvar, 
and that she must conform. The ymmger ·women and girls of the 
bride's age supported the bride, saying that it v,ras no one 1 s 
business to bath the bride. The bride won her point. 

Follo\ving this episode, the bride was to be decorated by the 
groom's women with henna. Her hands and feet are normally 
given delicately laced patterns. The groom's women, however, 
painted the bride's hands and feet completely, giving no 
pr...tter11s. The older women were infuriated, saying that tehv'lr 
decrees that a bride must have carefully decorated hands and·
feet, and that plain henna paint was for ordinary occasions. 
For this decoration, the bride should wear ;:; sari. janub 

.. refused, saying that her silk sari would bt; ruined r.hould any 
henna fall on it. The old duennas protested and remonstrated 
with her for more than two hours, maintaining that her denim 
trousers were not sufficiently mode5. ·• 'Ihe bride remained 
adamant, saying, 11 'Ihese stupid old cows. I don't care about 
t ~~hvar and all that nonsense. Why can 1 t I have a quick wedd::i.ng 
and get it all over with? \\1J:lat does it matter whether I \vear 
a sari or not?11 In the end, the bride changed into a trouser 
suit that \vas more similar to the traditional Indian pant or 
"pyjama11 suit. 

During the henna decorations, there should be blessings, h:imns, 
prayers and feasting amongst the women (all the bridal ceremonies 
are strictly scgregated for women only). The old duemJas had a 
violent argument over the order of the ceremonies, and over the 
content of t..~e hymns and blessings. The old women ignored each 
other in fury, and the singing had to be prompted by a third 
\\'oman '\\no decided on a different order and different hymns to 
those both old women suggested in the beginning. 

The bride and two T1·an~vaal la.dy visitors were discus::;ing all 
this acrimony and confusion later. The Transvaal visitors 
supported the bride's views, saying that very seldom do young 
p0cplc bother with the eight days of ceremonial in the 
Transvaal, mostly because of its cost, and people often carmot 
come because they cannot obtain leave from work. Tbc one lady 
from the Transvaal stated: 11 \ve don't do aJ_l this. This is 
all so old-fashioned and expensive. We have a short ceremony 
and reception \~ea in the afternoon, like the \fu.ites, and then 
all is finished. None of this nonsense. You can s<:e how 
confused they <'.re, no-om~ knc;wing what to do. No-one want~ 
.!~.£..-.Ol.d IndiaJ].~S any ~~ore: trying to lc more Indian than 
the ..P20p1c back in India" (emphasis mine). 
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One of the first areas of tension that is evident is that there is not 

always agreement on what constitutes tehvar, even l'y those who have 

lived most of their live~ in I'1.dia. This lack of agreement in actuality 

seldom affords an area for conflict as happened in this situation. 

Rather, people accept that in India, each village has its own \nys of 

performing ceremonies, and thus tllat all variations are_ equally tehvar,. 

In th:i.s way, a great deaJ_ of lee-\-;ay :i.s provided for flexibility and 

variation within the confines of v.nat at first sight appears to be 

rigid 11tradition11 • 

Anot11€"r cent1·al issue is that many IndiaJLs, wh:ilst acknowledging the 

value of tchvar and wishing to conform to it, have little or no kncnvledge 

about many aspects of it. Thus, J anub 7 s parents had to enlj s t the 

services of the old duennas to advise them, sinc.c they were incompet-ent 

in all things tenvar that pertained to wedding~;. They therefore learn 

through benefitting from the memories of the old people who aid them. 

That the memories of +he old peop1e may not be accurate and most 

probably do not r~flect on how that particular ceremony is performed 

in that area currently, thirty or forty years after they have left, is 

not considered at all, let alone considered to be relevant, 

A third central issue is that for the younger generation., the practices 

of .!_ehvar are seen as irksome and irreleva.."1.'t for their own concept of 

w1at ought to be done. They neither know .... nat is acceptabl(: tehVaJ.:, 

nor ~~re about its practice. It is significant that t.l-te young 

Transvaal lady criticised the wedding ceremonies as "trying to be more 

Indian tJ1an the people back in India". The younger generation do not 

seem to regard tehvar of special significance to their lives in South 

Africa. 
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As youngsters, they have little to gain through observance of tehvar. 

One must, however, consider that a central base of authority of the 

elders is ,precisely their authority concerning tehvar, and the moral 

evaluation of it. Therefore, it is postulated that as youngsters 
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begin to compete with elders for authorit-y, within the context of 

extended kinship alliances, they must compete on the srune basis as the 

elders. Therefore, as they compete for power, they begin to re-

evaluate and become more interested in tehvar. 

The simplest rite of all in the entire set of ceremonies was the 

rel5gious m~,_rriage ceremony itself. In. the preparation and undertaking 

of this ceremony, there was no one who did not know what to do; there 

wa~ no one wh.o argued about any r.spect of its performance; there was 

no one who objected to it as irrelevant. It is, of course, the 

central ceremony. But it is also the only specifically Muslim ceremony 

of all of them. It has its particular Cape characteristics, but 

everyone was unanimoca about its performance. The lack of schif'~ 

concerning this c::;remony is not only indicative of its importance. It 

is aJ.so indicative that over the expression of Islam through its rites, 

the perfonners were in agreement. They were not in agreement over the 

performance of the Indian rites. The young people see more significance 

in being identified with Islam than being identified with tchvar and 

Indian culture. Even the old people, by their very lack of argwnent, 

showed that the rites of Islam could not <i.lld should not be changec\. 

They are considered to be imperative. They are primary. 

All the major ceremonies of the informants' lives are based on Islam. 

The rites de passage arc all Huslim occasions, the central rite 
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unchangeable, identical to the same rite performed by Muslims the world 

over. The celebrations surrounding the rite are influenced by "Indian 
. 

traditions". There is 1.0 Indian tradition, however, that supercedes in 

importance a Mu8lim rite. · The ~ual calendar of the informants in 

Ryla:.ds was also a Muslim calendar, based on the major religious 

ceremonies and rites which are the birth and death of Mohammed, the 

sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham, the fast of Ramadan, tr.e end of the 

fast, and the Muslim New. Year. There are other sacred days that are 

~elebrated according to Muslim rites, prescribed in precise detail in 

the Qu'ran ar:vl the hadith (sayings and practices of the Prophet). 

The distinction between tehvar and Islamic rites was made very clearly 

by a devout Muslim woman, whose case is cited in the following chapters 

(the case of Zogh :.ra, who wanted to be Indian). Zoghira said, 11 You see, 

the Indian customs are good, like all other customs. They enrich our 

lives, make it beautiful. But in the end, I am not going to get to 

heaven hy being a good Indian. I must be a good Muslim and follow 

Muslim ways written in our Qu' ran". 

The overt symbols of daily life have often been considered to be displays 

of 11Indian identity", such as food preparation, ways of eating, dress, 

relationships within the household, and personal hygiene. But in Islam, 

such are the constraints imposed by the details of the Shari' a that 

many of these symbols come under explicit Shari1 a regulation to the 

smallest detail, and thus can be se..;n not so much as symbols of 

Indianness, but rather as symbols of adherence to Islam. 

Thus~ although symbols of tchvar a:r e shadowed by the oveP..arching and 

cross-cutting symbols of Islam, the former are important. They form one 
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of the bases of authority of the older generation, ~no thereby have a 

further means of moral control over their dependants (or followers). 

The ethos of tehvar goes far beyong trivialities of p-reparat:ion of food 

or dress. It expresses the moral content of relationships, and therefore 

provides a model of how people should interact. Considering that 

extended kinship alliances form a central strategy for coping, this 

sort of ethos is particularly important, since its esE<ence is t.) 

encourage generous long-term reciprocity and loyalty. The ethos is 

further emphasised through its similarity to orthodox Muslim teachings 

on family reln.tionships, so that it is not merely 11tradition11 , but it 

is elevated to the status of a divine injunction. Thus tehvar is 

neither a peripheral tr;--..Jition, nor a relic from Indian customs, but 

it provides a set of powerful symbols regarding authority, morility, 

loyalty and reciJ:.:'ocity, which aid in forming an efficient coping 

strategy in the South African context. 

Footnote 1: 

"Head of household" is defined _by informants tc be the eldest male 

of the household, who has authority over the occupants, although he 

is not ne(:essarily the only or the major breadwinner. 
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CHAPTER VI : CONCLUSION 

IDENTITY AND THE RACE LEGISLATION 

THE AMBIGUITIES OF INDIAN AND MUSLIM IDENTITY 
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The Cape peninsula ,.;as chosen as a research area because of the significance 

of the cross-cvtting identities of "Muslim" and "Indian". In the Cape, 

there is a lar:;:~ non-Inc15.an Muslim population, the "Cape Malays", unlike 

elsewhere in Sotii.h Africa, where Indians constitute the majority of 

Muslims. Therefore, elsewhere in South Africa, to p.!'ofess to be Muslim 

does not necessarily cut across one's Indian identity and one's Indian 

'ties. In some respects, Muslim Indians in the Cape feel that they have 

more in cornm\;!1. wit..~ fellow Muslims than w:".th fellow Indians who are nr;!l_, 

Muslims, despite the fact that these other Muslims are classified as 

ncoloured11 and are resiU.cntially segregated from Indians. This is 

partly because thP- code of laws of Islam, the Shar'ia involves a way of 

life that endeavours to set Muslims apart. So detailed and numerous 

are these la\.;s that they affect every aspect of da.ily life. Many of the 

Shar'ia laws regarding respect towards the elders; an emphasis on the 

social and moral values of (patrilaterally) ext·~nded families; purdah; 

concepts regarding purity and pollution, are similar to ~1at has come to 

be associated with l1tradi.tional Indian11 practices (Kurian 1961, 

Kuper 1960, Ramasar 1967). An adherance to these laws does not 

necessarily mean only an adherance to Indian tradition; by the people 

it may be perceived firstly as an adherance to the presripts of the 

Qu'ran. There is thus an ambiguity in the di.fferentiati-,n between 

"Indian" and 11Muslim11 traditions, which has been ignored in the 

literature concerning South African Indians. 

There is a further a:nhiguity in the nature of Indian identity, however, 
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that has also been ignored in ~~e South African literature (excepting 

Ginwala N.D. and 1974; Meer 1971). This ambiguity arises directly 

from the r·ace legislatio::... 1he Registration of Population Act {1950) 

classified people by statute into various groups termed "races", based 

on area of origin, common cui ture, phenotype and acceptability as a 

member of this group. Associated with the legal classification is 

aecess to national res01.rces (jobs, housing, education, trading rights), 

as formalised in the Group Areas Act {1950) and other race-based acts. 

Thus, to be classified as 11 Indian" under the law means to be subject to 

certain speci.fic discriminatory legislat-:.on. The act attempts to 

isolate groups residentially and thus socially, and also with respect to 

cdt,.cation. Before 19761 all Indian children in Cape Town attended 

11Coloured11 schools because there was no school for them. Since two 

schools have been built, the children arc now being constrained to 

making school-friends with those who attend the same school as they. 

This imposed isolation must have some effect on the in-group concept 

of boundaries, al:-:o. The legislation has attempted to make static all 

group boundaries, and with tl1is in mind, the legislation encourages 

the expression of cultural differences (see Chapter V). Expression 

of tradition is thus being manipulated, to some extent, to be part 

of party politics on the national level, to further the aims of the 

ruling party. 

Because of the ambiguity of \\hat constitues Indian tradition, its 

significance, and its interaction with the race legislation, it h::s 

seemed most useful in tltis thesis to analyse and descr·ibe the situation 

in teL'lnS of me migration theory outlined in the Introduction. This 

theory places a chronological perspective on the responses of the 
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f!Iigrants to their new environment, and the responses of the 

environment to the migrants. In tl1is way, interconnections between 

responses, and the way they change in time can be shO\..n. The theory 

also emphasises that the environment places ~onstraints en the migrants, 

which will modify their behaviour accordingly, despite internal group 

preferences ( 11 tradition11 ) that may be contrary to observed behaviour. 

Few authors writing on Indian ethnicity in South Africa have discussed 

the tension between an imposed jural category, its consequences, 

and an ernie concept of 11Indian11 • There was also little discussion 

on the implications of the very choice of research tmit. To C'hoose 

to study 11Indians 11 is to assume that this particu_lar ethnic identity 

is primary to the people studied. Before 1961, Indians \vere regarded 

by the ruling party as aliens to South Africa,. cvmmitted to India 

because it was their birthplace, and through their expression of 

Indian tradition (see Chapters I and II). Thus, authors writing before 

this date and during the period folJ owing immediately (Kuper 1960, 

Palmer 1957 and 1946, Meer 1969) attempted to show tllat Indians living 

in South Africa 1vcre firmly committed to South Africa, although they 

practised a distinct .:::ul ture. The nature of their commitment was 

sho\'m to be economic and political, and the nature of their distinction 

lay in the practice of Indian traditions. It is therefore implicit 

in most of these studies that to isolate certain central cultural 

features is to isolate th.e 11 COI'en or essence of being Indian. These 

cultural elements were regarded as being relics of the cultural 

rcpe1·toire brought by migrants from India. Kuper (1960), for 

example, saw Indian conservatism as directly correlated with f(;:·nale 
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domestic seclusion. The men who participated in the world external 

to the domestic domain were forced to learn some of its conventions 

and expectations. The '¥omen, seclu~ed at home, not ;;nly did not have 

to learn different ways, but were presented with little opportunity to 

lear:"l {cf. Chapter V). With their constant interaction with each 

other, they up1~cld a.nd re-enforced Indian tradition: 

"The \vomen, by their enforced attachment to the home, their 

constant influence over the children, and their adherence 

to the traditional rituals retain the family as the emotionnl 

and social anchor of Indian life" (op. cit.: 139). 

It is particularly with regard to the analysis of kinship patterns that 

this primordialist approach is manifested (see Chapters III and IV). 

I~uper (op. <;it.)... R:unasar (op. cit.) and even J:i.thoo (1978) talk 

about a "traditional Indian kinship system". They asstune that 

there is something essentially Indian in the relationships between 

members of an extended f~~ily. Ramasar in particr:lar fails to 

consider the socicJ. context of kinship. As err·.:_Jhasised in Chapter IV, 

these authors fail to consider that other people in South Africa, under 

similar constraints as Indi.ans, also emphasise the importance of the 

extended family (cf. Whisson 1976). 

Ginwala at:tcmpts "to reduce the ambiguity of what is "Indian" by taking 

into account both cultural diversity and the race legislation, in the 

following definition of who is a S0uth African Indian: 

11 [they] ••• form a distinct minority group, identifiable by 

history, race, culture and status, and subj~cted to specific 

d . . .. +-' II (N D 5) 1SCrl.mJ.na ,.1on • • : • 
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The first point Gim'i'ala makes is that all persons born in India or 

descendants of such persons form a unified group. That such persons 

form a minority in South Africa's total population if, shO\•n by 

government census data from 1860 until 1970. To assume that Indians 

who come from areas representing most of the Indian sub-continent, who 

do not all spea.k the same language, nor practise the same religions, 

are somehow similar enough to form a united group is too simplistic. 

Meer (1969) describes how Muslim Indians of Natal do not consider 

themselves a united group. Muslim Gujeratis divide themselves into 

\'horas from rural Surat, and Mehmons from Kathia,vad or Kutch,. who 

have little contact with eacl1 other,. and certainly no inter-marriage. 

They form a group disti:tct only by the fact that they all originated 

from the same sub--continent. 

Ginwala maintains that Indians are also identifiable by history. 

As regards the inden-tured Indian labour entering Na·tal, this point is 

valid. But free Indian immigrants are distinct f-. om other free 

immigrants to South Africa only in that they C£ .. ne from India and not 

from elsewhere. Bradlow (1978), for ex~ple, illustrates many 

similarities in the migration to South Africa of Indians and of 

European and East European Jews. 

Ginwala · also dist:L"'lguishes Indians from other South Africans on the 

basis of their race. TI1is point is also, to some extent, valid. 

But Ginwala over-rates its importa~oe., given the inter-marriage that 

has occured with different peoples in India through millenia of 

conquests, migrations and trading. The Rylands data indicates a 

substantial degree of inter-marriage with the "Malay" and ncoloured11 
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groups also. However important actual racial difference has been, 

jnter-marriage is fast making it increa::;ingly irrelevant. 

The fourth criterion of distinction that Gi.mvala gives is closely 

linked to the first ~ the concept of a unified group. It can be 

repeated that to assume firstly that people from s:~ch a wide area of 

India share a single common culture is simplistic. There is, however, 

as discussed above, a strong prevailing idea of 11 Indian traditions" 

awl .!.~:~£, which seems to unify the cul tnral baggage of all South 

African Indians. The variations and flexibil Lty of tehvar, as 

disc•.lssed jn Chapter y , are such that E:wen people from neighbouring 

villages in India disagree as to what is correct tradition or not. 

To elevate c·d ture into a means of identifying a particular group of 
I 

migrants, some of \\'hom are descendants of migrants who left their 

natal land one hundred ye;.trs earlier, is to invoke the criticism th::tt 

B<lrth (1969) r.pplied to those who identified ethnic groups 1:hrough their 

cal tural pra.ctices. Barth ma.in1.·.:~ined that culture is an implicr,tion 

or result of etlw :_c behJ.viour, x<tther than a defining primary 

chc<.ractcristic~ To regard cutlt1re as central is to elevate :i11to 

supreme importance morphological characteristics, \·Jhich, by :Unp1ication, 

arc regarded as inunutable, since t..l-tey are made to be the defilrin,g 

ch?~rac terist:ics :in t:ilne of a group,. Bart:h continued to criticise 

the idea that culture is JJrur..t.J.tablc, outlining how it can undergo 

changed 1mder ecological and. political for.:-es. 

Ginwala 1s last two cr::i.teria are closely linked, and of more signi;'icancc 

than 'the previous criteria. He maint:e.i.ns that Indi.a.ns are distinct 
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The jural definit,i,.on ~f "Indian" indeed confers upon those so classified 

a particular economic and politicalstatus, according to which access 

to resources on the national leve~ is defined. There has also been 

a long history of discriminatory legislatior. ain.ed at Ind~ans (see 

Appendix!), much of which is still in effect. But discriminatory 

measures have also been aimed at other groups., the effect of which 

is to ensure that the groups do. not form a political or economic 

threat to the ruling elite. In this way, although there is legislation 

aimed specifically at Indians, on the whole, it has the same effect 

as that aimed at the other Black groups. So the discrimination 

practised against the Indians, whilst it may be slightly differ~rtt to 

that aimed at other groups, is cert~nly not unique, The Indians 

in tiouth Africa have formed a group more because legislation has been 

passed against them as a group, rather than through some mutual 

affinity amongst the members merely because they originated from the 

same sub-continent. 

\fuatever the valid points in Ginwala' s definition of South African 

Indians, it has a major flaw in that it does not include any comment 

on what the Indians themselves have to say. It also does not 

elaborate on the contexts '"'hen a definition of 11 Indian" \'fill be used 

by a person, rather th~~ another defin;tion of hLmself. It is 

therefore difficult to define what is "Indian tradition", since there 

is no single tradition, although one is dealing with a set of symbols 

1•egarded by in-group members and by outsiders alike, as Indian. 

Rather, it is more sign:l.ficant to discuss the social organization 

and contexts of Indian ethnici ty and tehvar, and how these are then 

exemplified Ln behaviour. 
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CONTEXTS OF INDIAN IDENTITY 

To cope with a social setting that discriminates against them by 

legislation, Muslim Indi.:-.ns from the sample area mobilised groups 

recruited through descent and affinity (cf. Chapter IV). The extended 

family forms a resource pool for its members, as long as the~ participate 

in the flow of prestations and ere prepared to reciprocate all favours 

and aid given to them. What holds the extended family together, 

justifying its existence and acting to perpetuate it, is the ethos 

of ~~~ as it relates to family relationship. An aspect of tehvar 

is that it en-phasises the moral and soci?l benefits of maintaining good 

relationships with members of the extended family. This is done through 

reciprocation and offers of aid, and favours. 

This aspect of !~~ also provides the basis for authority of the 

oldest generation of the extended family over all your.ger gcneratiou.s. 

' 
Through their knowledge of ~ehva£ esoterica, still valued highly by 

~any Indians, the old."st generation keeps control of the extended family. 

The cavea.t is significant, since there were examples in the Rylands 

sample (see case studies cited in Chapter V) that indicated that the 

younger generation, not knowing much about India, evaluate their 

.behaviour in o.ther ter.ms rather than in terms of tehvar (see below). 

Meer (1971) expresses a similar view. It is thus open to further 

research whether the young generation will. in time, as they grow 

old.-:n·, ;:::oMpete for authority in the extended family on the basis of 

tehvar (amongst other criteria), or whether ~.h:Y!£ will have become 

rcdw.dant for them. 



What Chapter IV indicates is that people who cut themselves off from 

their kin networks will no longer be regarded by other Indians as 

practising "Indian tradition11 , since 11Indian traditiou11 involves, 

besides other symbols, the maintenance of avd pa~ticipatlon in an 

extended network. The statutory classification of "Indian" is 

particularly ambiguous given this type of situation. It assumes that 

clas~ifications are primary, iW1erent and therefore immutable. Barth 

(1969) comes up with the same sort of problem of the paramountcy of 

ethnic identity when he described the far-reachil1g significance of 

ethnic identity: 

11What can be referred to as articulation and separation on 

the macro-level corresponds to sets of role co.,strail1ts on 

the micro-level ••• Ethnic identity linplies a series of 

constraints on the kinds of roles an inuividual is allowed 

to play, and the partners he may choose for different types 

of transactions ••• regarded as a status, etl1nic identity 

is superordinate to most othe.: ~tatuses" (Barth: 1969: 17). 

He continues to call ethnic identity "imperative", which enables it 
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to impose absolute constraints on a person 1s behaviour in a poly

ethnic situation. The following case studies illustrate that (ethnic) 

identity is not as immutably pre-emL~ent as Barth (and the race 

legislation) assume {for different reasons). Nor is an individual's 

identity unchangeable, since there a•·e cases of cross-cutting 

identities - such. as those provided in the sample area. Pec•ple are 

uot necessarily one ider..tity or another: they can also be marginal. 

Even in the case of two cross--cutting identities, a person doe~ not 

necessar.ily revoke his symbols of Indian identity when he emphasises 
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those of Islam or Black Consciousness. Because these symbols are used 

in different context~ to recruit different groups with their O\Yil aims, 

they need not necessarily clash and could co-exist (although this does 

not discount the possibility of symbols being tak-en out o? context 

to emphasise discord for some rea~Jn). Thus, a man may be a senior 

member of his kul-kutum, .. participating in ~'!£., but he may also be a 

paid-ap member of Inkatha and support the Iranian revolution. It is 

when Indians, as a whole, are perceived to be of a different class to the 

groups with which they ally, and thus a threat, that symbols of Indian 

tradition and ider~tity are removed from their kinship context and 

placed in the context of class struggle (as happened in Kenya ru1d Uganda, 

and in 1949 in South Africa). 

Therefore, it is an interesting question ho·..r i:: is that people who are 

not regarded as Indian according to the accepted jural classification 

can yet take part in Indian tradition and participate as a<;tive members 

of Indian kin net\vorks. The followj~ case histories illustrate how 

it is that these 11non-Indians 11 come to be accep'ted by in-group members 

as Indians. 

The first example is of a \VOman accepted as Indian in the folk 
model, but legally classified as "Coloured". Her father is an 
affluent Indian living near Rylands, and her mother is his common 
law 11H<JJ.ay 11 Muslim wife. After his wife bore him this daughter, 
his parents sent h:im b;cv.::k to Indian for a 11 pr('lper 11 Indian w:i fe, 
who was later brought to Cape Town. The 11Malay 11 wife and her 
chUd \vere sent to live in Simonstown, the rest of the family 
living i:, the Cape Flats. Visits were frequent, and such is 
the obliging nature of t11e 11 Mala.:t 11 wife that she has always 
been accep-ted into her husbandt s ot..'ler home, and tlle child·.~:n, 
now all adult, call her "auntie" (in English, and not in W.eir 
native Kokanic, h'hich they use lor all other kin terms). It 
is considered a gre::;t disgrace for a Muslim \voman to enter into 
this sort of alliance outside marriage, and su:::h a \lOman is 
usually outcastc. The daughter, classified as 11Halay 11 , .:u.d 
married ~~o a Muslj}n •.:lassificd as 11Colotu-cd", is considered to 
be Indian by her Indian kil1.> not only by virtue of her father's 



.position. She associates fully with her half siblings, 
and she uses their kin network whenever she needs it, as 
they use hers. She participates fully in all their private 
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kin functions, although she lives in a 11Coloured11 housing 
estate on the other side of the peninsula. That she can 
·manipulate the kin network and is so well accepted is a 
function of her wether's good nature, and of her own obliging 
recir.rocation of all favours done to her:· Her chil.dren, 
however, do not consider themselves to be Indian, and they 
seld:::m attend the gatherings of this_ side of their extended 
famEy. 

The Indian kinship ethic is sw..~h that once a relative acknmv-ledges 

his common kinship, proving it by his unstinting help and his vlilling 

participation in all family affairs, one is obliged to reciprocate. 

This ongoing interaction of reciprocity i> what constitutes the 

acceptance or not. Once started, it is, in terms of the ethos, 

very difficult to stop. 

The other case J:.: of a person ,,iho wanted to be regarded as Indian 

by her family and friends, but lvho never succeeded. Her case has 

many similar features to the previous one, and the reason for her 

failm "'· f't>cms tc have been the opposite of the rea:>on for the success 

of the previous case, since the person involved \vas never accepted by 

her Indian kin. 

An Indian man married as his fourth \'life a "Malayn Husli)n, 
whose mother was Indian. They had several children, one 
of them D. daughter cal1cd Fa 1 ima, who were legally classified 
<us .Indians, 1.<'a 1 ima had a child out of \·:edlock, and in the 
ensuing scandal, the Indian father of her child deserted 
her. Fa1 ima was L"!.ter married to a "Malay" Muslim, the 
marriage arranged by her parents. Fa'ima's brcther had by 
this stage realized that tJw easiest \'.ray to obtajn "'ark and 
housing was to relinqu::.sh tas Indian jural classification, 
and to be :ceclassificd as 11Nalay". He persuaded Fat irna 
to apply fer reclassification for herself and her child. 
Fa 1 ima commented about this reclassification as follo\vS: 
"You see, in these days ; ong <)go it was so much easier to 
be reclassified. Our mother i~:: 11Malayu, and that was all 



we had to say. Never mind about father". Fa1 ima1 s child, 
Zoghira, hated to be classified as "Malay". She considered 
herself to be Indian, and under the influ.~nce of her grand
father and his family, she considered all things Indian to 
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be of superior value to 11Malay 11 • Her mother, on the other 
hand, had distanced herself from all her Indian relatives 
except her father, since they had always despised her family 
for its lack of Indian culture, and they had been particularly 
unpleasant and sanctimonious when she had had this ea·dy 
affair. Fa 1ima claims that the unkindnegs of her father's 
tl1ird \life, an Indian, who raised her and her full siblings 
after her own mother's death,_ had driven her out of the home 
to seek affection. Two of her brothers had run away from 
this home. Zcghira tried to befriend her Indian kin, but 
they called her 11.Halay bastard" ( 11bakumalau11 , which is often 
used by Indians to refer to "Malays") and they refused to 
have anything to do with her. She tried to make Indian 
friends at school, and to visit Indian people, desperate to 
be accepted as Indian. She insisted on \vearing a sari for 
special occasions, and had learnt as much Kokanie as she 
could from her Indian grandfather, although she was never 
fluent in the language. It was all to no avail. Because 
her own Indian kin refused to accept her, except for the 
grandfatl1er, refusing t~ allow her to participate in any 
family functions, or in the on-going network of reciprocity 
of the kul-·kutum, none of the other Indian families accepted 
her e i tii.'e'r. 
So Zoghira instead, in her late teens, turned eventually to 
a thorough study of her o\vn faith, Islam, not originally out 
of conviction, but to understand the criticism levelled at her 
~1d her mother from over pious Muslims. In the course of a 
few years, her devotion increased until she has become ·• 
strictly orthodox practising Huslim with a considerable 
knowledge of Islam, Isl~unic history and Arabic. Her religion 
fulfills her and she now no longer hankers after an Indian 
identity or to be accepted by Indians. She explained: "To 
want to be Indian so much - that was the thought of a child. 
But now I am big, I understand that it doesn't matter whether 
one is Indian, Chinese or English. What matters is that you 
are good. What matters is your religion. Tha.t 1 s wily I am 
now Huslim - I mean practising my religion in everything I do, 
cr ~t lc~~t, tr:r"'ing tc. l1.nd yet! 1\:ncw, ma:.i.J"' India;.~8 h~·v·c ccmc 
to admire me for it11 • So besides giving Zoghira self-assurance, 
and fulfillment, her practice of Islam has also provided her 
with a tool of "one-upmanship" tha.t is especially ei'fective 
amongst a Muslim population that respects above all else 
Islamic learning. Her knowledge of Islam is an effective 
way to raise her social status that had seemed to be so 10\v 
to her before. 

Thcs~ cases show how the attempt to impose jural categories which attempt 



to be rigid on to people does not reflect the actualities of \vhat 

happens, since the groups formed by the jural categories are not 

endogamous. Despite jural classifications, people continue to 
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interact in terms of other criteria than tl1ose specified in tl1e 

legislation. The legislation asstwes tl1at it is isolating gr~ups from 

the South African population that are, in any case, "separate entitiesn. 

That they are not, that in no way do these groups form ertities except 

in opposition to discrimination, is adequately emphasised not only in 

other case histories in this thesis, but i.n other works on groups 

in South Africa (Whisson 1976; Davids 1970, Heer 1969 and 1971). 

THE POLITICAL CONTENT OF SYMBOLS OF IDENTITY 

Me.er (1969) describes a resurgenee of awareness of Indian tradition and 

participation in ethnic associations, especially for the older Indians. 

One cannot accept this description without, however, considering that 

since 1961, it has been the declared policy of the Department of Indian 

Affairs to encourage such awareness. This aspect has been discussed 

above. Meer (or-, cit.) describes how the younger generation, who haYe 

never visited India and who are unfamil.iar with Indian custom, are 

not participating enthusiastically in this renaissance. Instead, they 

turn to South African idioms to eA~ress themselves. There is thus a 

disjunction or tension between the ethos and aims of young and old that 

is not entirely a symptom of the cyclical antagonism that forms between 

the power-holding adults an~ young adult~. Foner (1977), Saifullah 

Klum (1977) and others discuss this tension in relation to their work 

on migrants, commenting that it occurs because of differential 

part:.cipation on the part of the elders and the juniors in knowledge of 

and experience of the 11home land"; pai~tic.ip.ltion in tl1e local (migrant) 
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ethnic life; and participation in the larger, external society. Foner 

describes ho\~ the chj,ldren of migrants, raised in the country of 

i.mmigration, belong completely neither to their paren:s' ethnic group 

nor to their peer group in the external society, because of their 

partial socialisation in both. They therefore form groups based on 

other factors: in Fo1~er 1 s case, as young n~.'•·l-English residents in 

Britain agitating about the rl.iscrimination they receive. 

In the Rylands sample, this disjunction be_tween older and younger 

generations (already indicated in other case studies) was sharply 

underlined ~uring the 1976 riots. Many c.·lildren in Rylands participated 

in the riots, to the consternation of their parents, most of whom had 

little or no understanding of hny the children rioteQ. On~ c;irl 

described v,hy she and her friends participated: 

11We were a ttendir.g a ncoloured" school then. We all felt that 

this different education system is unfair - it's part of the 

whole oppression business. But it took a few seniors, who talked 

to us, to make us do something together. They just said to us -

Look, you're Black. Do something for your rights. So we 

all boycotted classes for some days, and thre\of stones at 
--

windows and that sort of thing. But we did it because we felt 

that ve, although we're youngsters, still had a right to have 

our say. We feel that us youngsters have more initiative 

than me::y older people - like my family, for example. There's 

no way we can hope for change unless we continue to be detern•ined 

to go through all plans and opposition together. That's why we 

always call ourselves UDJ.ack 11 and not 11Coloured11 , 11Malay11 , 

"Indian" or \matever•:. 



But tl1ere is anotl1er aspect to tl1e expression of Indian tradition in 

behaviour, that has ~ymbolic political content. Until 1961, the 

expressio~ of Indian culture was regarded by tl1e authorities as a 

tl1reat to White hegemony. There has arisen from pre-1910 times 
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the attitude that Indians have tb~ right to express their o\m culture, 

which as a literate c.i.vilization actually e)..tends far further back 

into time than tl1at of the hold·~rs of power, a point that people are 

quick to emphasise. The expression of IndiRn culture, emphasising 

its antiquity, was then a means of declaring not only cultural 

equality with the pO\ver-holders, but cultural superiori!Y;. Some people 

see that the freedom to express their culture as they choose, a•td not 

to have to conform to 111-lestern ways 11 , as symbolic of the eventua~ 

granting of political and economic equality. In many ,.,ays, this 

attitude is similar tc.) that of Black Conscicu::;,cess adherants regarding 

tile concept of negritude. 

Sanford (1974) dealt with a similar but not identical situation in the 

Caribbean. Working from perspectives gained from Barth (1969) 

and others she described a renaisse.nce of long-disused and forgcttcr1 

cultural symbols by a subordinant group to gain political pc.••er and 

so raise their position. 'I'he subordinant group, native Indians, 

had been discriminated against in the past on the basis of thei:c 

Indianness, by the ruling elite of 'Whites and half-castes, "V.ho emphasised 

uwestcrn11 w,lJ'S:. particularly educati;:n, as the basis of their power. 

The subordinant group had only one effective way to raise its s·tatus, 

in the past, besides open revolt, anrl that was for individual members 

to acquire overt cultural symbols of the dominant group, such a·; 

Western educ<:.'..i(\n, different stnll.dards of living and so forth. Dut 
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since to do so also required capital, the Indians, as unskilled and lowly

paid labourers could seldom achieve this change. Sanford documents how 

one Indian of particular perspicacity and ability del.:l.i>erat.;:,ly activated 

tl1e long disused anrl despised cultural symbols of the Indian group as 

political symbols of unity and consistency, uniting the Indians for 

the first time into a political party comprising Indians andmilitating 

against Indians being a deprived group. Unlike the South African 

situation, the dominant elite did not encourage the resurgence of old 

ethnic ties, since it · posed too much of a direct threat to their 

hegemony. Sanford describes very convincingly how this cultural 

resurgence is an attempt made by tbe subordinant group to justify 

itself, as a group, to t\e dominant elite; and how, by activating long 

despised ethnicity, the members of the subordinant group seek to change 

the attitudes of ' ... ~1e dominant group towards their traditions, and thus, 

their political and economic position. More than that, a resurgence 

of ethnicity binds together people \mo previously formed no common 

group: 

11The revi tali sa tion movement, although it seems to 1 ook 

inward, in reality looks outward to attempt a change in 

values in the dominant society, to change the social 

structt~e which places the subordinant group at a 

disadvantage" (Sanford: 1974: 507). 

This anRlysis seems to apply also to that aspect of Indiar. ethnicity 

that sees the free expression of this ethnici ty as a political statement 

implying equality, described above. It does not apply to people in 

Rylands, or Indians in the Cape in general to the point that Indian 
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ethnic symbols ever formed the nucleus of a political party. The 

similarity is seen to be on the level of the individual perceptions of 

his situation and his r(actions, and not as a means (If group 

mobilisation. 

In these ways, then, th~ expression of Indian ~ul ture and ethnici ty 

has some politi~al content. But it must be emphasised, to place these 

points in perspective, that the strategic value of luiian ethnicity 

lies in the relationships bebmen members of a kul-kutwn, and the ethos 
. 

tl1at acts as a model of and a model for kinship relationships (Geertz, 

1973). 

'£he political content c.f' a Huslim identity, however, is far greater 

than that of an Indian identity. (This is not intended to Wlderestimate 

the high degree \·'' personal fulfillment that adherence to Islam may 

give. It is als~) not intended to indicate that all Muslims in Cape 

To\\'11 are united (cf. Davids, 1970), and that a]~ Muslims are politically 

active. Few are. in fact, politically active, be.,~ond verbal and moral 

support, because of tl1e success of the measures used by the power-holders 

to suppress opposition. [cf. Meer 1969 and 1971, Horrell 1971 ru1d 

1972 ] ). 

To indicate the importance of India..'1 ethnici ty as a means of mobilising 

a group for political purposes (in the external society), a brief history 

is presf:nted below, of political parties formed in the Cafe and of their 

aims. Never once has Indian etla;ie:i ty been used as a means of 

recruiting this sort of group. Rather, groups have been recruited 

on the basis of common discriminat~on. This is unlike the situation 

in Natal, where until the post Second World lvar years, Indians formed. 



Indian-only parties for goals directed at Indian interests (Pachai, 

1971). 

GROUP MOBILISATION IN, .. THE POLITICO-JtJBf..LDOM!.t.l].: 

BLACK POLITICAL ~ARTIES IN TI~ CAPE 

The extended family of the Abdurahman' s (who were Indian Muslims) led 

the range of Black (meaning here 11non-lih.ite 11 ) political parties, from 

conservatives to radicals, for over five decades, in the Cape, until 
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the National government began to restrict the expression of Black 

opposition politics by banning, detaining or f•)rcing its leaders into 

exile. The first important leader of Black politics was the moderate 

Dr. Abdurahman who advocated a unity with so-called 'Coloureds 1 (not ,.,rith 

Africans) and an acceptance of White hegemony as the best means of 

achieving their ajJUs of equality. He was a member of the Cape Town 

city council for almost as long as he was chairman of the moderate 

African People's Organization, which was intermittently from 1904 to 

1944 at his death. 

The Cape British Indian Association \'las founded in the 1910's, and in 1919 

it convened a South African Indian congress to formulate policy 

concer~ing increasing discriminatory measures passed against Indians. 

They advocated to the congress a provincial unity to form a national 

India."l body that would ally wlth any ot..;.er organization formed in 

opposition to discriminatory measures. Tie outcome of this motion was 

the ·;,;rmation in 1923 of the South African Indian Congress with this 

aim. The attitude of the leaders during these early decades was 

to reject discriminat:ion, to attempt a 11 Coloured11 unity {not with 

Africans) and to accept White hegemony. ··~s the infl ecnce of 
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Dr. Abdurahman' s moderate party grew, so did the militant radical 

reaction to it from the younger leaders, spear-headed by junior members 

of his own kul-kutum. 

In the 1930's, :lis daughter, Cissie Gool, and her affines Goolan Gool 

and janub Gool formed the All-African Convention, and the National 

Liberation Leag11f! (also led ·by Abdurahman 1 s second wife, Nellie, and 

his daughter, Dr. Wa.radia Abdut ahman). Both of these were based on the 

premise of all-Black w1i ty. Soon after,'/ards, Cissie Gool resigned her 

·presidency of the N.L.L. following leadership rifts, in favour of 

Goolam Gool, and she then formed t-J)e Non-~uropean United Front. 

Together \rl th her famiJ.y from the N .L .L., she organized mass 

demonstrations in 1939 in protest against the Stuttaford Servitude 

schemes. 

In 1943, a core of radicals expelled from the N.L.L. in 1939 -

J. La Guma, G. Gool, Mrs.H. Ahmed and A. Brown - formed the Non-European 

Unity ~ovement, w:dch was even more militant and radical than the 

N.E.U.F. Between 1946- 1949, there existed a less radical although 

left-wing organization called the Cape Indian Congress (later Cape 

Indian Association) which replaced the previous Cape Indian. Cougr-.;ss, 

renowned for its rather right-wing integrationist doctrines. The 

Association was led by Sheikh Ahmed Zemanea of Pretoria, and became 

defunct on his death (Brand, 1966). 

Formed in 1950, and defunct within t:en years was the Cape Indian 

Assembly, formed in.response to the racial legislation of the new 

Nationalist goverrunent. It alli<·d with ·the Natal Indian Congress, 



but tl1e latter, being led by communist radicals supporting militant 

tactics (allied witil tile A.N.C.) lost tile support 1Jf tile Cape Town 

conservatives. It was during tile 19501 s tilat what was called tile 

"Soutil African Indian question" in international matters (cf. U.N. 

conferences and Indian government memoranda) crone to be seen by 

protagonists and participants not only as tile 11 Indl.an" question, but 

ratiler as tile question of rights for all those against wh~m 

discrimination was passed (Pachai, 1971). The Cape political 

organizations, under the leadership of tile Gools and La Guma, had 

since tile 19301 s refused to ally with other Indian organizations tilat 

had seen the situation in narrow ethnic terms, instead of in general 

democratic terms, and they in large part were responsible for this 

shift in awareness runongst politi..::ians from other provinces. (To 

emphasise this point, the Gools not otuy interacted on a political 
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level with Black leaders: Janub Gool ma:-ried I.B. Tabata, the Af:dcan 

leader of the N.E.U .M., whose olm sister had married W .H. Tsotsi, 

president of the A.A.G. in 1948). There were persistent cotrl'licts 

between.the more and the less raGical leaders of these groups- the 

N.E.U.M. and the A.A.C., which for a long while had shared many of their 

l~aders (such as the Gools), but in 1958, a formal split developed, 

resulting in the formation of the society of Young Africa a11d the 

Africa.."l riC.vplc! 5 DciiiOCl~atic Union of South Africa. 

In. 1962, the Cape Indian Peonle 1 s Alliance was formed to oppose the 

decl;:,red government intention of creating a national Indian Council, 

members of which were to be appointed by the Minister of Indian 

Affairs for their first period of office (four years). In 1964, 

the National Indian Council Act to this ef:ect was passed, and ratified 
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by the South African Indian Council Act of 1968. Opposition to this 

Council, which was hoped to be a means of liaison between the Department 

of Indian Affairs and tJ,e Indian community, has been 'vide spread, based 

on a total rejection of an Indians-only government controlled body that 

has no statutory powers. Leaders claim that this measure bolsters 

separate deve~~pment policy, and creates a false consciousness, 
. 

disuniting all i!lack consciousness groups, dividing Indians from other 

subordinated groups. 

As illustrated above, the claim o(Indian leaders that in the history of 

Indians at t:,le Cape, there has never been an India..'1s-only party devo't-::.d 
) 

to Indians only needs is valid), so that t."'lis govermnental policy 

represents a complete 'b!'eak with the political tradition of 'the Cape. 

11 The political development of the Indians in South Africa. is 

motivated by the Govermnent' s declared 1JOlicy that 'there should 

be developed for them a governing body, parliamentary in 

character, \dth legislative and administrative powers in matte1·s 

affecting tbem 11 (from the arumal report of' the Department of 

Indian Affairs to the Minister of Indian Affairs, 1978: 16). 

Since the 1960's> the major leaders of all Black ra.dic~1 political 

organizations have been either banned, detained or have fled to exile. 

}kcr ( 1969) dccumcn ts the rise, demise and. fall of Indian political 

pm·ties (mostly Natal-based), for these and other reasons. In 1971, 

for exaHlple, Mewa Ramgobin endeavoured to resuscitate the Natal Indian 

Congrer, s, and was s crvcd with a five-year bann.j.ng order, which lvas 

rene\ved when it expired. 
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At this point, it is apposite to recall the quotation from Whitefield and 

Adams (1975) regarding the formation of multi-etl1nic organizations in 

situations where minori tJ· group migrants are unable to achi·:ve gaols 

on tl1cir own, purely becausl" they are a demographic and political 

minority. 

It is significant that whilst there have been no political associations 

based on conunon Indian i.denti v.r in the Cape, there haYe been several 

welfare associations based on common Muslim identity. At first, these 

associations "'ere primarily for religious and moral guidance, and then 

they beeame \>·dfare orientated. But \rl.tl1 the death in detention of 

Imam Ha:coun in 1969, Islamic leaders throughout South Africa., and in the 

Cape, have become incre<..,.:,ingly r0liticised (Horrell, 1976; Heer; 1971). 

The aims of thesf• organizations are to acllieve equality, based on tiJ.C 

fundamental Husl:Lm tenet of the equality of all men, which is a 

powerful political .s,ri de guerre. in South Africa where equality of all 

men is not practised owing to the application of raci::;t-based policies. 

The historical development of Hus] im organizati:ms i.n the Cape is 

presented below. 

T11c histor~y· of religious organ.iZ~at:tcns during tl1is period i3 "lCrJ.,. 

different to that of political organizations. Prior to 1945, Huslims 

wen~ tmder t.be J.eader:-;h.i.p of <:1 i_(llWS of powerful and/or cl1arisntatic 

Sheikhs and lmams, since there was no formal Islamic organization 

in the Cape. In 1923, Keraan and Arshud inaugurated the Cape Halay 

Associa ... ion, which '"'as a short-lived moderately polit:i.cal \'lelfare society. 

In l945, however, with increasing scholastic and pnrist revival amongst 

tlu.~ tiHal<>.y 11 leaders., the Cape }iuslim Judicial Council \'ras formed, as the 
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authoritative Islamic centre for the Cape, to which most Imruns belonged. 

Since most of the !mans are 11Halay", the organization is predominantly 

''Malay": the executive still is "Malay". One of the specified objects 

of this council was to unite Muslims in the Cape - that is, to end the 

on-going feuding between Indian H<>nafi and Shafi 11Malay11 • They 

succeeded admirably. They were, hm·mver, l'.:lncerned primarily with 

scholastic and doctrinal Islc>Jn (Davids, 1970). 

Throughout the 1950's, there was increasing discrimination against all 

people not classified 'lfuite 1 , and in the late 19501 s and early 19601 s, 

large areas in Cape Town were proscribed f.Jr various groups created by 

government legislation, and the mass removals began. The ulamm.§:., the 

leaders, persisted with their dogma and scholasticisi::, and we":'e heavUy 

criticised by younger men - most~y Indians - for failing to take 

cognisance of the hwnan suffering involved in daily life. Eventually, 

in 1964, members of the Muslim Youth Hovement and the Claremont Muslim 

Youth Movement called a mass meeting, at which it was resolved to form 

a Muslim secular organization directed tm;ards giving aid \mere needed. 

From this was born the Muslim Assembly, a secular run body (with only 

one Sheild1 on the executive of over fifty members) concerned with 

welfare problems. It was based in Athlone, since this area is central 

to the Cape Flats, and it was in a 'Coloured' prescribed area. The 

Assembly today stil.l looks to the Council for religious guidance (since 

the Council l1as the power of excommunication) and its welfare services 

are non-sectarian. 

The Council saw the threat to its powers of the new Assembly, so it 

formed in 1968, the MajlJ.~- Ashu~a al-Islaml, or Consultative A:::;scmbly, 
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which it intended to serve as another secular welfare body. The Ashura 

executive has been characterised by rapid changes and splits, but there 

has always been a relati~:ely high number of Imams serving on it. It is 

also reno~1ed for its conservative approach to welfare and politics, and. 

its extreme refo1~ist approach to Islam (Davids, 1970). Allied with the 

Ashura, although an independent country-wide movement, is the Reform 

Youth Movement, the l'!.!!!ig_i, who c>.re very conservative Is!.amic purists. 

It is they who applaud louder than other Muslims the Iranian revolution, 

and, though ultra conservative, seek radical change. They are supported 

by other youth who are not religious purists, and support the revolution 

merely through radical political conviction (of equality, a fundamental 

tenet of Islam, which makes the support radical, since it involves an 

idea of egalitarian revolution in South Africa). 

Group mobilisation in the politico-jural domain can be summarised in tlte 

following way. Indians in the Cape form such a small minority of the 

Cape population (0.3%) that not allied with larger more powerful or 

perhaps more vociferous groups, they cannot hope to achieve their aims. 

The number of Indians in Natal equals the number of Whites there, and 

thus :i.rrunediately alters the relationship betv1een powerful and powerless, 

when the powerless do not form such a very insignificant minority as they 

do in the Cape. In the past, Indians were recruited to political 

parties on the basis of personal predilection. But since Islam 

throughout the world., and nC't only in So·xth Africa, is increasing]y 

vi.t:win.g itself as an opponent to Western imperialism and its consequent 

injustice, Muslims have been urged from the pulpit to alter the status 

quo "-n favour of equaJ.ity, as part of their duty as Muslims. Muslim 

publications also encourage Muslims to aJ.~.~r the situation. For 

.. 



example, the Eid 1.979 edition of the newspaper Muslim News (published 

in Cape Town) contained several leader articles on Iran and the glory 

of j}-had Otoly \var again..:;t unbelievers), inciting loci'~ Mus1ims to 

similar efforts. 

SUMMARY OF THE THEHES PKESENTED IN PREVIOUS CHAP~ 
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The IntroductiOlL presents an outline of the more recent socivlogical and 

anthropological work on migration. What these persp,~ctives provide 

is a guideline to the analysis of the responses of migrants to their 

11ew communi ties. Kthnicity is seen to be a means of recruiting people, 

to a group that benefits its membf'rs (thr~.:ugh access to resources of 

co--members); but ethnicit-y is also seen to be a moral and sentimental 

issue, involving Geertz•s concepts of a model of and a model for 

reality (1973). T:.1e central issue is tb.at people's choice of ho\1 they 

respond to a situation has parameters imposed by external constraints 

such as legislation, housing, and position in the labour market. 

Chapte.:· Cne, 11A p,,J.itical and Economic History of indians in South 

Africa", attempts to outline tltc history of the external constraints 

imposed on Indians in general, in Sout.l). Africa, and their general responses 

to these constraints. .i.t has emerged that the most significant 

constraints have been the Group Areas Act and the Registration of 

Population Act, both of 1950 and followed by diverse amendments. 

Th·::se have constituted. a statutory boundary around an imposed definition 

of 11Indian11 based on a mixture of factors: ar·ca of origin, phenotype, 

culture and ;:cceptabHit-y. To be defined as 11 Indian11 according to these 

acts entails the experience of certain specific discrimination, 
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generally aimed at reducing the immigration of more Indians, and at 

reducing the economic competition provided by successful Indian traders. 

As a direct consequence of these acts, the Indian populatit•n has been 

assigned certain group aret>.s for residential and business areas, which 

have proved in Cape Town to be too small to cope with the grmving 

Indian popula'Li.on. The proscription of non-Indian areas to Indians 

combined with the shortage of land has led to an unprP-ccdented shortage 

of housing for Indians throughout South Africa. 

Chapter Two, liThe Setting to Rylands 11 , provides a description of 

Rylands \'lith :reference to its development and to its residents. A 

prelimina1~ outline of the ernie bases of identity - Indian and Musllin 

is given, with some dis"-ussioa cf the significance of either. 

Chapter Three, 1i. \e Structure of Households" !')hows that the structure of 

households is largely a function of the acute shortage of housing, 

and that the structure changes according to the changes of the 

domestLc developmPnta1 cycle. To equate householus consisting of 

extended families with "traditional Indian kinship patterns", and to 

equate households consiting of conjugal pairs and their children with 

"modern Western ld.i1ship patto.::J.·ll3 11 , as has been done previously, is to 

ignore the linportance of the external constraints. The most important 

of the~e is tiH~ shortage of housing, and land fer development. 

Therefore, tl:e choice of where a couple resides must take into account 

where they .£!!-.!!. reside, which then, in actuality leaves them little 

choice ~.t all. Internal group preferences and individual preferences 

must bow to necessit.T. 
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Chapter Four, "The Extended Family and Access to Resources" illustrates 

that the extended kin network is an important economic unit of inter

action amongst Muslin Indians in the sample. The m:tworks, of course, 

often stretched not only across the peninsula, but also across the Cape, 

sometimes to other provinces, or to India. Through the kinship etl1os 

of long-term reciprocity, an individual has access to a wide-range of 

rescurces otherwi.se perhaps inaccessible to him, and it is thrO'.tgh the 

operation of the ethos that a continual. redistribution of resources 

occurs. Thus, the extended family is not merely a relic of "traditional 

Indian kinship p,:;,tterns", but a kinship network modified to suit the 

demands and constraints of a specific environment. The bilatt~ral and 

polysemic nature of the kinship system makes it par~tcularly flexible 

and able to adjust to and cope with a wide range of situ~tions as they 

arise. Power in the extended kin network li. J in the hands of the 

elders, anr'l it is based partly on the knowledge of tehvar. It ·is in 

this context that the concept of 11Indian identity" is particularly 

important. 

Chapter Five, 110n-Going Contacts with India" attempts to illustrate 

the contemporary extent of direct personal contact with India, but 

shows that owing to statutory currency restrictions, the sending back 

of remittances to India is minimal. Thus, unlilce the migrant 

communities described by various authors (cf. the Introduction), the 

Indians in Rylands do not have an Op:')Ortunity to improve their status 

in their natal communities through the public display of the usc of 

rend ttances, even if they chose to send remittances. The younger 

generation, hO\vever, has little if any connection with the nat,;::l 

communittes ,,f "r..heir migrant parents, and so do not look to the::;e 

coJrunw1ities for appraisal. Rather, tl1ey evaluate their social 



position in Rylands and Cape Town through their performances within 

their immediate circl~ of kin and friends, in the Cape Town setting. 

fedantic adherance to tehvar may be considered to be ~rrelevant to a 

Cape Town setting by some people, and youngsters may not even be 

particularly familiar wlth it. ':'he authority of elders, and the 

underlying ethos of the workings of the kul-t.:utwn are based partly on 

~'1£, and ratified through Sha.ri' a lmv-s that are similar. Because 

aspects of Islam are so intricately and funda:nentally connected \dth 

the family aspects of tehvar, it is difficult for people to reject 

tehvar completely even if they feel it to he irrelevant to them. 
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Islam therefore provides an alternative, enabling Indians to ally with 

a wider range of people (ncape Halays" and world IsL .. ;u) than tehvar 

allc...,s. Islam is considered by informants to be their primary 

identity. 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF INDIAN TRADITION - AND BEYOJ[Q 

Because of the race policy, it is difficult to assess the importance of 

Indian tradition and Indian ethnicity for the people concerned. What 

has emerged clearly from tl1e data presented in previous chapters, is 

that lltradition11 is not a cultural relic at all. It forms an 

emotional and moral means of uniting an ethnic-based group, in a 

specific social setting. The moral evaluation of "tradition" (to find 

it good) provides a motivation for emulation, for the contemporary 

generations, but only in so much as the behaviour that thereby results 

is relevant to the contemporary environment. It is for this rea8on 

interesting that there seems to be a wide-spread reaction against, or, 

rather more passively, a situation of never having learnt, Indian 

11tradi tion", ('!.1 the part of the youth. It seems to indicate that 

'' 



other groups are recruited on the basis of other principles, that 

appear to the youth to be more relevant to their situation. 

It is not with unqualified enihusiasm that these new, broader based 

political alliances are formed, however, as Meer (1971) indicates, 

by describli1g Indian perception of his political position as caught 

between two powerful national feelings - African and Afrikaner. 

The young and more radi~~al Indians feel that their greatest hope lies 

in alliance with the African nationalism, but as events in Kenya and 

Uganda have shown, they may not even then be secure. This is partly 

because in generalised class terms, Indi:ms are different from 

Africans, ru1d thus in a situation ~mere class struggle is pronounced, 

th~re will be conflict between the t\vO. '!his is the dile~mna of such 

a small and powerless minority group: how can it achieve a change of 

the status quo (in its favour) and yet be re-assured that it will not 

be threatened by the new system afterwards. 

There is complex intt.:rplay between recrui trnent of different grou)s 

for different purposes, and the sentimental, moral and political 

attachment of individuals to particular principles and ideologies 

involved \i'ith group identity ~d aims. In addition, there is the 

particular ambiguity imposed by the external constraints - the race 

legislation, which has not been discussed, in this context, in the 

literature. It is therefore difficult if not irrelevant to ask 

tl1e questions asked in other studies of Indians in South Africa: 

are they Indians in South Africa; South Africans who are Indians; 

or South Africans whC'· are Muslims? 'I'herefore this study has 

concentratea on aspects of identity which have previously not been 
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considered tl1oroughly in tlle Soutll African literatUre regarding 

Indians. These aspects are: the strategic value of emphasising 

these identities (given tlla t one is dealing wi tl1 a migrant group), 

and tlle contexts in which tlley are emphasised. 
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APPENDIX I 

LEGISLATION AFFECTING INDIAN SOUTH AFRICANS - AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

Acts marked with an asterisk are those that are still in force, or 

whose later amendments are still in force (updated t~ August 1979, 

from Butterworths Cumulative Noter-Up for 197-9). 

OccaSionally_- acts :n~ssed early in the cen •~ury or 'Wldch have since 

Leen repealed do not have act numbers available. 

(Indicated thus: +). 

LEGISLATION RELATING TO IMMIGRATION TO SOUTH AFRICA AND MOVE~lliNT 

WITHIN SOUTH AFlUCA OF INDIANS 

LAW 14 OF THE COLONY OF NAT~: ~hid1 provided for Indians 

to be introduced into Natal as indentured :.. abour{·rs for the 

sugar cane farmers, with an option to retUl~n to India after 

five years of service with a free passage, or to settle 

permanently in South Africa as free citizens, and a gift 

of crown land. 

*STATUTE LAW OF THE ORANGE ~rmE STATE: which prohibited all 

Indians from settling there. All existing Asiatic 
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businesses were e;,..-propriated and the owners deported without . 

compensation. 

J82S LAW 1( OF ~\TAL: attempted to e~cour~ge re-iudenturing or 

a1 ternatively repatrh.tion by ir-1posing a £3 head tax on all 

ex-li1dentured Indians and 'Jheir offspring when boys were 

sixteen years or older, and girls tv1elve or older. 

IMMIGRATION RESTRICTION ACT. (+) OF NATAL: attempted to curb 

Indian immigration by imposing education<ll, age, 



means a.nd health tests on prospective immigrants intendi.ng 

to settle in the Transvaal or t.'lte Cape. 
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NOTICE 164 (NAT~): which barred all Asians from entering the 

Transkei, Tembuland, Pondoland, Port St. johns and Griqualand 

East without a special permit. n1is was passed to combat 

"Indian penetration" since Indians were feared as potential 

agitators and too succ~ssful traders. 

~IGRATION ACT (CAPE) NO. 30: provided that there would be 

unrestricted immigration to the Cape, subject to the criteria 

of "prohibited immigrant". These ir),,)luded an education test, 

whereby the immigrant had to be literate in any European 

language; a means test \mereby he had to be in possession of 

at least £20; and a derdrability test, whereby he could not 

have a criminal record including murder, arson, rape, theft 

or prostitution. 

ASIATIC REGISTRATION AMEI:fDMENT ACT (TRANSVAAL), NO. 2: 

which confirmed Ordinance 29 of 1906, \mereby all Indians had 

to register and be identified through finger-prints. These 

identity documents had to be carried on one, and had to be 

produced on demand. There was widespread dissatisfaction 

amongst Indians consequently. 

FROCLA~L_!TION NO. 2J..9F NATAL: prohibiting Indians ~rom 

travelling through or visiting the Transkei or the other 

provinces wlthout a special permit. This proclamation, 

together wi---ll the previous acts since 1905, :lirectly resulted 

in Gandhi's organization of the first ~aty.MJ:_flha campaign, 



including mass burnings of these passes, and the identity 

documents. 
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*ADMISS.ION OF P!illSONS TO THE UNION ACT (I.MMIGRANTS 1 REGULATION 

· ACT)NO. 22: whereby an education test similar to that 

previously applied was applied, ~-ld whereby inter-provincial 

movement of Indians was further rontrolled by entailing a 

special permit for such travel. For Indians in the Cape it 

provided that no "prohibited inunigrant11 could owr: or lease 

land. This act lead to the march into the Transvaal, and to 

widespread strikes incited by Tamil women in the Transvaal 

and Natal, who went from mine to mine provoking workers to 

strike. Over 2000 people marched, and a commission was 

subsequently appointed to look into Indiru:.. grievances. 

(Amended subsequently; final amennment by Act No. 59 of 

1972). 

·~IMMIGRATIO_N. AND INDIAN .. ~IEF ACT,; NO. 32: which was passed 

owing to the resolutions of the Roun.d Table Conference at 

Cape Town. Indians who obtained domicile permits 

fraudently \vould not be allo\ied to enter South Africa, 

.whilst those who had already_ done so with false or falsely 

procured documents were condoned. Children of South African 

parents, born outside South Africa, had to enter the country 

wlth:in three months nf birth, .md those who had left Soutl1 

Africa for three or more years lost their domicile rights. 

(Final amendment by Act No. 59 of 1972). 

*ASIATICS IN THE NORTHERN DISTRICTS O_~AL ACT: NO: ...J..l 

(<~.!ncuded by Act No. 41, 19 50): which p:.·ov:ides for Asiatic 
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registration in these districts, if an Asiatic is legally 

domiciled there. If he is not, he cannot register. No 

trading licenses were to be granted to Asiatics in this area 

without such registration. "Asiatic" refers t(J all Asiatic 

males over sixteen years old. 

*MJ;::Ns ACT, NO. 1: which empowered~ the Immigrants' Selection 

Boar~ to r-elect for citizenship only those immigrants who 

were likely to be r~·adily assimilated by t .. "te Europeans; who 

did not intend to pursue any occupation that is already well 

represented (aimed at Indian traders); or who are the wife 

Oi~ minor children of legally C)miciled residents. 

INDIAN REGUI(~TION ACT,a NO. 4.3,: (also called Immigrru1ts' 

Regulation Amendment Act), which so curtailed Indicn immigra

tion ·.··tat only one person ·- a female cancer researcher - \vas 

granted domicile rights between 1953 and 1971. Indians em 

enter South Africa pe1~anently only by requesting South 

AfriCR'l citizenship as stateless people. This act's terms 

prohibited the entry, after February 1953, of any Asiatic 

female born outside the Union, who had married a South 

African overseas, .or. of their minor children, except lrit.'l 

special permission. 

*ADMISSI~~ OF PERSONS TO THE REPUBLIC ACT 1 NO. 59: whereby 

a person is deemed to have lc1st his rights of domicile in 

South Africa if he lea·,~ s and fails to return within three 

years. Domicile is also lost by a woman Mlose marriage is 

dissolved other than by her husbru1d's death during her 

absence fr•)lll South Africa. Prohibited persons include 
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those economically and culturally unsuitable to South Africa 

since the:r cannot assimilate; any person who cannot read or 

write a European language. It may exclu(·te from rights of 

domicile (on cultural and economic unsui tabiJ i ty grounds), 

the wife of a union entered into after 10 •. 2. 56; or any 

children i..orn outside South Afrf~a from such a union; or 

from 10.2.56, th~ wife of a union ... entered lnto befor~ 

10.2. 53 or any child born outside South Africa on or before 

10.2.54. A wife is a woman recognised as such through any 

Indian religion, but only if there is no other such woman as 

wife of the same man resident in South Africa, or a.rl.y 

surviving children by any woman still·lb·~.ng, who reside 

or are entitled to reside in any province. 

*AMENDMENT OF ADMISSION OF PERSONS ••• ACT, NO. 59 {12Z2l: 

which relaxes restrictions on interprovincial movement of 

Indians so that tl1ey can visit all provinces except the 

Orange Free State for thirty days or less wi th.out first 

o btaini.ng a permit. 

*ADMISSION OF PERSONS TO TP.E REPUBLIC ACT.s NO. 42: ;,·hereby 

the 1972 act is amended to provide for the deportation of 

&.nyone contravening the exchange control laws, awl for the 

removal of his depenr:!ants. 

LEGISLATION RELATING TO INDIAN FRANCHISE AND OTHER POLITICAL ~~~~1.:;!., 

*!!!!:!.CRISE ACTz (~l._9F NATAL: which di.:;enfranchised 

passenger Indians, Hho as free immigrants within tht> Empire 

htd :oreviously enjoyed full rights of cJ.ti.zenship, including 



municipal and parliamentary franchise. TI1e consequent 

outcry was so great that it lead to Gandhi's involvement 

in South African politics. 

*SOUTH AFRICA ACT, (+): which was issv.ed at Un i.on \'!hereby 

existing provincial fr~uchise practices were retained, 

but in which the right of Africans, Asians and Coloureds to 

sit in Parliament was revoked. At this time there w~re 

22784 non-white voters in the Cape and 200 in Natal. 

(Amended subsequently: Final Amendment Act No. 48, 1959). 

*f:J~WUGH ORDINANCE (+) {NATALl: which deprived Indians of 

Natal of their municipal franchise. 

CAPE ORDINANCE 22: \roich re-affirmed the eligibility of all 

adult men of all races to sit as fu-:1 and equal members of 

the city council providinr, r.hey fulfilled the property 

qualifications of either ownership of property \vorth £100, 

or occupation of property worth £.200. 

*LOCAL GOVERNHENT (!"~.OVINCIAL POWERS) ACT,2_NO. l: which 

deprived non-\roites of representation on local health 

crgani:.mticns. This was significant since it beca~e 

customary for \~ites to press for residential segregation 

on the basis of health requirements. 

*M! .. ~ 41 (or): removed the property or income q1..talifications 

of n~ite voters, but not for men of other population 

groups. In 1930, uhite .:omen were enfranchised, to 

bolster the strength of the white vote. 
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SEPARATE REPRESENTATION OF VOTERS A£T, NO. 46: whereby 

separate representation of voters for municipal franchise 

in the Cape wa~ instituted, enabling all Coloured and 

Indian voters to elect four white members of parliament and 

two white councillors to the Provincial Council. 

only uale adult non-l'lhites were enfranchised. 

Still 

CAPE MDNICIPAL ORDINANCE ACT1 NO. 19: which guaranteed the 

municipal franchise for male Indians, retaining their right 

to be elected to office. 

~~~ MUNICIPAL AMENDMENT DRAFT ORDINANCE: whereby it became 

prerequisite for inclusion on the municipal and divisional 

council voterG roll in the Cape, to be registered as a 

parliamentary voter. 

*GROUP AREAS AMENIMENT ~2.'f...z .. B.9· 49: l-Jhich provides for the 

establishment of suburban consultative and management 

committees in Indian and Coloured group a~eas. Also, those 

who held municipal franchise in the C::.pe would retain it 

whilst still in possession of the necessary qualifications, 

but no new Indian or Coloured voters \1ould be registered. 

<ii-!@.9AL GOVERNHENT EXTENSION ORDINANCE, N0._,23.z SECTION 4: 

":hich proYides :in greater detail for tl-te membership of the 

local affairs committees introduced by the above act. 

Members were wholly nominated by the Department of Indian 

Affairs in the first y~~-r of establishment, but wholly 

elected by the fourth year, by Indians over twenty-one 

years old, with certain property qualifications. These 
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committees were to be merely advisory, subordinate to the 

local white authorities. 

*GROUP AREAS ACT, NO. 36 (final amendment Act No. 43, 1978): 

whereby n Group Areas Board is to be established, consisting 

of up to t\vel ve members, appointed by the Minister of Indian 

Affairs. It also clarified group area pemoval issues. 

Permits to lease property in a. proclaimed area would not be 

granted except under special circumstances, and after an 

area is proclaimed, no one is aJ~owed to subdivide land or 

to grant another person rights to u~e this land. If 

a:..legations are made concerning alleged Asiatic identity of 

a person, these a.re taken to be true until proven to the 

contrary. 

·:l-§.Q.!:!!!'i. AFRICAN, H\DIAN COUNCJL ACT, NO~ 3,1 (final amendment 

by Act No. 8 3: 1978): Qualif~t.ca tions for membership to the 

Council were df'llineated as identification as Indian, a 

permanent 1·esident of South Africa for at least five )P.ars 

prior to membership; not holding an office of profit in 

the service of the State.; and a member must be eligible to 

·be registered as a voter for council elections. 'fi•e 

araenchnent provides for an increase in councillors to 

forty, with twenty-seven from Natal, ten from t.he 'l'ra.."lsv~:al 

and three from the Cape. 

i:·N-JIQ!QRAL ACT FOR .. }1WIANS~ NO.Jl2:.: which provides for the 

election procedures for members of the Sout"h African 

Indian Council. Every adult over eighteen years· old is 

eligible to vote unless spc-.;ifi.:.Cl.1.1y disqualified, a!ld any 
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person who fails to register is guilty of an offence. The 

1979 amendment (Act No. 41) provides for setting aside one 

day for registration of voters, and also extends the period 

between nomin~tion and election. 

LEGISLATION AFI"~~CTING LAND TENURE, TRADING AND LABq!ffi. 

1885 !-A1Y.NO. 3 OF ~:liE TRANSVA~: which excluded from all burgher 

rights MaJ ays, Arabs and Muslim subjects of the Turkish 

Empire, restricting their property rights to certain areas 

for sanitation purposes. 

DEALERS LICENCES ACT (NATAL)., .NO_. 18: whereby mtmicipalities 

were given the pO\ver to grant trading licences. The aim 

of the bill~ according to the Rt. Hon. Harry Escombe in 

Parliament, was 11 to prevent certain persons coming ·~o this 

countJ ~· to compete \dth the Europeans on equal terms and 

getting the licences to trade which are required by the 

Europeans" (quoted from Meer: 1969: 47) • 

.:fRANSVJLAL LAW 15 (GOLD LAW): which ~xcluded non-whites from 

working in mining areas except as labourers. 

compensation for injury to workmen_was restricted to whites. 

PRECIOUS AND BASE HETALS (OR GOLD LAW) ACT, ("*")!.._ 

which segregated Indians for trade and residen~e in the 

Transvaal. The last v1 ti1ese acts, the Gold Law, 

precluded Indians completely from all areas proclaimed as 

mining are as • Indians circwnvented these restrictions 

by fonning small limited liability companies of two or mC're 



individuals, who then had the right to purchase and occupy 

land more freely • 
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. ASIATICS (LAND AND TRADING) AHENDMENT ACT tTRANSVAAL), NO. 37: 

which attempted to protect Indian~ frcm the Gold La~ by 

allowing those who wer{; trading legally on proclaimed land to 

continue. It, however, prohibited the ownership of all 

fixed property including land through companies in which one 

or more Indian had the controlling share. 

land through nominees was not prohibited. 

Ownership of 

The South African 

Indian Congress \vas formed in or.posi tion to this bill. 

!J>PRENTICESI-IIP ACT, NO. 26: whereby Indians \'/ere excluded 

from entering organized skilled crafts. '.:.'l1e 1944 

amendment enabled the Ninister to prescribe, at his discretion, 

any qualifications he considered suitable for apprentices. 

BUR~...!§!!:.ERS ORDINA~QE (+) OF N}-1:@:.: whereby rural boards 

were empowered to grant 1-:_cences for trading, with the 

clear aim of reducing Indian competition. 

DURBAN J..AND ALIENATION ORD]~ANCEJ. NATAL: whereby the 

Durban municipality could exclude Indians from t.l:le sn.lcs of 

corporation lands. 

GEI\'ERAL DEALERS CONTROL ORDINANC~3 TilANSVAAI~: whereby local 

aut!10rities were empol·i~red to grant trading licences. As in 

the Natal ordinance of 1924, it was the stated aim (,.;:-. Uofmcyr, 

the then Minister of Intc1ior) to reduce Indian competition. 
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COLOUR BAR ACT,(+ l: which p:..~ohibited Indians from handling 

any machinery run by steam or electricity • 

. RURAL DEALERS LICENS];_t\G ORDINANCE 2 NATAL: which :imposed further 

restrictions on Indians obtaining trading lice~ces in rural 

areas. 

*TRANSVAAL ASIATIC LAND TENURE A!tJ!~pHf~NT, ACJ'.z NO. 30: which 

was to do with registration of land occupied by A.:;iatics·. 

It empowered the Minister of Interior to declare certain 

areas restricted to certain groups, allowing Asiatics full 

freehold rights in Asiatic area~. 

*NARKEl:fNG AND UNBENEFICIAL LAND OC.Q!!~ ACT, NO. 22: 

which further restricted agricultural rights of Indian 

farmers. Since most of these farn~rs lived in Natal, the 

act was aimed at Natal Indirill farmers. 

*ASIATI~ tT!~An~VAAL) .LAND AND TRADING ACT.:... NO. 2.8: whereby 

Asiatics were prevented from 0ccupyi11.g or hiring any premises 

not occupied by non-whites prior to 30.4.39, except by 

special permission of the minister. All licence applications, 

renewals a..'1d transfers dcpcr1dc:nt on discretion 

of the minister. The amendment to this act, in Act No. 28 

of 1941 extended st:t,:rega tion to l'ural are~s. 

*TR~DING AND OCCUPATIO!~ OF LA.lliLJ..TRt\NSVAAL AND NA'I'AL) 
RESTRICTION ACT, NO. 35 ( 11 ~'EGGJJ-1G Af'rnl: which 

:imposed f.urther restrictio11s on Indians for trading, 

and occupatim'. of land in these areas. In Natal, it 

proposed that no Indian could occupy or acquire prop(~.:.·ty 
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occupied or acquired by a White before 22.3.43, with the same 

applied in reverse for Whites. This raised such protest in 

India that the Indian parliament passed the Reciprocity 

Amendments Act, in which reciprocal treatment would be meted' 

out to all white South Africans in India. The leader of the 

Natal Indian Congress, Kajee, postponed the initial passing 

of the bill by saying that he would persuade all Indians to 

desist from further en-::roaching into white are;ts, and he 

attempted to gain statutory recognition for this assurance. 

It incensed both Whites and Indians, and lead radicals of the 

latter to form a group in Natal lead by Naicker and Dadoo, 

totally rejecting segregation. 

*ASIATIC LAND TENURE At:~"D INDIAN REPRESENTATION ACT: NO ... 28 
:('1GHEj'To ACT11 ): :.!ost of the sections of this act 

were repealed by tl1e Group Areas Act of 1950. 'Ihe act 

ended holding of land by nom:'.ness, and it stated that 

if the controlling shares of a company are held by an 

Asiatic, ~:hat company would be regarded as Asiatic. No 

persons not Asiatic may enter into an agreement wl th an 

Asiatic, except by permit, to acquire fixed property in 

Natal, from 21.1.46, other than ill a.n exempL~d <l.l·ea. 

Communal franchise was also offered to Indians, witl1 

White parli::unentary representation. This the Indians 

rejected and began another satyagraha ca~mpaign in 

protest. This act \vas the major pretext for the Indian 

goveriwent to take the cause of South African Indians to 

the UniteJ Nations. 
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*9ROUP AREAS ACT, NO. 41. (final amendment Act No. 43, 1978): 

which provides for the establishment of residential areas 

specifically for the occupation of a particular group 

. classified by stat:ute. It also provides for areas of tr...tde 

and conunerce for these groups. The Group Areas Board has 

a pre-emptive right to purchase all disqualified property 

at a price not exceeding the market price at tl1e date of 

proclamation or at the date the board exer~ised this right. 

Indians were denied loans for properties outside Indian 

areas, and also denied rights to land for industrial purposes 

ir• industrial areas. The Indians reacted by joining the 

A.N.C. in country~wide demonstrations in the Defiance of 

Unjust Laws t.ampaign • 
• 

i:fQBL!;FFJ.:.ON REGISTRATION ACT, NO~_JQ: whereby all peoples of 

South Africa are classified accordirt..g to set criteria based 

on an area of origin, common culture and phenotype. The 

definition of 11In.dian" was indefinite ir.. this act, so it 

was developed in the Govcrrunent Gaz-.:~.:;te, No. 265 Vol. X 

of 1963, in Proclamation 46. An Indian is any person 

who is, in fact, or is generally accepted as a member of a 

race or tribe whose national home is in India or Pakistan. 

(Final amendment by Act No. 29 of 1970). 

*.!l'ill,YSTRIAL CONCILIATION Ap.T, NO. 28: whereby monopolies 

of occupations \vere cre;.ted through the policy of job 

reservation, imposing limits to status and skill upwards 

mobility of all non-whites. This act also forbids the 

registratic·n of mixed trade unions. (Final amendment 



Act No. 61 of 1966). 

-~-cOMMUNITY Dh"'VELOPME~J;,,_M!,ENDHENT AC~, N0 •• ....4a: (final 

amendment by Act No. 19, 1978): '\\ttich contains clauses 

. that grant po1rer to the Conununity Development Board to 

compensate lessees, and also to enable the Board to acquire 

property Kithout an estate duty certificate. It also 

provides for the ilrmiediate eviction of people living 

illegally on ~ertain properties. The 1978 ame:adment 

abolished the payment of appreciation (in market value 

of property) contributions. 

·*Ii~DIAN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMEN'f CO_RPORATION ACT, NO • .lO: 

which provides for the establishment of an Indian 

Industrial Development Corporation, to p1·omote Indian 

interests in secondary industry. The pmvers of the 

Corporation arc to promote undertakings for secondary 

industrial operations in Soutl1 Africa; the finding or 

acquisitio:L of shares in such a company; the acquisit.; .. ::m 

and di:-•.:.losal of immovr .. ble and movable property; and the 

guarantee of such a company. 

LEGISLATION Af~CTING EDUCATION ·-
*!!!.q]§R E~ll,CATION ACT~ NO • ..J.Q.: 'mereby institu.tes of higher 

education. for Indians were recognised. 

the University-College uf Durban-\vestville, for IndiansJ 

was established. 

*INDIANS ~ATION ACJ'J NO,. ,61 (f :n<tl amendment by Act No. 62 
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of 1973): which provides for the control of Indian education 

by the Department of Indian Affa]xs, since it was previously 

under the control of the Provincial Councils. All private 

schools must re registered with the Department. Cape 

schools were to come under this Department's control only 

from 1.4.70 because of the small numbers of Indian students, 

all :·f ldtom were attending Coloured schools. Any member of 

staff at a school may be dismissed if he/she belongs to or 

participates in actions by any party or political organization 

regarded by the Minister as prejudicial to the State. 

*IN'.IANS ADVANCED TECHN~f~ EDUC/-,TION ACT, NO. 12 (final 

amendm.ent by Act No. 63 of 1975): which provides for the 

establishment of coJ.leges of advanced technical education for 

Indians, particularly establishing the M.L. Sultan Technical 

College in Natal. This act also r~ovides for the control, 

administration and regulation of such colleges by the 

Department of Indian Affairs. 

*UNIVERSITY OF DURBAN-WESTVILLE ACT, NO. 49, (final amendment 

by Act No. 68 of 1978): ~1ereby recognition is given to 

Dt...!rban-Westvnle as a full U.Iliversity. 

include the admission to the university of non-Whites other 

than Iw.llans, and t..~e 1978 amendment allows the uuivt::rsity 

to invest, borro\i or lend money, and to negotiate loans. 

-~GENERAL LAW AHENDME.l!!~.-:~~0. 62: by which free and 

compulsory education for Indians was ensured, on the basis 

of pupils enrolling in kindergarten for the first time, in 

1973, and thereafter, shall remain at school until they 
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are fifteen years old. In the 1979 amendment, it became 

c:ompulsory for all Indian children between the ages of 

seven to fifte~n to attend an educational iJJstitution. 

lli!I!/-~lS RELTI~F ACT, NO. 22 (Repealed~by later amendments: 

last c; which \vas Act No. 59, 1972): making provision for 

the validation and registration of marriage::: between Indians 

which are recognized as valid according to any Indian 

religion. The wlfe of a resident is now allmved to enter 

th<:; country if her husband has a..l'ly children by any other 

woman still living. The £3 poll tax was abolished. This 

act was passe<.': after n:,my months of saty.:tgraha led by Gandhi. 

·~Q!P,l1di._:_ .• AWS AHENDHENT AQ.!.z .. liQ.. 6~ (final amendment by Act 

No. 43 of 1964): \1rhereby all marriages registered prior 

to this act \vere validated, as long as they had been 

registered by a magistrate, the Protector· or Assistrun; 

Protector of Indian Inunigrants, or by the Hinister cf:' the 

Interior. This act does not I~cog:nise polygynQus marriage~3. 

It also elimi11ated discrimination of marriage registration. 

bctHecn indentured and passenger Indians. 

*CHILDF~ ACT.L ~Q~: administered by the Depart'1lent of 

Ind.ian Affairs, which paysout maintenance and foster-parents 

allmnmces. Honthly ave!'age pension 1975 - 6 = R49 .• 84. 

?~RETREATS AND REHABILITATION CENTRES ACT. NO. 86: administered __ ., .. ___ , ___ .,,.. ____ _ 
by the Department of Indian Affairs. 
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*AGED PERSONS ACT, NO. 8.1.: which provides for the 

distribution of old age pensions by the Department of 

Indian Affairs. The average monthly pension estimated by 

the Department for 1975-6 was R35,1Z. 

*DISABILITY GRANTS ACT, NO. ~z: \ill i.ch is also administered 

by the Depa~:tment of Indian Affai': '3. The average monthly 

pension e~timated by the Department. for 1975-6 was R33,07. 

which is also administered by 

the Department of Indian Affairs. The average monthly 

pensi01: estJJnated oy the DepartiDent for 1975-6 was R32,66. 

*WAR VETERANS PENSJ~_ACT, NO. 25: which is [USO amninistered 

by the Department of Indian Affairs. The average ~nonthly 

pension estjmated by the Department for 1975-6 lias R38,71. 

Veer (1969) states that the government policy is to 

discriminate in rates of \-;elfare aid between classified 

population groups, on the general bards of Whites: 

Coloureds: Asians: Blacks: 4: 2: 2: 1. 

Bradlow, Edna (1978) 

Duttci~l~lcrtll~ Consolidated Statu.tcs of Sot1th .:'l.frica: Vols. J_, 
III, V, X, XII 

Horrell, tfuriel: "Survey of Race Relations" Vols. l8s 25, 28, 30, 31, 32 

Meer, Fatima (1969: pp. 43 - 49) 

Annual Reports of the Department of Indian Affairs from Jf)/~~ ·- 1978 

Pachai, Bridglal (1971). 
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APPI~NDIX II 

g:NSUS QUES'riONNAIRES USED DURING FIELDWOllif 

Fieldwork consisted of intensive participant observation over a 

period of. eight months. Init:ial contact with informants was 

usually made through formal interviews, and subsequent contact 

became progressively more informal. Census questionnaires w0re 

appJ..ied at two different stages of fieldwork. The first census, 

giving basic dem .. ographic data about all the households ccnsuscd, 

was undertaken at a preliminary stage in fieldwork. The second 

census, restricted to Z.tuslim households, was undertaken four months 

later. The t\vo ccnBt1s reports served to act as a check for 

accuracy on each other. 

CENSUS ONE. 

This census was applied to a random selection of households in 

Rylands, irrespective of religion. (T.Jtal households ccn:;msed: 

136). 

Address: 

J,ength of occupation of present residence: 

Place of previom; residenc~:;: 

Nurnber of occupants of household at present: 

Relationships bet\veen occupants (kin and affinnl): 

Ages of occupants: 

Occupation of breadwirmer(s): 

~e1igion of occupnnts (or .Huslim sect): 

Home language: 
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CENSUS '1'\VO. 

1'his census wa.s applied only to those households censused above who were 

Muslim. (Total househLlds ccnsused: 87). 

Address: 

A. ls the house owned or rented? 

By '·::!:1om is it owned? 

If by occupant, who will inherit it? 

If it is rented, how much is the rent? 

Is this considered a fair rent? 

·.Jhy not? 

B. Residents Gf household 

lVh.o is the head of the household? 

The .·'Jllowing questions \vere as!ced concerning the residents 

of the household: 

1. Relationship to the head of the household. 

2. Date of birth. 

3. Birthplace. 

4· Occupation. 

5. OecupnU.nnlll hi st:ory. 

6. Educational level. 

7. Pla.ce of educa tioil ( CCllii. tr.t, toltn ~,.r.:.cl 5 .. r:~ ti t11tion). 

8. Comments. 

For a.ffines, the date of joining the household 

\'las asked. 
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C. Kin and affines. of head of household not resident \vi th _1:!,:1!!!, 

Kin and affines of the head of household \vere separated into 

the followirg categories on the census form: children, 

siblings, wife's siblings, parents, wife's parents. 

As for section B, the same questions 2 - 8 were asked, 

in addition to the following: 

l.. Years spent out of home shared "'i th the head of 

household. 

2. Marital status. 

3. Number of children and their ages. 
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